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This restaraunt in Frenier sits right on Lake Ponchartrain.
One of the joys of living in South Louisiana is being able to
eat seafood just pulled from the water.
Oysters... Louisiana's favorite aphrodisiac.

Tamia Randolph and David Alvarez of Gretna pose
with Miss Teen Strawberry Queen, Leila Boudreaux, of
Laplace at the Ponchatoula Strawberry Festival.

estled in the heart of the South, Louisiana
is home to LSU.
With their French and Spanish influence, the
food, music and people of this state have a unique
cultural flavor unlike that in any other part of the
country.
The many festivals that pop up across the state
throughout the year provide a peek into the food
and agriculture of each area. The state is speckled
with picturesque images of swamps, hills, cypress
and oak trees.
The food here is unlike any found elsewhere in the
U.S. The muggiest summer afternoon is always
made better by a pot of spicy crawfish. Abita Beer is
bottled close enough to ensure everyone has a fresh

glass. And bowls of gumbo warm up the chilliest
winter nights.
LSU becomes the melting pot of the state’s
diversity, as students travel from all over the
state to attend the Flagship University. And after
graduation many return to their hometowns or
other cities within the state to use the knowledge
they have gained.
As the cycle is repeated, many things change and
many things stay the same. And through time,
Louisiana proves that it is unlike any other place on
Earth.

Kayla Falgoust
ocated along the Mississippi River in
the heart of Southeastern Louisiana,
Baton Rouge has always been a
city of diversity. Home to commercial,
academic, and government centers, this
capitol city continues to grow, enticing
people with its rich history and unique
Southern culture.
One of Louisiana’s largest cities, Baton
Rouge is also home to the old and new
Louisiana state capitol buildings, Louisiana
State University, Southern University, the
Mall of Louisiana, a metropolitan airport,
an observatory, a zoo, an amusement and
water park, several museums, and many
other local attractions. Baton Rouge’s
unique culture is rooted in each city street
from the local flavor of the downtown area
to the historic sights of the Garden District
and Spanish Town.
Despite its economic and infrastructural
growth, the essence of Baton Rouge has
always been its people - the politicians,
the students, the entrepreneurs, and the
homemakers —who all call this beloved city
home.

The I-10 bridge over the Mississippi River.

A view of Capitol Lake from atop the
New State Capitol building.

The Old State Capitol building was referred to
by Mark Twain as "a whitewashed castle, with
turrets and things."
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’Keefe's time as the head of LSU ended in the spring of
2008, concluding a tenure that included pancake breakfasts
and several crises.
O’Keefe became the chancellor in the winter of 2005 after leaving
the head post of NASA. During his time at LSU, he became
affectionately known by many students as the Rocket Man.
He was often seen walking from his office in Thomas Boyd to the
Union to get a haircut on the first floor or sitting center court at Lady
Tiger basketball games.
O’Keefe’s tenure as the head of the University ended in February
of 2008 when he resigned amid rumors that he was being run out
by new System President John Lombardi because the two disagreed
about how to run the University.
During his time at LSU, O ’Keefe, with his trademark moustache,
oversaw the Forever LSU campaign in an effort to raise money from
private donors for the University.
He helped to secure donations to the Forever LSU campaign getting
it to the one-third mark of $308 million in February 2007 —
including $1.18 million from DOW Chemical, $3 million from the
Martin family to build a new business school, and $25 million from
alumni Emmet and Tony Stephenson.
His time at LSU wasn’t an easy one. During his reign as chancellor
he endured a tenure debate, the University was struck by Hurricane
Katrina, protests were held about the purple and gold Confederate
flag and two students were murdered in an on-campus apartment.
He received both acclaim and criticism following his response to each
crisis.
When O ’Keefe announced his resignation, several prominent alumni
spoke out in support of the chancellor, but they were unable to
garner support.
O’Keefe stayed at the University for the remainder of the spring
semester teaching a public administration course. He then moved to
Washington, D.C. where he took over the General Electric aviation
office to lobby lawmakers.

i th thick black glasses and an accent unlike
anyone who’s held the job before, John
Lombardi became the fifth president of the
LSU System in September 2007. He is charged with
overseeing a system that includes LSU, the Paul Hebert
Law Center, the two Health Science Centers, five
additional academic campuses and 11 hospitals.
The California native left a spot as the chancellor at
the University of Massachusetts Amherst to come to
Baton Rouge. Before UMass, he served as the provost
and vice president for academic affairs at Johns Hopkins
University and spent almost 10 years as the chancellor at
the University of Florida.
The members of the Board of Supervisors were
impressed with his ability to raise money at UMass,
where he became one of the most successful fundraisers
in the school’s history. He took the place of William
Jenkins who was well liked by the Legislature and known
for his ability to raise money for LSU schools. And the

Board hoped that he can bring his ability to raise the
green at LSU. Lombardi was charged with assisting the
Forever LSU campaign aimed at raising funds for the
LSU campus, and working toward getting the capital
needed to build a new Charity Hospital in New Orleans.
Lombardi has been an academic his entire life, his
parents were teachers, and he said he couldn’t ever
imagine being anything else. He is a history professor
and his specialty is Latin America. He speaks Spanish
fluently, and his favorite book is Don Quixote, in both
the original Spanish and English translation.
Lombardi has been vocal since taking control of
the System about the work he has done in the state.
Lombardi told a group assembled in November 2007
that he would not entertain any suggestions to move the
medical school from New Orleans to Baton Rouge. And
despite being a new-comer to the state, spoke strongly
about suggestions by Gov. Bobby Jindal to funnel more
money into the state transportation budget.

John Lombardi became the f ifth president o f the
LSU System in September 2007. He is charged with
overseeing a system that includes LSU the Paul
Hebert Law Center the two Health Science Centers,
five additional academic campuses and 11 hospitals.

he Board of Supervisors is responsible for overseeing the entire LSU System,
including LSU, the Law Center, the Health Science Centers, the Ag Center and
four additional academic campuses.
Each member is appointed to a six-year term by the governor and represents one of the
seven Congressional districts in the state or can hold an at-large position. Additionally,
one member is selected from the various student body presidents from the schools in the
System.
The Chairman of the Board of Supervisors this year was Jerry Shea, who took over in fall
2007. The other members included: James Roy, Rod West, Cassie Alsfeld, Jack Andonie,
Anthony Falterman, John George, Hank Gowen, Hal Hinchliffe, Stanley Jacobs, Alvin
Kimble. Louis Lambert. Laura Leach. Ben Mount, Dottie Reese and Charles Weems.
The Board tackled several issues during the year, including the rebuilding of Charity
Hospital in New Orleans that was destroyed during Hurricane Katrina, the construction
of a new Earl K. Long Hospital in Baton Rouge, tuition for LSU, building a new
business college at the Baton Rouge campus and responding to budget cuts from the state
government. In the fall the Board voted to raise the fee LSU students pay for the Union
reconstruction, a decision that was in opposition to a referendum that had been held on
campus months before that.
In January the Board voted to raise the price of non-student tickets for football games. The
increase raised the cost of a seat in Tiger Stadium by $5 per ticket. They also approved the
raising of contribution required to get prime seats in the lower bowl within the 20-yardlines from $500 to $950. The contribution is required on top of the per-ticket price.
The Board met monthly in Baton Rouge to hear reports from the various chancellors and
decide on different issues. One of the important tasks with which the board was faced
during the year was hiring a new chancellor to replace Sean O' Keefe and a new Athletic
Director to replace Skip Bertman.
The December board meeting was also the site of football coach Les Miles’ announcement
that he would remain at LSU and not take a job at Michigan where many had rumored he
might be headed. Miles attended the meeting informing the Board he had no intention of
leaving, and then entered a back room to sign a contract extension for an additional four
years.
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hen one thinks of the typical curriculum of
a student in the College of Agriculture, most
assume that lessons of crops and livestock
are kept within the confines of the classroom. However,
this is not true for James Colorado Robertson, a truly
unique agriculture business and diary science senior
who lives on the LSU Diary Science Teaching and
Research Farm.
A native of Amite, Louisiana, Colorado always knew
that he would someday attend LSU and was introduced
to the College of Agriculture through his high school
4-H program.
Being from Louisiana, I’ve always wanted to come to
LSU, said Colorado. “The beauty of our campus, with
the awesome oak trees and Italian architecture, was also
a draw. The College of Agriculture is unique because
students feel like they are part of a family instead of just
a number.”
Throughout his LSU career Colorado has been highly
involved in numerous university organizations and
activities, including LSU Student Government, LSU
Agricultural Students Association, LSU Diary Science
Club, LSU Agribusiness Club, and many others.
Additionally, Colorado has the responsibility of caring
for the animals on the diary science farm—an enormous
task considering the facility houses about 130 cattle and
serves both teaching and research purposes.

principles of dairying, caring for calves, dehorning,
vaccinating, feeding, and milking,” explained Colorado.
“In addition to teaching, the farm also boasts several
research projects whose main goal is to improve the
efficiency and profits of Louisiana farmers.”
For Colorado, each day on the farm begins extra early.
While many college students are just heading to bed
after a long night in Tigerland, Colorado is waking up
to begin his daily farm chores of feeding and milking
the cows.
“A routine day for me is getting up at 4:45 a.m. and
feeding the milking herd and heifers,” said Colorado.
“Then, I attend class and participate in various
extracurricular activities. Throughout the week, we work
on various projects around the farm such as weighing
heifers, moving feed troughs, cleaning stalls, breeding,
and building fences. There’s never a dull dav.”
In addition to his everyday duties, Colorado also has to
deal with the more unusual events, such as getting up in
the middle of the night to deliver a calf, and although
this routine may seem grueling to some, for the most
part, Colorado does not seem to mind.
“Working on the farm can be hard work, but it is kind
of relaxing with all the other activities I’m involved in,”
said Colorado. “Cows don’t talk back; they just listen.”

Of the two main purposes of the facility, one is to
provide an outdoor lab for hands-on classes that teach

“Working on the farm can be hard work, but it is kind
of relaxing with all the other activites I 'm involved in.
Cows don't talk back; they just listen. ”

Kayla Falgoust
n a humid fall day deep within the
most fertile wooded areas of Baton
Rouge, Donald Reed and his class
of ardent tree-lovers search high and low for
the perfect leafy specimen. During the fall
semester, Reed’s dendrology class ventured away
from campus every Tuesday and Thursday for
a few hours to hold class in locations like the
Bluebonnet Swamp and the Burden Research
Plantation. However, dendrology is not only
about trees.
“An outdoor class allows you to enjoy other
natural resources besides trees,” said Richard
Williams, agriculture senior and a student in
Reed’s class. “This semester we have seen deer,
rabbits and a few other animals.”
Each semester, the College of Agriculture offers
several outdoor classes that are required of some
agriculture majors. Dendrology is just one of
those outdoor classes in which students travel
as a group to different places in Baton Rouge
in order to have a more hands-on experience.
In Reed’s dendrology class, students are able
to study trees more closely in their actual
environment and occasionally come across some
hazardous natural elements.

“With an outdoor class, it’s also possible to see
the trees growing on their natural site, which
will help any young natural resource professional
while they are out in the field,” said Williams.
“Anytime you are outside you must deal with the
elements and dangerous animals. On more than
one occasion we have gotten soaking wet and
avoided venomous snakes.”
Additionally, the outdoor labs offer an
alternative form of learning in a more engaging
environment. The open atmosphere of the classes
allows students to experience the subject matter
in a more comprehensive way, giving students
the chance to have a live encounter with the
specimen, which ultimately helps raise their
grades.
“I believe an outdoor lab helps your grade,” said
Williams. “There is only so much that a student
can learn by looking at slides on a Power Point
presentation. If you are in an outdoor setting you
are able to use all of your senses.”
Even though classes like dendrology are mostly
taken by agriculture majors, anyone interested
in natural resources and experiencing the great
outdoors firsthand and for college credit should
definitely consider taking one of these outdoor
courses.

“There is only so much that a student can
learn by looking at slides on a Power Point
presentation. If you are in an outdoor setting
you are able to use all ofyour senses.n
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orn Maria Isabel Dietz, Professor Maribel
Dietz started out as an economics major at
the University of California, Berkley and later
developed a passion for history.
i

I loved being an undergraduate at Berkley,” said
Professor Dietz. “It was such a diverse place where you
could really be yourself. Academically, it was a fantastic
place, and it is where I really discovered history.”

As a historian, Professor Dietz’s research centers on
religion and the early medieval world, exploring the
development and spread of religious ideas and the
relationship between religious and political authority
during the period.
“It is a dynamic era,” said Professor Dietz, “and I
really enjoy working on a time period that is often
misunderstood and frequently dismissed as the ‘dark
ages.
5 J)

After graduating from Berkley, Professor Dietz attended
graduate school at Princeton University to concentrate
her studies on the history of the late antique and early
medieval Mediterranean.
When I was getting ready to graduate, I started to
feel that I had just started to scratch the surface of the
study of history—I didn’t want to stop,” said Professor
Dietz. As an undergraduate, I took a great seminar on
the writing of Augustine of Hippo, and through that
class, I read a number of books by Peter Brown about
late antiquity. I became fascinated in the period and in
his approach on history. I chose Princeton for graduate
school in order to work with Peter Brown.”
In 1996, Professor Dietz arrived at LSU and became
an assistant professor in 2004. She often teaches an
introductory history class on Western Civilization and
a variety of upper level medieval history courses and
seminars for graduates, undergraduates, and honors
students.
I don't really have a single ‘favorite’ class—it really
depends on the students I have in any given semester,”
said Professor Dietz.

Professor Dietz is currently working on her second book
on the cult of Stephen the Protomartyr, which focuses
on the birth and spread of the cult from the 4th century
to the early 11th century.
Recently, Professor Dietz received the BP Award for
Outstanding Undergraduate Professor and was awarded
a plaque and $2,000. “I am very proud of this award
because I work hard on my teaching,” she said.
In addition to teaching and researching, Professor Dietz
is the co-founder of the Medieval and Renaissance
Interdisciplinary Project, a member of Women’s and
Gender Studies, and a faculty host for the Safe Space
Program. She is also currently serving on two LSU
committees: the University Council on Women and the
Arts and Humanities Research and Development Group.
In the future, Professor Dietz hopes to remain at LSU
and would like to take a sabbatical to research in Italy,
France, or Spain. Currently, however, she is enjoying
her recent award with her husband, Professor Jordan
Kellman of ULL, and two young children, Francisco and
Gisele, who already have plenty of plans for the money.

Sheila de Guzman
e know them as the men that bring out
the flags at football games and other
ceremonies. Crisp and clean uniforms
and a disciplined movement, these four men retired
flags that have worn to a condition in which they
should no longer be used to represent the nation.
They are known as LSU’s Pershing Rifles, a military
oriented, honorary fraternity. James Powell,
Sociology senior, directed the four men and said
that it was a “great honor to serve in LSU’s honor
guard.”
A rank of about thirty men and woman training
to be in the Airforce walked to the front of the
memorial tower to watch, but not with ease. Every
single movement was criticized until perfection.
Then, Marc Daigle, Biological Sciences sophomore,
Braden Bawcom, Mechanical Engineering junior,
Dan LeBlanc, Business junior and Sean Skorlich,
History junior, slowly walked up to the post to
take down the flag. Even though the wind was
blowing furiously, they calmly and properly folded
the flag which was coincidentally in sync with
the bell tower chiming at 4 PM. Bawcom held
the flag tightly to his chest and the four walked

together towards the fire. As the wind died down
in respect, God Bless America started to play
and Bawcom placed the flag into the pit. Each
cadet immediately saluted the flag as it was slowly
consumed by the fire to its glorious death. It was
a beautiful juxtaposition to see casual civilians
walking about not knowing what was happening
and yet these cadets were silently paying their dues
to a flag that had served its time.
Many of the flags that were retired on April 10
were damaged in New Orleans during Hurricane
Katrina. The Reserve Officers’ Training Corps
(ROTC) collects flags from around the area and
after enough have been collected they carry out
this ceremony. But they don’t collect just flags;
the ROTC gather men and women who have
an undying passion and commitment to their
country. So when we see the men and women who
bring out the colors during Tiger Football games,
we now know they are more than just regular
men, they are the men and women who will be
our future leaders in the military. They are the
Pershing Rifles.
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have loved art since I was little. I would never
stop doodling and coloring!” Allison Dugas,
a studio art major with a graphic design
concentration and art history minor, always knew she
wanted to pursue a career in the art field. During her
senior year at Mount Carmel Academy in New Orleans,
she visited an LSU counselor and was introduced to the
possibility of graphic design. “It sounded like a great way
to use my artistic skills for a practical purpose,” she said.
As president of both the Graphic Design Student
Association and the LSU chapter of the American
Institute of Graphic Arts, Dugas oversaw a number of
events, including the refurbishment of the senior srudio
in the art building and a group tour of the Seattle design
community. “That was a great trip. We got to tour
Adobe and the Starbucks marketing department, among
other studios,” she recalled. Dugas also coordinated
AIGAs student portfolio review in the spring, during
which over 100 students from Louisiana, Mississippi and
Alabama came to LSU to have their portfolios reviewed
by professional designers.
Accomplishments in the College of Art and Design
aside, Dugas said she enjoyed serving as an LSU
Ambassador during her first three years at at the
University. “After working over 15 orientations and
serving as the publicity chair on the Council, I know
way too many random facts about LSU!” she said. “But
I really did love being an ambassador; the people I met
through that organization are phenomenal and I am so
glad I was a part of it.”
Dugas said that as an art and graphic design student, her
experience at LSU was unique. “While all of my other
friends were frantically studying and writing papers, I

spent hours and hours on art projects. I will definitely
remember long days working on designs, prints,
drawings, and sculptures.”
The graphic design program has been instrumental in
preparing Dugas for future jobs. “In graphic design,
we’ve had to work on a lot of group projects and in
some cases, with real clients,” she explained. “That alone
has helped me learn how to get along with all different
types of people. Critiques have also helped me learn how
to talk about my work and really sell my concepts and
designs to a client.”
Working as a graphic designer for both The Daily
Reveille and Legacy magazine gave Dugas additional
experience and an opportunity to share her skills with
the LSU community. “I loved working for Legacy
because the end product of our work was always great,
and it was fun seeing people around campus looking
at something that I designed,” she said. “I also liked
working for The Reveille because it was very fast paced
and I think it gave me good practice for the ‘real world’
where you might not have two weeks to do a project.”
Dugas’ post-graduation plans start off with a trip to
Australia to visit family in Coffs Harbour and Sydney,
followed by a move to New York City to find a job. “I
am pretty open as to where I want to work,” she said.
“I wouldn’t mind going into some sort of magazine or
newspaper design. My dream job is to design all of the
graphics for Broadway shows.”
No matter how Dugas will use her experience at LSU to
succeed in the job market, she plans on maintaining a
laid-back outlook on life. Her motto? “Take it one day at
a time!”

Rachel Evenson
here’s something for everyone here.”
Ph.D. student Nick Hwang’s observation
embodied the theme of the BFA Art Show
on May 16. Held in the School of Art gallery in Foster
Hall, the show featured a diverse array of paintings,
photographs, sculptures, performance art and other
works by graduating seniors in the College of Art and
Design.
The gallery was warm and deafening as student artists,
their families, friends and sundry observers perused
the artwork. Melanie Little’s “State Street Portraits”
offered frank, personal glimpses into a familiar LSU
neighborhood and Josh Mayoral’s “Projection” exhibited
an old-fashioned movie projector complete with a tiny,
flickering screen. Elizabeth Fussell’s irreverent “We
are the Walri” was composed of a series of black and
white drawings of walruses in various roles (such as the
shopaholic “mallrus”).
“It’s a great experience to share work with family,
friends, and the public,” painting and design senior
Mikelyn Matthews said of the show. Matthews
described her entries, mixed media works entitled
“Persephone’s Struggle,” “Regress” and “Exasperation,”
among others, as depicting the stages of pain and
recovery. “The solid pieces are about finding out
something, and the abstract ones are about being lost,”
she said.
Matthews said her experience in the College of Art
and Design has been life-changing. “The faculty could
not have been better. They’re more like mentors than
teachers.” Matthews’ post-graduation plans include
going to grad school for painting in an effort to
continue the artistic path she started at LSU.
The artists themselves weren’t the only ones who
could analyze the pieces on display; Hwang, a music
composition major, said he particularly enjoyed Robyn
Denny’s two untitled paintings, explaining the colorful
figures showed the humor of natural forms.

The attention-grabber of the evening was “Ideal,”
Rodneyna O ’Conner’s multimedia performance art
piece that synthesized paintings, theater, and fashion
in a single, arresting package. The piece involved five
elaborately costumed actresses posing atop a platform in
the corner of the gallery’s back room. One by one, the
actresses would step forward and recite a monologue.
“You look at me like I’m not human,” one actress
portraying a slave woman said to the audience. Another
woman dressed as an iconic “blaxploitation” character
and toting a rifle declared, “I have to carry my body
like a weapon of mass destruction.” In unison, the five
actresses asked, “Are we getting better or getting worse?”
O ’Conner, a double major in sculpture and painting,
said the inspiration for the piece came from a Google
image search for “black women.”
“I thought I’d find historical pictures, or pictures of
beauty. What came up was pages and pages of porn,”
she said. “[The piece] deals with the media’s depiction of
black women throughout history. I chose characters that
defined the times.”
Stuart Kimbrell’s “Pet Me Polly” also garnered a regular
crowd of onlookers. Kimbrell said the painting, which
shows a young girl holding the leash of a giant robot,
is about “the discovery of sexuality and awkward
shamefulness.”
Kimbrell, a painting major, said his future plans include
marriage, travel — and possibly art. “I’m going to
London to just live and experience, maybe make some
art. Get a kind of outside view, maybe come back.”
Kimbrell said his experience at LSU has been positive,
but not without some setbacks. So what was the end
result of four years of artistic growth, struggle and
creation? Kimbrell smiled and spoke for the many
happily graduating seniors at the BFA show when he
proclaimed, “I’ve got a degree!”
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or Professor Bradley E. Schaefer, astronomy
occupies almost every aspect of his world.
Astronomy is his life’s passion and his favorite
hobby; it is a reason to get up to go to work and also an
important foundation to his greatest relationship. Even
as a child, Professor Schaefer, was ardent in his quest to
better understand the Universe.
Astronomy has always been my main hobby, ever since
seventh grade,” admitted Professor Schaefer. When I'm
at home, I do a variety of astro-projects for fun.
After high school, Professor Schaefer enthusiastically
began his undergraduate studies in astrophysics at MIT
and remained there for his graduate work in order
to pursue another aspiring astronomer—one who he
would one day call his wife.
MIT was fantastically great for people like me, where
science is wonderful and fascinating, and everyone
was doing exciting and unique worldbeating things,
recalled Professor Schaefer.
After teaching at Yale for several years, Professor
Schaefer arrived at LSU in 2003 ready to pass on his
knowledge and excitement for astronomy to interested
undergraduates through his introductory astronomy
classes. Additionally, Professor Schaefer took on a more
personal project in repairing and revitalizing LSU's
Alvin Clark telescope—one similar to the telescope he
used growing up.
When I arrived, the LSU telescope on top of
Nicholson Hall had fallen into disrepair and had not
been used for twenty years,” said Professor Schaefer.

“This is a shame as the telescope is a refractor made by
Alvin Clark, and Alvin Clark is the world’s all-time best
maker of refractor telescopes. So, with a wide variety of
help and a lot of elbow grease, I got the telescope back
up and running again.”
After the repairs, the rooftop observatory was officially
named Landolt Astronomical Observatory after LSU
Emeritus Professor Arlo Landolt.
As a researcher, Professor Schaefer takes an extreme
interest in his work on supernovae and gamma-ray
bursts and is currently trying to extend the supernova
Hubble diagram. Additionally, Professor Schaefer
contributed to the Supernova Cosmology Project,
developing research and data that recently won the
Gruber Prize, an award of $500,000 that was divided
among the various contributors.
“The Gruber Prize was a collective effort by about
twenty people working from 1996 to 2001,” said
Professor Schaefer. “Our first results came out in late
1998 and early 1999, with the implication that the
old standard model of the Universe needed to have an
added feature of what is now called ‘Dark Energy.’”
Although his life is fairly busy now, Professor Schaefer
does not have plans to slow down any time soon. In
fact, he plans to remain at LSU until his retirement and
continue his work in astrophysics well beyond that.
“As an LSU professor of astronomy, I get to work on
astronomy research and help people learn about it! The
skies above are fun and beautiful.”

“Astronomywas always my
ever since seventh grade.

hobby,

Kayla Falgoust
ocated in Foster Hall, LSU’s Museum of Natural
Science is a research museum that is also open to
the public. Unlike the Louisiana Museum of Art
and Science which has a larger staff, more exhibits, and
hosts a greater number of guests per year, the Museum
of Natural Science is a smaller facility that has limited
exhibit space, embracing further study of the natural
world through its variety of collections.
“Most exhibits at the museum use LSU research,” said
Sophie Bart Warny, education director of the museum.
“We do not do an exhibit for the sake of doing an
exhibit. We want to showcase what we are doing. We
are a research university, so this is very important to us
here at the museum.”
Because of its research nature, Dr. Warny said the
museum’s attendance is rather low at approximately
10,000 people per year and consists of mostly
schoolchildren. However, the museum does offer a few
larger public events, including its participation in LSU’s
Museum Day and educational programs like Ocean
Commotion.
Furthermore, this year the museum was selected to
host Polar Polooza, a nationwide program that traveled
to cities throughout the United States to educate the

public about polar exploration and the Earth’s changin
climate. The event, which was held in November of
2007, consisted of several days of lectures and public
shows that featured the work of notable Antarctic
researchers.
In addition to its annual events, the museum hosts
special Saturday programs once a month. On these
Saturdays, LSU faculty members speak to the public
about their respective research topics and children are
able to participate in hands-on activities.

Since its goal is essentially to teach, the museum also
offers a virtual museum on their website which contaii
links to lectures, activities, and other useful inform al
about collections and exhibits at the museum.

Despite the museum’s academic success, Dr. Warny is
concerned that many university students do not kno"r
about this wonderful resource, and she encourages
anyone who is interested to stop by between classes.
“A lot of people do not know the museum is there,”
said Dr. Warny. “Most students coming in are either
biological science majors or art majors, but I think
anyone in an academic field could benefit.”

“Most exhibits at the museum use LSU
research... we are a research university, so this
is very important to us here at the museum. ”
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n 1963, Emmet Stephenson decided to attend LSU,
believing that the college had the prettiest girls and
the best football team. In June of 1967, shortly after
his graduation, Emmet’s decision paid off, as he married
Tony E. Stephen, a fellow LSU student. Now, forty-one
years after the two graduated and were married, much is
still the same at LSU—the girls are still the prettiest and
the football team is still the best.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephenson are both natives of Bastrop,
Louisiana. He enjoys traveling and boating while she
likes to read and quilt. However, both have a love for
their daughter, Tessa, and their alma mater, LSU.
Following in his father’s footsteps, Mr. Stephenson was
a business major while Mrs. Stephenson majored in
family and community living with a minor in computer
programming. He was student president of the College
of Business and a member of Kappa Sigma Fraternity;
she was a member of Delta Gamma Sorority and was
highly involved in Student Government. Both were avid
LSU football fans, and loved to attend football games
and the parties afterwards.
After marrying in 1967, the two moved to
Massachusetts, where Mr. Stephenson attended Harvard
Business School. Later, the two moved to Colorado
and founded Stephenson and Company, an investment

management company. Despite their move from
Louisiana, the couple has kept in touch and continued
their support for LSU, calling the campus “the most
beautiful in the world.”
“As entrepreneurs, we have contributed to the College
of Business several times since our graduation,” said the
Stephensons. “We believe that entrepreneurs create most
of the new jobs in our country and provide a continuing
flow of new ideas and products.”
In 2007, the Stephensons pledged a large donation
of $25 million to LSU in response to the hurricane.
The couple hopes their gift can be used to enhance
disaster response management in Louisiana for further
emergency situations and have allocated funding
specifically for the E. J. Ourso College of Business’s
Stephenson Disaster Management Institute and
Stephenson Entrepreneurship Institute and the School
of Veterinary Medicine.
“If we can save human and animal lives through the
efforts of our donation, it will have been worth the
donation. Our dream is to receive a letter some day
telling us that our [Stephenson Disaster Management]
Institute saved someone’s life,” said the Stephensons.

“We believe that entrepreneurs create most of the new
jobs in our country and provide a continuingflow
of new ideas and products.

Kayla Falgoust
n the fall of 2007, the E. J. Ourso College of
Business Flores MBA Program was ranked seventh
in the nation by the Wall Street Journal among
schools that draw corporate recruiters regionally. This
is the second time in the last two years that the Flores
MBA Program has been ranked in the Top 10 by the
publication, coming in ninth last year.
Annually, the Wall Street Journal in partnership with
Harris Interactive ranks the top business schools in
the nation on three levels—regionally, nationally,
and internationally. The schools involved are ranked
according to the response of corporate recruiters,
including their feedback, plans to hire future graduates,
and recent hiring patterns.
Although the Flores MBA Program has gained much
recognition in the recent years, the program continues
to have a tremendous impact locally. “The Flores MBA
program impacts the Baton Rouge FSU campus very
positively because it is one of the largest graduate
programs at LSU and attracts many outstanding young
managers from South Fouisiana organizations,” said
Dr. David T. Crary, associate dean of the E. J. Ourso
College of Business.
The LSU Flores MBA Program is designed to help
students succeed within the business world and offers
a nationally recognized faculty, cutting-edge courses,
competitive departments, and internship and job
placement opportunities. Additionally, the Flores MBA
Program boosts several flexible programs for students
interested in pursing an MBA.

The Flores Executive MBA Program allows working
professionals to pursue an MBA while keeping their
current jobs. The program is designed for individuals
who have at least five years of experience in business.
Classes for this program are held over a 17 month
period on Fridays and Saturdays.
Similarly, the Flores Professional MBA is for working
professionals with at least three years of business
experience. Classes for this program are held both on
and off-campus and meet either one or two evenings per
week.
The JD/BCL Flores MBA Degree is designed through
both the E. J. Ourso College of Business and the LSU
Paul Herbert Law Center. Students who successfully
complete this program are awarded two degrees: a Juris
Doctorate and an MBA.
The Full-time Flores MBA Program consists of a full
time curriculum and is designed to provide a solid
business foundation for students who have business
undergraduate degrees and those who do not.
With the several programs offered, the Flores MBA
Program has become more accessible to students of all
backgrounds and majors and is open to anyone who
wishes to apply. “You do not have to have a business
undergraduate degree to enroll in an MBA program,”
said Dr. Crary. “Most MBAs come from non-business
undergraduate programs. There is a great return on
your investment in an MBA degree.”
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s an LSU assistant professor of coastal
engineering, Hassan Mashriqui is
passionate about both his personal and
professional life, and when the Bangladesh native is not
reading, gardening, or spending time with his wife and
two young children, he is busy trying to keep the world
afloat.
Professor Mashriqui, who arrived at LSU in 1991 to
obtain his graduate degrees, has centered his research
on the development of models that predict coastal and
inland flooding due to hurricanes and cyclones. In
2005, the professor put his work to good use during
Hurricanes Katrina and Rita.
More recently, however, Professor Mashriqui was able
to help his fellow Bangladeshi by warning the country s
government of the potential dangers of the storm surge
from the Cyclone SIDR.
When SIDR formed, Professor Mashriqui kept a close
eye on it, and eventually contacted the government of
Bangladesh to warn them about the possibility of large

storm surges and flooding. Before landfall, the professor
emailed government officials a detailed surge map that
could be used for evacuation purposes.
“It was an honor to help the people of Bangladesh,” said
Professor Mashriqui. “At the same time, I could not
sleep knowing many people would be in the path of the
storm. I wish I could have been on live telephone with
the government agencies [of Bangladesh] to explain to
them the danger of SIDR.”
Although Professor Mashriqui has a certain fondness
for his home country, he has found his second home
here in Louisiana, a place where he can conduct further
research on hurricane surges and coastal restoration.
“I have the opportunity to do world-class research on
hurricane storm surges and flooding,” said Professor
Mashriqui. “[Through this research], we can warn the
citizens of this country and take them to safety—save
lives and help the rest of the world.”

“It was an honor to help the people o f Bangladesh.

A t the same time, I could not sleep knowing many
people would be in the path o f the storm. ”

Rachel Evenson
n April 5, just in time for the May mating
season, members o f LSU’s Environmental
Graduate Organization volunteered to travel
to Cajun Pride Swamp near New Orleans to help restore
the habitat of the alligator snapping turtle.
“Turtles were given to the swamp two years ago by
the Aventures sans Frontieres alligator snapping turtle
foundation, in hopes that they would multiply in great
numbers to help revive the population,” EGO president
Amy Oestringer said. “The turtles are on the federal
government’s threatened species list.”
Oestringer said the turtles spend their entire lives under
water, only coming ashore to mate. In an effort to help
boost the species’ dwindling population, the EGO
students collected native plant species such as purple
irises and palmettos and replanted them in the turtles’
habitat to provide shade and structure, two factors
necessary for egg laying.

“The water in the pond had also been taken over by
the invasive water fern species, salvinia,” Oestringer
explained. “This fern used too much of the water’s
oxygen as well as blocked the turtles from surfacing and
reaching the shore.” Volunteers in canoes cleared the
salvinia from the pond using scoop nets.
After the student volunteers had completed this project
they enjoyed a party boat cruise and tour of the swamp
during which they fed several alligators. Oestringer
said the event, though labor intensive, was ultimately
successful. “This was the first volunteer event at the
swamp but we plan to do it semi-annually,” she said.
Turtle enthusiast Jay St. Pierre agreed such conservation
efforts were important. “I like turtles,” he said.
“Especially snapping turtles. I mean, they snap. And
they’re turtles. What could be better?”

“I like
turles especially snapping turtles. I mean,
they snap. And they’re turtles. What could be better?”
,
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isa Delpit has lived and worked all over the
country and the world, from the Southern
United States to Papua New Guinea and Alaska.
But this year, she decided to return to her roots.
Delpit, a visiting professor from Florida International
University, came back to her hometown of Baton
Rouge to teach a spring course at LSU with professor
Petra Hendry on critical issues in urban education and
to visit elementary, middle and high schools in East
Baton Rouge Parish. Working closely with community
organizations like Advance Baton Rouge, Delpit, who
serves as the executive director of the Center of Urban
Educational Excellence and Innovation at FIU, used her
time in Baton Rouge to assess the problems present in
EBR Parish schools and attempt to “make things better.
I think some schools have a culture of accepting things
the way they are,” Delpit said of her observations. I saw
teachers who weren’t doing much teaching and who, in
some schools, were giving a lot of worksheets. She said
that solving this problem would entail creating what she
called a “culture of expectation” for both teachers and
students.
She explained, “I think the teachers and school and
sometimes communities come to believe that the kids
cant do well, so therefore, why put the effort in? Those
are perceptions we have to turn around.
Delpit has written numerous books based on her
research in the field of urban education, including
Other People’s Children: Conflict in the Classroom,

which was published in 1995. The book deals primarily
with issues of culture and social hierarchy which, Delpit
said, are universal. “It’s the same issue when you’re
looking at children who are marginalized in a larger
society.”
Delpit said a major problem visible within the current
educational system in Baton Rouge public schools is
the lack of passionate, skilled teachers who connect
with students in an urban environment. Though college
graduates would make ideal candidates for inner city
school teachers, Delpit said this was not often the case.
“When I speak to people at schools and I say, ‘Where
are you getting your teachers and principals from?’
they are rarely getting them from the universities here,”
she lamented. Delpit said bridging the gap between
universities and urban schools would greatly benefit the
Baton Rouge community.
In Delpit’s eyes, a successful teacher must also act as a
sort of cultural anthropologist. “You have to learn how
to teach the children in front of you,” she said. “You
talk to the adults who look like those children. Every
setting is different. When you’re working with kids
across cultures, you need to know how to connect with
the community.”
It may be a while before some university students make
the leap from academia to urban education, but Delpit
has already demonstrated her own ability to connect
with her community — both abroad and right at home.

“I think some schools have a culture o f
accepting things the way they are”

he LSU Parade Ground, normally home
to mellow college students skipping class,
throwing frisbees and basking on picnic
blankets, was the backdrop for a different crowd on
Sunday, April 22nd. The College of Education and
LSU’s chapter of the Association for the Education of
Young Children hosted a kick-off party for the “Week
of the Young Child.”
Local parents brought their children to the event to let
them engage in hands-on, creative activities at a variety
of “centers” that transformed the Parade Ground into a
sort of outdoor classroom. From bubbles and painting
to kiddie pool treasure hunts and digging for worms,
the AEYC created a messy, rules-free paradise for
children.
“Today, we’re advocating play-based learning,” Lindsay
Sanches explained. Sanches, the president of AEYC,
said that while their kids were having fun, parents
could learn about the benefits of each activity from the
student volunteers, all of whom were part of the early
childhood education program at LSU.

strings, plastic eggs filled with rice — were strewn acros
a table. Senior Katie Byson explained, “Children often
don’t have a voice. With [music], they can make loud
noises and feel powerful.”
Over at the “Bubble Play” center, children dunked fly
swatters and plastic strawberry baskets in soapy water
and swung them through the air, creating streams of
bubbles and exercising what the student volunteers
called “gross motor” skills. At the “Dramatic Play”
booth, a child-sized kitchen was set up for kids to
explore, along with costumes, props and puppets.

Mollie Alexander, the junior special events coordinate
for AEYC, explained the benefits of the art booth where
she was stationed. “We’re not giving them a prompt)
like ‘Draw a picture of your family.’ We’re leaving it
open for creative play.”

“A lot of the centers promote incredible social skills,
problem solving skills, and working together,” junior
Elizabeth Mottsinger said.

LSU spirit was rampant among the children. At the
face-painting booth, political science senior Brett
Jackson perfected the Mike the Tiger on Madison
Cooper’s cheek. Stephanie, the mother of 3-year-old
Sadie, explained that this was her daughter’s second try
to the Parade Ground for the AYEC event. “She should
get transfer credits for coming here!” she joked of her
daughter’s early commitment to the University.

“In our courses, we learn a lot about child development.
Five- and six-year-olds are not ready to sit at a desk and
be lectured all day,” senior Jenna Champlin said (the
student volunteers wore blue t-shirts featuring a circleand-slash symbol over a pencil and notebook).

This year marked the second annual Week of the Youth
Child at LSU. All the members of the AEYC were
pleased at the success of the event. “Last year we had
about 100 people come, and 80 kids,” Sanches said.
“We’re hoping more will come today. So far, so good!

“They need to interact and play,” Champlin continued.
“That’s when they learn.”

Currently, there are no plans in the works for a Week
of the 20-something College Student, despite many
students’ active interest in bubble blowing and dress-up.
For now, the life of no work and all play is best left to
the kids.

At the “Music and Movement” booth, homemade
instruments — cardboard box guitars with rubber band
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Sheila de Guzman
hat has been the biggest accomplishment
of a man who has flown four space missions,
attended the famous “Play” in 1982 at
the University of California at Berkeley, was the first
American to vote in outer space and is the first Raborn
Chair Professor here at LSU? Professor Leroy Chiao's
response was, “Since my children were born, I must say
that it is the most profound experience of my life. More
so than flying in space!” Though he has literally been
°tit of this world, he still is a pretty down to earth guy,
and surprisingly prefers it that way.
He was born in Milwaukee, WI but considers Danville,
CA as his hometown. With his wife Karen, he has
two children, Henry and Caroline, twins who just
turned one year old. The values of his Chinese culture
Motivated him to work hard to reach his full potential
as an astronaut but now he focuses on being a good
father. He was inspired to study aerospace when he
watched the Apollo 11 land on the moon and eventually
built a space vessel in his garage.
Before being selected by NASA in 1990, he studied
Chemical Engineering at the University of California
at Berkeley and became a member of Phi Kappa Tau
fraternity. He fondly remembers California football
games but said he has never seen anything quite like the
football spirit that is at LSU.
The professor then continued his studies at the
University of California at Santa Barbara and on his
fathers advice, chose to go to graduate school,
The Columbia, Endeavour and Discovery are the U.S.
Space Shuttles on which he has completed missions. On
his most recent mission, he launched and landed in a
Russian Soyez capsule spacecraft and spent six and a half
months living on board the International Space Station.
Duties ranged from conducting biological and material
science research to leading the spacewalking team
which added two elements to the ISS. After spending

his NASA career fixed on one area, he decided to leave
in 2005 to enjoy a variety of new challenges and in
2006 he was announced as a professor in the School of
Engineering.
Professor Chiao was training in Star City, Russia
when he met Sean O’Keefe, a NASA administrator
at the time. “It was warm and loud and we were
covering a particular nuance of the system when
suddenly, Sean stuck his head into the simulator and
introduced himself!” he said. “Here is a leader who
really understands leadership and the importance of
supporting his troops.” In Spring 2008 they taught
a course on public policy and technology together
as part of his professorship that honors the memory
of University alumnus Maxime “Max” Faget. His
friendship with O ’Keefe helped him become the first
professor of the newly created Raborn Chair.
The Raborn Chair was established by the Raborn family
in recognition of their parents, Smiley and Bernice as
well as Max Faget. The success of the Risk Exploration
2007 was just a taste of the new initiatives planned
out for the Engineering department. He is currently
trying to develop an aerospace minor. Along with his
time spent at LSU, he is involved in activities such as
consulting, speaking, entrepreneurial business ventures
and is a member of the board of directors of a few
companies and non-profit organizations. When he’s not
busy with his work, he likes to fly his Grumman Tiger
airplane.
Out of everything he has done, it is hard to determine
which is the most outstanding. It is evident that his
ambition has lead him to the rewards of fulfilling a
childhood dream and now helping others fulfill theirs.
Professor Leroy Chiao’s experience and enthusiasm
moves LSU toward becoming a university with an even
more distinguished School of Engineering.

Sheila de Guzman
arathon Oil Corporation is an integrated
international energy company engaged
in exploration and production, oil sands
mining, integrated gas and refining, marketing and
transportation. This Houston-based corporation is
the largest in the Midwest, ranking as the fifth largest
crude oil refiner in the United States. Marathon
is a major part of LSU’s relationship with leading
energy establishments. On April 8, the corporation
generously gave the College of Basic Sciences and
College of Engineering $2.5 million to continue the
success of each college.
The money doesn’t entirely come from the company
itself. Its president and CEO, Clarence Cazalot, is a
proud LSU alumnus. He and his wife, Ann, decided
to donate money as personal gifts to the University
they love so much. However, this hefty donation isn’t
Marathon’s first. They have collectively donated over
$ 1 million since the beginning of the Forever LSU
campaign. A donation- like this helped out progress in
our campaign to reach $750 million by 2010.

For the Engineering college, the $ 1 million the
college received will give a boost to many different
programs. Katrice Albert, LSU vice provost for equity,
diversity and community outreach, is excited about
the displays of commitment towards the STEM
(Science, Technology, Engineering and Math) areas
at LSU. One million dollars will be distributed
between Marathon XCITE!, Marathon High
School Teacher Engineering Awareness Program,
Marathon Engineering Diversity Undergraduate
Scholarships, Marathon Engineering Diversity
Graduate Fellowships, enabling the establishment of
the Marathon Diversity Awareness in Engineering
Education seminar series, and lastly the construction
of the Marathon Oil Corporation Chemical
Engineering Laboratory.
Both colleges are appreciative of the corporate support
they have received and hope a strong relationship
continues between LSU and this leader of integrated
energy. With commitment like this, our university
will definitely continue its progress.
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Kayla Falgoust
s an academic sanctuary for LSU’s most
fascinating thinkers, the Honors College has
been home to the best and brightest student
scholars in Louisiana. Cynthia “CC" DuBois, a native
of Ponchatoula and an longtime horse enthusiast, is
one of those scholars. During her time as an honors
student, DuBois became one of the most decorated
LSU undergraduates, receiving an array of awards and
scholarships.
I"n the spirit of full disclosure,” DuBois said," I was
not planning on coming to LSU until Dr. Marcos
Fernandez, who was the Associate Dean of the College
of Agriculture at the time, invited me to campus and
candidly discussed the opportunities for undergraduate
research and scholarship that LSU offered.”
According to DuBois, the Honors College was a very
attractive facet of the university system, making LSU
"too good of a deal to pass up.”
As she settled into her new scholastic environment,
DuBois became highly involved in many organizations
and activities. She held various positions and
memberships in the Agricultural Student Association,
Agriculture College Council, Leadership LSU,
the Executive Vice-Chancellor and Provost Search
Committee, and Student Government, for which she
was twice honored as the Outstanding Student Senate
Assembly Member for her service as a senator for the
College of Agriculture.

All-USA Academic First Team and receiving the coveted
Harry S. Truman Scholarship.
“Becoming a member of the Truman [Scholarship]
family has had a profound impact on both my
professional and personal development,” DuBois said.
“On a day-to-day basis, I am involved in an on going
conversation among some of the most passionate,
intellectual young adults I have had the pleasure to
meet, and for that, I am forever grateful.”
After graduation in May of 2007, DuBois took part in
a two month internship in Washington, D.C. with the
Corporation for National and Community Service. In
August of 2007, she became a project specialist at the
Louisiana Department of Economic Development.
Overall, DuBois said her experiences at LSU and with
the Honors College have been very rewarding, as she
continues to cherish the personal and professional
relationships she has made throughout her time at the
University.
“I am a firm believer that a person is only as strong
as her support system,” said CC, “and I am forever
thankful for the professors at LSU who happily gave
their time and guidance to assist in my endeavors ...
[Those] I have come in contact with at LSU have served
as trusted guides in my initiation into my ‘inheritance’
of the cumulative knowledge of humanity. This is the
greatest reward for which I could ever hope.”

In addition to her collegiate extracurricular activities,
Dubois was the recipient of numerous awards and
scholarships, being named to the prestigious USA Today

“I am a firm believer that a person is only as
strong as her support system.

Kayla Falgoust
n October of 2007, five busloads carrying nearly
250 LSU students traveled to New Orleans and St.
Bernard Parish for the Honors College Freshman
Service Project. The service project focused on aiding the
rebuilding efforts in New Orleans following Hurricane
Katrina in 2005.
“As part of its four-year academic plan, the Honors
College emphasizes service in a student’s freshman
year, and the annual Freshmen Service Project is a
great way for freshmen to introduce themselves into
the community,” said Parker Wishik, Honors College
student worker.
Some student volunteers built houses for victims of the
hurricane in St. Bernard Parish while others cleared
debris that still littered the streets of New Orleans more
than two years after the storm.
The service project was sponsored by the Honors
College in partnership with Habitat for Humanity,
CrossRoads Missions, and Shell Oil. Although the event

was organized specifically for incoming freshmen of the
Honors College, many other LSU students participated
In addition to the actual hands-on experience in New
Orleans, the Honors College offered HNRS 2000:
Critical Analysis and Social Responsibility, a new
Honors class that explores human response to disaster
and disease, in the Fall 2007 semester. Breach of Faith,
LSU’s Summer Reading Program book, was also read
and discussed by students in HNRS 2000, and author
Jed Horne visited the volunteers in New Orleans to
talk about the importance of renewing the city after the
devastating impact of Hurricane Katrina.
“The Honors College was also excited to introduce the
books author, Jed Horne, to the participating student
in New Orleans,” said Wishik. “He took tours of the
work sites and spoke to the students about Hurricane
Katrina and the necessity of volunteer workers in the
recovery of New Orleans.”

"...the annual Freshman Service Project is a great
way for freshmen to introduce themselves
into the community."
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arissa DeCuir followed her heart when it
came to choosing a major.

where two USA Today front pages hang, held up by
thumb tacks, both containing stories she wrote.

She had two choices—follow her mother s path to
become a teacher or follow her father s and enter in the
journalism field. And when the time came to choose,
she picked Mass Communications with a concentration
in print journalism.

DeCuir spends long hours each day in the buzzing
newsroom of The Daily Reveille, producing the paper
that is read throughout the campus community. She
doesn’t mind her long hours, as she considers all of her
co-workers her best friends.

She says her decision was not influenced by her father,
who owns a newspaper publishing company in her
hometown of Marksville, but that it was about doing
what she loved —writing.

“I grew up here as a journalist, and when I leave here it
will be so sad,” she said.

Her journey began in the fall of 2005, when she joined
The Daily Reveille as a stringer. She advanced to a staff
writer the following semester and worked her way up to
the top and assumed the position of managing editor in
the fall 2007.
DeCuir attributes her success at the Reveille to her time
spent at an internship at USA Today the summer of
2007. She recalls her work experience as a trends writer
USA Today as exciting and, at first, intimidating.

DeCuir will graduate in May and continue to pursue
her journalism ambitions. She hopes to travel and
experience working at different newspapers across the
country until she finds one she really enjoys.
She continues to correspond with USA Today, and with
some years of experience under her belt, she would like
to join the staff of reporters there.
When thinking of all of her journalistic triumphs,
DeCuir laughs at the image of herself as a math teacher.
She still can’t visualize herself doing anything other than
becoming a journalist.

Speaking of her first experience there, she says, I
think I was more nervous walking in the building than
writing my first story.” She laughs, looking at the wall

"I think I was more nervous walking in
the building than writing my first story."

f you were approached by a real-world business
client who wanted you to make over their public
image, get more people to buy their products and
solve their communication problems with a clever but
budget-conscious ad campaign, what would you do?
You might turn pale and run from the room, but the
students in Jennifer Macha’s advertising design class
tackled the challenge with confidence.
For their spring service learning project, juniors and
seniors in Mass Communication 4031 divided into
nine groups and designed advertising campaigns for the
various components of LSU Press, a local publishing
company looking for a little help revamping their image.
Each group of two students took on a different area
of the company’s needs. Three groups worked on
campaigns for Yellow Shoe Press, the company’s
relatively new fiction division, while the other six groups
each took on the company’s overall brand name, their
poetry section, regional books, LSU sports books,
donation strategies and new advertising methods.
Mass communication junior Allie Clements’ campaign
ideas for Yellow Shoe Press included everything from
print ads and pens to sponsored promotional events, all
geared toward a younger, more “hip” readership.
“The New Delta Review sponsors poetry and book
readings every now and then at locations like The
Spanish Moon,” Clements said. “We would have a book
reading for Yellow Shoe’s fiction.”
Advertising senior Katie McArdle worked on a campaign
for the sports section of LSU Press. “My partner and

I were lucky in that LSU Press has only published one
sports book, ‘Shooting the Pistol: Courtside Photos
of Pete Maravich at LSU,”’ McArdle said. In addition
to print ads and bookmarks, McArdle and her partner
designed a cross-promotional event involving LSU Press
and the LSU men’s basketball team.
Representatives from LSU Press came to Macha’s class to
watch the students present their campaigns on May 1st.
Although a “winner” was not selected from the groups
a la Project Runway, Macha said the students’ digital
materials were made available to LSU Press to use,
combine or enhance in any way they chose. “The clients
were very impressed with the work,” Macha said. “They
loved it.”
The students in the class also enjoyed the project,
agreeing it was a fun and practical change of pace from
their usual assignments. “Doing a campaign for LSU
Press prepared everyone for the real world because,
obviously, we’re going to have to worry about a client’s
budget,” McArdle said.
Macha said the students benefited enormously from
experience with real clients. “At the beginning, the
students didn’t know anything about LSU Press, so
they had to go through what you would do at a real
job: learning the client, talking to the client, getting
feedback.”
So did her students rise to the occasion? “I’ve known
some of these kids for years and they went way beyond
what I thought they were going to do,” Macha said.
“They impressed me tremendously.”
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Kayla Falgoust
ach year the Presser Foundation selects certain
institutions that maintain “recognized quality
music programs” to receive grants to be awarded
to outstanding music majors throughout the country.
This year, the LSU School of Music received a $4,800
grant to present a Presser Undergraduate Scholar Award
to one deserving student of music, and after careful
consideration, the music faculty selected John Paul
Reed, Jr. as a music education and trumpet performance
junior.
A native of Williamsville, New York, Reed was called to
Louisiana by an opportunity to participate in the LSU
bands, and as a student of the School of Music, Reed s
dedication to the study of music allowed him to excel
academically and receive the designation of “Presser
Scholar.”
The only way to win this award is to take care of
your business every day,” said Reed. This award is a
culmination of my work at LSU for the past four years,
Although the Presser Undergraduate Scholarship
Award is his most recent award, Reed has also received
the Sinfonian Foundation Scholarship and the Reed
Oliver Shearer Memorial Scholarship, has been
honored by “Who’s Who Among American Colleges
& Universities,” and was a fellowship student with the
Aspen Music Festival.

As a musician, Reed was encouraged and inspired by
several of his music instructors, including Seth Orgel,
his brass quintet professor.
“Mr. Orgel was always honest with us and told us when
we weren’t cutting it,” said Reed. “I think his honesty
has been a major influence in my life and has helped
me realize how honesty with yourself is of the utmost
importance.”
A second professor Reed credits for his success as a
musician is Brian McWhorter, his trumpet professor
who helped him through the loss of a parent.
“[Brian McWhorter] was simply well balanced in
everything he did. It was quite astounding,” said Reed.
“He actually cared about me as a person.”
After his graduation from LSU next spring, Reed
plans to pursue a Master of Music degree in trumpet
performance and hopes to secure his dream job as a
principal trumpet of an orchestra.
“For me there is no greater rush than sitting in the ‘hot
seat,’” said Reed. “My hope for the future is to wake up
everyday and have to worry about one thing — playing
the trumpet.”

“For me there is no greater rush than sitting in the
‘hot seat.’My hope for the future is to
wake up everyday and have to worry about
one thing— p laying the trumpet.”

Ginger Gibson
he Music and Dramatic Arts Building
has stood at the corner of Dalrymple and
Infirmary roads for more than 70 years. But
this year the weather beaten building got a face lift.
The Music and Dramatic Arts School undertook a
massive renovation beginning in 2005 and was slated
to be completed in the spring of 2009. The total cost
of the construction equaled about $22 million and
included not only new classrooms and renovating the
theater, but the addition of about 20,000 square feet
by joining the two wings of the building.
The Music and Dramatic Arts Building was built in
1936 and cost about $600,000 for the total cost of
construction. It sat on a list of buildings in need of
renovation for more than 25 years before work on the
recent project began.

He said the building, when originally constructed
did not take into account acoustics in many of the
classrooms and practice areas. The new building will
include additional practice rooms and an insulated
percussion area in the basement.
Bellinger said most of the construction involved
gutting the interior rooms and building new walls
and floors. As a result, the architect and construction
crews were able to plan better for the musicians who
utilize the space.
One beneficial addition was a passageway between the
basement of the building to the band room next door.
Bellinger said this will allow percussionists to move
their equipment from one building to the next with
ease.

The renovations included overhauling all of the
classroom spaces, building new practice rooms and
breathing life into the buildings large theater.

The dance program, which has been holding classes
in studios in the Huey P. Long Field House, will not
have classrooms with high ceilings and mirror covered
walls in the new building, Bellinger said.

But not everything in the interior was scrapped for a
new building. Michael Bellinger, assistant to the dean
and operations director, said great steps were taken to
preserve some the marble staircase and replicate the
carpet and seating in the theater.

While much of the building remains covered in
construction dust and filled with the sound of
banging hammers and hissing welders, Bellinger
estimates that students will soon be able to take class
and practice in the newly renovated building.

Carolyn C. Collins

Dean

Paul Ivey

Associate Dean

Kayla Falgoust
t’s the first day of the fall semester. As you sleepily
stumble to your first class —already five minutes
late - a boy approaches you with a look of utter
confusion and desperation. Fumbling through his
backpack, he asks you if you know where Coates Hall
is located. Just as you are about to point him in the
right direction, he pulls out a large, colorful map, the
same kind you get from LSU’s parking office. All doubts
aside, you have just had an encounter with the average
LSU freshman.

unimaginable ways. While the high school social scene
consists of dances with curfews and the occasional house
party at the house of the kid with the cool parents,
college life opens up the average freshman to a whole
new world of socializing that is accessible seven days
a week. However, being 18 is not really ideal for the
Baton Rouge nightlife scene, so as a result, hoards of
freshmen invade Tigerland each night, hoping to win
over that coveted drink from the occasional elder in
Reggie’s or the Tiger Bar.

With his persistent use of those campus parking maps,
the average freshman is an integral part of LSU’s
campus; however he is not always the most experienced
LSU Tiger - to say the least. Straight out of high school,
the life of the average freshman is a hard one.

As time goes by, the problem of finding a bar within the
average freshman’s age limit is replaced by the notion
of actually waking up for class. With the freedom of
college life comes the inevitable choice to snooze or not
to snooze, and more often than not, snooze it is. As the
average freshman parties his nights away in Tigerland,
he winds up sleeping through his morning classes, as
his grades begin to slip. This new freedom allows more
room for error and irresponsibility, and if the average
freshman is not careful, in a few years, back to his
parents’ house he’ll be.

First of all, the average freshman’s problems begin with
his first step onto campus, as the average freshman is
almost always late for his classes on the first day. Here
the problem lies within the average freshman’s schedule,
a secret code of numbers and letters that, when arranged
correctly, can reveal the location to each of his classes
on LSU s campus. However, with the luxury of only ten
minutes between classes, figuring out what and when
your classes are is only half the battle. For a first-timer,
going from Lockett to Patrick Taylor can be an absolute
nightrnare, and once you arrived at buildings like
Patrick Taylor, the quest to navigate a maze of corridors
and stairways begins.
Once the average freshman settles into his new
university life, his social life begins to develop in

Oh, the life of the average freshman - his toils, his
hardships. On campus, he is merely a figment of the
general population’s imagination. He is lost among the
tall buildings and oak trees. He is unable to get football
tickets; he is disliked by his professors. His clothes
are always dirty, he lives in a ten by ten square, and he
showers amongst a multitude. There is nothing good
about the life of the average freshman - well, unless you
like Tigerland.

Kayla Falgoust
tarted in the 1990s, the service-learning program
at LSU offers university students a chance to
enhance their education and get involved in
their community through service-orientated classes.
Facilitated by the Center for Community, Engagement,
Learning and Leadership, the program has grown since
its humble beginnings and now offers a wider variety of
courses each semester.
“Service-learning courses are designed to build
lifetime citizens who seek the common good for their
community,” said Jan Shoemaker, director of CCELL.
“The students voluntarily register for the class, and
sometimes the service is optional, but it is integrated
into the course content. We call our students ‘servicelearners’ because their learning enriches their service and
their service enriches their learning.”
Service-learning courses are offered by several academic
departments and can be taken by any university student,
Shoemaker said. Most of the courses are listed at
CCELL’s web site, but students can also call the CCELL
office to inquire about additional course offerings for
each semester. The types of programs offered vary
according to each department.

“Service-learning activities range from tutoring to
building playgrounds and there are a myriad of different
projects in between,” said Shoemaker.
Throughout the years, service-learning has been
successful, as many university students have become
highly motivated by the service aspect of the programs.
Overall, the program encourages students to excel in
their studies, as the learning experience is enhanced by
community involvement and interaction.
“Students tell us that these courses are more interesting
and more engaging for them,” said Shoemaker. “After
taking one course, they usually look for others. I just
wish there were more courses in every department to
meet the needs of students who want to serve while the)
learn.”
As the service-learning program grows with the addition
of new courses each year, university students are
becoming more and more interested in participating
in this program, which offers a unique alternative to
traditional college class work.

“Service-learning activities range from tutoring
to building playgrounds and there are a myriad
o f different projects in between."

Peter F. Haynes

Dean

Thomas R. Klei

Associate Dean

David F. Senior

Associate Dean

Joseph Taboada

Associate Dean

Ernie N. Tanoos

Assistant Dean

Kayla Falgoust
ven though LSU has been home to its share of
distinguished individuals, none have been as
recognizable over the decades as the University's
mascot Mike the Tiger. Despite Mike’s irresistible charm
and seemingly benevolent behavior, he is not altogether
capable of doing life’s simplest tasks on his own. So
Wendy Day, one of Mike’s dedicated student caretakers,
works tirelessly to give Mike all the care and attention he
needs.
After finishing her undergraduate studies at LSU,
Day decided to enroll in LSU’s School of Veterinary
Medicine, which is conveniently located near Tiger
Stadium and Mike’s new habitat. In February of 2006,
Day, a fourth year veterinarian student, was offered
the opportunity to become the next caretaker of the
University's live mascot, along with her current partner
Wesley Lee.
["Lee] a n d shadowed the previous caretakers for
several month, learning thethedetails of Mikes care and
intricacies of the new facility,” Day said. We work
directly under the instruction and supervision of Dr.
David Baker, Mike’s veterinarian.
Day said she and her partner care for Mike every day.
in the mornings, they search the outskirts of Mike's
facility for potentially harmful objects such as debris and
litter. Afterwards, they make sure the habitat is secure
by conducting a few routine maintenance checks. Next,
thetwo let Mike loose for the day and begin to clean his
indoor night house.
[Mike] is a tidy cat and generally will not urinate or
defecate inside,” Day said. “But he enjoys rolling in
his straw bed and spreading it all around. We sweep

the bedding back together and scrub the floors to keep
everything clean.”
In the evenings, Day and Lee call Mike back inside
for feeding. At this time, the two observe the tiger
for any changes in behavior. Additionally, the two are
responsible for accompanying Mike to Tiger Stadium for
home football games.
For Day, the experience of caring for LSU’s mascot has
been an extraordinary one, as she has built relationships
with both Mike V and Mike VI. Even though both
tigers seem quite similar, Day has had very different
experiences and believes that both possess distinct
personalities.
“Mike V was an older tiger at 16 years old and was set
in his ways,” Day said. “His presence was majestic and
peaceful. Mike VI is a young two-year-old discovering
the new life he has been given here at LSU. His
inquisitive nature, playful personality and graceful
strength have been magnificent to encounter. A favorite
would be hard to choose.”
Although she is very fond of both tigers, Day is well
aware of the dangers of working with such powerful
carnivores. However, Day believes LSU has taken every
precaution possible to ensure the safety of Mike and
all of his caretakers, as she plans to continue caring for
Mike VI until her graduation in May 2008.
“I have been blessed with the opportunity of a personal
relationship with Mike V before he passed and the
development of a new bond with Mike VI,” Day said.
“The privilege of working with Mike V and Mike VI has
been such an honor to me ... I would not trade my job
for anything.”

Kayla Falgoust

eginning in July of 2007, LSU veterinary
students have been getting out of the
classroom to obtain real world experience in
local animal shelters. Through a university servicelearning program, the veterinary students are able to
assist Dr. Wendy Wolfson with veterinary surgeries
and other medical needs in area shelters that are in
need of additional assistance.

Although the program began in July of 2007,
veterinary students first received credit for their work
in the Fall 2007 semester. 26 students participated
in the service-learning program in the fall of 2007
and the spring of 2008, and 30 students are currently
scheduled to participate in the program next academic
year.

Dr. Wolfson is the new shelter veterinarian and an
instructor of veterinary surgery at the LSU School of
Veterinary Medicine (SVM). She is a 1996 graduate
of the LSU SVM, who previously worked with the
Louisiana Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals (SPCA) in New Orleans. As a part of the
service-learning program, Dr. Wolfson accompanies
veterinary students to local shelters and performs
veterinary surgeries while the students observe.

A typical week of a student enrolled in the servicelearning program is quite demanding, as students are
confronted by the many realities that are involved
with veterinary care within public animal shelters. On
Monday through Thursday, the veterinary students
visit area shelters and assist Dr. Wolfson in giving
medical care. On Fridays, the group reviews the week
topics and events and gathers all they have learned
in an attempt to define the impact of their service as
veterinary students.

The service-learning program was initially funded by a
grant from the Humane Society of the United States.
The grant offers $800,000 to the LSU SVM to fund
the service-learning program, which includes an active
spay and neuter program.

Overall, the service-learning program is mutually
beneficial, allowing veterinary students to gain hands
on experience in their field while providing service
the needs of local animals and animal shelters.
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Ginger Gibson
n Dec. 13, tragedy struck the LSU
community.

response following the incident.

At about 10 p.m., two graduate students were
murdered in the Edward Gay Apartments on
campus. Chandrasekhar Reddy Komma and
Kiran Kumar Allam were found dead in what
appeared to be an armed robbery gone bad.

Immediately following the murders, the
University attempted to send out a message
to students via a text message service that
students had signed up for. But the message
was not sent and many did not learn about the
murder until reading it in the news.

In the middle of finals week, the murder
shocked students and the Baton Rouge
community and received national attention.
Students and friends gathered in the Union
the next night to remember their fallen
classmates.

As a result of criticism regarding the delay
in notification, LSU officials sent an e-mail
describing it as an “opportunity” to test the
text message service. The e-mail was described
by students as insensitive toward the victims.

Both men were from India and had been
doing doctoral work at the University.
Komma and Allam were friends who had
been hanging out in the apartment when the
attack occurred. Friends were shocked how
a senseless act of violence could affect two
nonviolent, caring people.
On the edge of campus, some residents said
the Edward Gay Apartments attracted crime
from neighboring areas. The University
received criticism about the lack of
surveillance in the complex and their slow

In the days following the murder, a task force
was formed including LSUPD, BRPD and
other local crime agencies to try to catch the
culprits. The task force released a sketch of
two men believed to be involved and informed
the public that they believed three young men
had committed the crime.
But by the end of the academic year, no
suspect had been named and no one had
been arrested, leaving many to wonder if the
culprits of this vicious crime would ever be
caught.

Dozens of people
gathered in the
Union on Friday,
Dec. 14 to remember
Komma and Allam.

Kayla Falgoust
tudents struggling to keep their
eyes open through a painful Friday
morning class the first week of
October were jolted back to life when a
blast of familiar sounds arose from the
Quad as the Tiger Band played a highly
spirited arrangement muffled only slightly
by the roar of the cheering fans.
The pre-game rituals were taking place
while only a feet away boring professors
drowned on about history, science and
math.
At 11 a.m. on Oct. 5, Fall Fest was
underway.
In 1993 Fall Fest was created to
“rekindle the spirit” of LSU, and since its
establishment, the event has grown from
about 12,000 people to more than 23,000
participants.
“It’s LSU’s official welcome to faculty,
staff and students,” said Nancy Little,
chairperson of this year’s fest. “It’s a chance
to get campus departments together and for

faculty, staff, and students to interact with
each department.”
As one of the main highlights, the Tiger
Band, Cheerleaders, Golden Girls and
Color Guard marched through the Quad
while students observed this common LSU
ritual in an unusual atmosphere.
Onlookers like Jessica Wainright, apparel
design sophomore, and Jordan Arcuri,
political science junior, said without
hesitation that their favorite part of Fall
Fest is the Tiger Band performance.
Many university students, as well as
numerous faculty and staff members, come
out to the Quad each autumn to receive
their fair share of free food and giveaways.
Philip Koch, finance junior, said the free
hamburgers, hot dogs, chips and soft
drinks are the best part of the event. Joshua
Gates, political science junior, focused his
attention on the assortment of free stuff at
the various information tables hosted by
organizations and departments.

Delta Sigma Theta sorority performs
their step routine.

....then they perform their dance routine.

Sometimes it's more important to mug for the camera than to
worry about catching free crap.

Superman himself makes an appearance.

Kayla Falguoust
he PMAC was in an unusual state. University students
paraded up and down the aisles of the arena. Music blared
from large speakers. Students listened to the words of an
inspiring speaker.
Most commonly recognized as the home of several LSU sporting
events, on Sept. 27 the PMAC was a sanctuary for cultural unity,
as people of all backgrounds danced in celebration of diversity. It
was Harambee, a night emphasizing acceptance across all color
lines In Swahili “harambee” means “a coming together.”
Curtis Parker, a coordinator in the Office of Multicultural Affairs,
said the event is geared toward the entire campus community
and welcomes students, faculty and staff of every race from LSU,
Southern University and Baton Rouge Community College.
“It’s not just for African-Americans,” Parker said. “I know a lot
of people thing that since ‘harambee’ is Swahili, it’s just for black
people, but it is a coming together for everyone.”

JacQua Jackson, member of the
Omega Psi Phi fraternity, performs
in a step line at Harambee.

Since the 90s, Harambee has served as a means to provide
minority students with information about cultural affairs on
campus. Traditionally, the event features an array of performances
including the LSU Gospel Choir, the MLK Dance Ensemble and
a Greek step show. This year Ericka Dunlap, former Miss America
and key note speaker, reinforced Harambee’s overall theme by
encouraging students to move forward toward racial harmony.
Benjamin Brown, business administration junior, said he attends
the event with other members of his fraternity Omega Psi Phi and
to show support for the community.
“[Harambee] is a tradition that the Office of Multicultural Affairs
has kept going since I first attended LSU,” Brown said. “As a
leader on the LSU campus, I make it an obligation to come out
and participate in this illustrious event. This event is not a Greek
event but a coming together for the LSU student body. We have to
work together to achieve the impossible.”

the Baton Rouge Police Department
has always been on patrol during
Carlotta Street festivities. This year
their presence was noticed by many more
students.
Many party-seeking students were turned
away and prevented from walking into
the area. One partygoer was Tased and
a few were arrested during their visit to
Carlotta. Students vocalized the anger for
the unrequested police presence during the
party, yelling at the officers that assembled
on the streets.
Halloween on Carlotta Street has been an
LSU community tradition since the 1970’s.
In recent years the party drew as many as
5,000 people to the street.
This year the Baton Rouge Police decided
to step in. No outside parties, loud music or
revelers in the streets. Police on horseback
patrolled the roads, warning party-goers to
stay out of the roadway.

clear Carlotta again until midnight and
partygoers filled in the streets like in years
past. But the crowd was visibly thinner, in
part due to the decision by BRPD to close
State and Chimes streets to pedestrian
traffic and keep people from getting in.
But some students found their way around,
walking through backyards and parking
lots or jumping over fences.
But for some Carlotta Street residents, the
men in blue were simply doing their jobs
and keeping order in the street.
“It was a good time,” Carlotta Street
resident Louis Temento said.
Temento thinks the restrictions may help
get Halloween on Carlotta back to its
basics. Temento has lived on Carlotta Street
since 1994 and he recalls the tradition as a
coming together of the LSU community,
not the large-scale party complete with
fights and no room to move that it became.

After a man was tased in the street at
about 10 p.m., police made no effort to

Carlotta is a chance for people to drink,
dance, and have spidey grind all over you.

Zombie loves you.

Got Brain?

Kristen Craik, advertising major, is under attack
by a zombie on All Hallows Eve.

Zombies march through campus on Zombie Day.

A zombie struts its stuff on Zombie Day.

Zombie love... one of a kind.

Kayla Falgoust
s the summer months turn to fall,
Saturdays on Nicholson Drive
dramatically evolve from the quiet
monotony of changing traffic lights to a
watering hole for the wildest LSU football
fans. On these game days, Nicholson Drive
is a place where pedestrians move faster
than cars, as nearby campus parking lots
are swallowed whole by hoards of Tiger
fans, lining the streets in purple and gold.
Tailgating on game day is essential to the
spirit and legacy of LSU, and university
students find the strength after a Friday
night to journey to campus. John Pevey,
engineering sophomore, is an avid tailgater
and Tiger football enthusiast.
“Basically when I tailgate, I try to find a
place where I can eat, drink and hang out
with people I know,” Pevey said.
Like many other university students, one
of John’s favorite things about tailgating is
Louisiana cuisine.

Tailgating is also an opportunity for
students to show their school spirit by
dressing up in costumes and painting their
bodies, like sophomore Christopher Daigle
and friends who painted their bodies to
spell out “Bayou Bengals” on their chests
for the Virginia Tech game.
Tailgating is not limited to university
students. Tommy Regan of LSU facility
services said he tailgates with the students
on game days, showing his LSU spirit by
painting his beard purple and gold.
Even though the LSU tailgating experience
differs from person to person, Sundays
mornings are always the same, as remnants
of a Saturday night in Death Valley litter
the campus landscape. Tailgaters produced
about 80 tons of trash a game in 2007.
Despite these statistics, tailgating on game
day remains a vital LSU experience, one
that will continue to be a sacred LSU
tradition for many generations to come.

“My favorite foods that I have had are
boudin and jambalaya,” Pevey said.

“Basically when I tailgate, I try to find a
place where I can eat drink and hang out
with people I know. ”

Fandom begins at an early age.

Ryan Miller, Kyle Wassom, Garret Smith and Chase
Baldwin dress wacky for the LSU vs VT football game.

Run now, California girl, while you still can.

Excess is the name of the game.

Lord of the Flies

Benjamin Leger pushes his dad, Chris, down
the Indian Mounds-sliding down the Indian
Mounds on cardboard has become a
gameday tradition.

Courtney Hebert, of Lafayette, gets some
pointers before taking her turn in a game
of washers.

As the drinks keep flowing on gameday, the lines to the toilets
keep getting longer.

Tiger fans enjoy the campus on gameday.

Jeff Fountain shows off his new toy.
Here's a hint: it's a beer bong.

Hundreds of students traveled
on buses to join the thousands
of protesters from around the
country that converged on the
small town of Jena to speak out
against the arrest and trials of
six black high school students.

Cristina Fletes
n the heat of a late September morning thousands
gathered for a common cause. Solemnly holding
signs and wearing black T-shirts, strangers united
to speak out against what they jointly felt was a blatant
racial injustice hearkening back to the days before the
Civil Rights movement.
The controversy began when three nooses were hung
outside a high school in Jena, La. The mounting
tensions at the school erupted in a fight, leaving one
white student injured and hospitalized.
Six black students believed to be involved in the fight
were charged with attempted murder and conspiracy,
dubbing them the Jena 6. Five of the students pleaded
to lesser charges. But Mychal Bell was convicted as an
adult.
The protest was scheduled to be held on the day of
his sentencing, but the Louisiana Supreme Court
overturned the verdict a few days before. Thousands still
decided to descend upon the small town. Tucked away
in the northern part of the state and virtually unknown
before these controversial events, Jena was now on the
map for activists and news reporters nationwide.

VicBrowne, philosophy senior, carries a sign
fading "Free the Jena Six" and walks with
several LSU students.

W ith a population of 3,000 the town was more than
triple its capacity as people flooded the sidewalks and
streets, some even taking refuge in the trees outside
the courthouse. Having followed the events since their
start, LSU senior Shanelle Matthews felt a call to action
when she got news of the protest being planned in Jena.
She organized the chartering of two buses to help
provide other LSU students a means to attend the
protest. W ithin a few short days, both buses were
filled with over two hundred students eager to make a
difference. There was an overall sentiment of excitement
and purpose, with students given the chance to voice
their minds in unison with thousands. Most felt that the
protest was both peaceful and rewarding.

Mike the Tiger dances with the cheerleaders at the
Homecoming pep rally.

"Xanadu, your neon lights
will shine for you, Xanadu"

Sydney Brown and Hunter Hartwig were crowned 2008 Homecoming Queen and King.

Ginger Gibson
he 2007 Homecoming included a
parade, a step show, pomping, pep
rally and the crowning of the king
and queen. During halftime of the LSU
versus Louisiana Tech football game, the
Homecoming court was presented and the
royalty announced.

The king and queen were elected by the
student body, who voted on PAWS the
week before the Homecoming game. About
8,000 students voted in the election. This
year’s queen was mass communication
senior Sydney Brown, and the king was mass
communication senior Hunter Hartwig. The
Tigers went on to defeat the Bulldogs 58 to 10
to complete the Homecoming festivities.

The cheerleaders throw out free items to the crowd.

In the Union Ballroom, republican governor candidate Bobby Jindal speaks to a crowd
of students. Jindal won the Oct. 20 election.

Ginger Gibson
he 2007 election was a historic
one for Louisiana. The state
elected its first Indian-American
governor when the majority came in for
Gov. Bobby Jindal.

Jindal made his temporary home for
his transition office in Kirby-Smith
Hall and worked to shape an ethics
committee to review ethics laws while
he was working on campus.

The Republican campaigned on a
platform of ethics reform and reduced
government spending. Wh en he took
office in January, he also became the
youngest governor in the country.

After taking office, Jindal called a
special session to overhaul state ethics
laws, moving the state from the bottom
of national ranks to closer to the top.

Jindal ran against two Democrats,
Walter Boasso and Foster Campbell,
and Independent John Georges, in
addition to several smaller no-party
candidates. Louisiana law allows for an
open election and then a runoff if no
one wins a simple majority.
The incumbent, Gov. Kathleen
Blanco, opted not to run after facing
harsh criticism following hurricanes
Katrina and Rita. She announced in
spring 2007 that she would not seek
reelection, but instead leave office to
spend more time with her family.
Early in the campaign period, rumors
began to swirl that former Sen. John
Breaux would run for office, but
decided not to after concerns were
raised about his meeting the residency
requirement.
On October 20, Jindal was able to
avoid runoff when he received more
than 50 percent of the votes in the
open election.

Jindal, as the new governor, also spoke
at the spring commencement ceremony,
encouraging students to stay in state
and continue to contribute to the
Louisiana economy.
While Louisiana was selecting its next
governor, the rest of the country was
starting the process to elect the next
president. President George W. Bush
was out of terms and couldn’t seek reelection.
John McCain earned the Republican
nomination in the spring of 2008,
but by summer the Democrats still
were undecided. Left in the race were
Senators Hillary Clinton and Barack
Obama.
The battle was unlike any other seen in
a nomination for several years, dating
back before nation-wide primaries were
held. And while the nomination process
might end with a fight on the floor of
the convention, it is speculated that
Obama will walk away as the choice of
the Democratic party.

A gift for the apathetic students at Louisiana State University...

Mr. Spaghetti
nce upon a time, Free Speech
Alley was known for being a
haven for free expression, where
university students gathered to protest,
preach and persuade. Just a few decades
ago, the alley was a constant place of
passion, filled with the voices and opinions
of an era impacted by the Vietnam War and
the Civil Rights Movement. Now, nearly
half a century later, these issues and many
others are still relevant, but the fiery student

debates and protests in the alley have all but
been extinguished by a student body which
is more interested in whatever reality show
is popular than anything that might be
impactful to society (see page 135).
So today, Free Speech Alley is used pretty
much for those annoying evangelicals to
berate people and for the art department
to hold sales. Oh well. Maybe one day
conviction will come back in style.

The pottery sale is pretty much the most exciting thing that happens in
Free Speech Alley these days....

The print sale is pretty good too.

Move along sir, there's nothing to see here.

Kayla FaKonst
hen LSU’s campus was moved
from the downtown Baton
Rouge area in the 1920s to its
current location, there was an urgent need
for development in the surrounding areas.
Soon, an array of entrepreneurs entered
the scene, in hopes of stimulating the
growth of the small campus community.
Over eighty years later, the North Gate
area of LSU still thrives as a central
commercial and cultural outlet for
thousands of university faculty, staff and
students.
Clarke Cadzow, owner of Highland
Coffees, a popular coffeehouse located
on Chimes Street, has been around to
see many of the changes in the North
Gate area. According to Clarke, the
North Gate has been home to some of the
most interesting places in Baton Rouge,
including locally owned restaurants,
salons, theaters, grocery stores and even,
at one point, a horse riding stable.
The North Gate Merchants Association,
a non-profit organization of North
Gate business owners, was established
to preserve the area’s historic legacy. In
recent years, members of NGMA have
hosted North Gate Fest, a street festival

that merchants hope will reintroduce the
area to university members.
“If a city is just like every other city, how
can it attract people to live there instead
of somewhere else?” Cadzow said. “We
believe that the North Gate is a unique
area, and we want people to see what
we’ve got.”
This year, the third annual North Gate
Fest was decked out with the usual
food, fun and live music, including
performances by the Jason Boland
Stragglers, Jake Smith, the John Madere
Trio and Two if by Land. Food was sold
by several neighborhood restaurants, and
information booths were set up by various
event sponsors.
“I think the festival went really well,” said
Cadzow. “The food and music were very
good, and the street looked fantastic, too.
We will continue to work hard and try to
make the festival better each year.”
With the success of the festival and the
renewed interest of university members,
Cadzow and other North Gate merchants
are hopeful about the future the area.

“We believe that the North Gate is a
unique area, and we want people to see
what we've got. ”

Staff for North Gate Fest walk among
the crowd.

Chris of the Jake Smith band sound
checks before the show.

Crowds form on Chimes Street as North Gate Fest begins to draw in people, The event was a joint venture
between LSU and local businesses in the North Gate neighborhood.

Erin Rollins, math, hangs out in her dorm when she
is not in class.

Tzu-Wei Tsai studies for an exam.

Allen Moran, English, smokes a
cigarette on the Laville patio.

Kayla Fahoust
fter graduating from high school,
life seems rather uninhibited, as the
restrictions of parental supervision
begin to fade away. At a glance, college
appears to be a place for free-thinking and
self-indulgence without rules or regulations
to follow.
But the freedoms of being a college
freshman come with limitations, especially
when “home” is a campus dorm which
includes all the amenities —Internet, bugs,
loud neighbors, annoying roommates, a
short walk to class and limited parking.
Joseph Cancienne, economics sophomore,
lived in the West Laville dorms his
freshman year. Even though West Laville is
one of the nicer dorms on campus, Joseph
said that the negative aspects of dorm life

greatly outweigh the positives of walking to
class and meeting new people.
“Living in West Laville was confining, dirty,
disgusting and routine,” said Cancienne.
“The thrills of being away from home for
the first time in my life were diminished
by the constant threat of snitching RA’s,
grouchy neighbors and the always present
annoyance of a roommate.”
After completing his freshman year in the
dorms, Cancienne moved into an offcampus apartment where he says he found
greater freedom to truly experience the
college life.
“Moving into an apartment and away
from the dorms provides a greater sense of
privacy, independence and the ability to
have unrestrained fun,” said Cancienne.
Not all university students have such harsh
feelings about dorm life. Joey Chatelain,
physics and classical studies junior, moved
into East Laville his freshman year and has
been there ever since.
“Dorms are close to campus, relatively
cheap, close to food on weekdays, offer lots
of opportunity for studying and provide
cable and Internet,” said Chatelain.
Chatelain admits that there are some
negative aspects about living in campus
dorms, including obnoxious neighbors,
limited parking and traffic congestion on
game days.

Freshmen Brittany Stevens eagerly goes through all
the paperwork before receiving the keys to her room.

Kayla Falgoust
ounded in 1992 in association with the
LSU Department of Theatre, Swine
Palace is located on the site of a historic
livestock show pavilion on LSU’s campus.
During the 1999-2000 theatre season, the
Reilly Theatre, which was funded by the State
of Louisiana and a grant by the Reilly Family
of Baton Rouge, opened with a capacity of 500
patrons.
Since its establishment, Swine Palace has
produced over 51 professional productions,
featuring some of Louisiana’s finest theatre
talent along with other trained theatre
professionals from around the country.
Although Swine Palace’s target audience is the
Baton Rouge area, the theatre welcomes people
from all over the state. Through its pay-whatyou-can nights, discounted sneak previews, and
special reduced prices and free tickets, Swine
Palace is able to reach people from outside the
normal demographic of theatergoers.
Additionally, Swine Palace is dedicated to
supporting the educational mission of the LSU

Department of Theatre. Vastine Stabler,
director of marketing and public relations for
Swine Palace and LSU Theatre, said Swine
Palace is one of the few theaters in the nation
that gives theatre students an opportunity to
work alongside professionally trained actors in
order to better learn their craft.
The 2007-2008 Swine Place theatre season
featured three professional productions:
King Hedley II, Speak Truth to Power, and
Hair. “This season was very interesting and
artistically strong,” said Stabler.
Of the three productions, Hair received the
most positive response from the surrounding
community, selling out every performance.
According to Stabler, the musical gave theatre
students the ability to showcase their musical
talents while working in roles within their age
range. “Hair received a tremendous response
and led to great energy for the next [theatre]
season,” said Stabler.

Second year M.F.A. student Yohance Myles as Mister and visiting performer Morocco
Omari as King Hedley perform in Swine Palace’s production of King Hedley II.

LSU students and guest professional actors
perform together in Swine Palace's production of Hair.

Kayla Falgo ust
s the oldest neighborhood in Baton
Rouge, Spanish Town is a remnant
of times past that lives among
us today. Its streets, though narrow, are
embellished with flowering trees and tiny
houses of long ago—populated by familiar
grocers and quaint cafes.
However, this charming neighborhood
is not always as calm and quiet as its
picturesque image paints it to be.
Spanish Town is also a vivid portrait of a
more modern era, one with a flair for flavor
and a very colorful sense of taste. For the
residents of Spanish Town, the flamingo
is the ultimate symbol of taste—or lack
thereof. In Spanish down, the popular
sentiment has always been that “poor taste
is better than no taste at all,” and with this
open acceptance of taste— no matter how
peculiar—Spanish Town has been and still
is home to a distinct yet cultured people.
Despite the cultural and social differences
of its residents, the Spanish Town
flamingo can be found throughout the
neighborhood, decorating its yards in

some way, shape, or form, and when these
brightly colored birds migrate over to
Capitol Lake, Spanish Town Mardi Gras,
the neighborhood’s ultimate celebration of
diversity, has begun.
The Spanish Town parade, which was
started in 1981, rolls through the
downtown Baton Rouge area on the
Saturday before Mardi Gras. Although the
first Spanish Town parade was very small,
the tradition quickly spread, attracting
more and more people from throughout the
Baton Rouge area.
This year, the Spanish Town parade
was held on February 2, 2008—also
Groundhog’s Day. In celebration of this
unique coincidence, the theme of the
parade was “Flamingeaux Phil Predicts.”
As usual, the people of Spanish Town
populated the parade route, fully clad in
their best “flamingo pink” apparel, beads,
and feather boas, treating the downtown
area to yet another extraordinary display of
Spanish Town taste.

“In Spanish Town, the popular sentiment
has always been that 'poor taste is better
than no taste at all.

Everyone loves beads!

Local band Elsa plays at an after party.

Phil Brady knows how to rock it Spanish Town
stvle

This adorable little mud sculpture was made for the Load
show.

Baton Rouge artist Brian Biamonte
checks out an installation piece.

People definitely don't come to these shows just to drink keg beer. It's the art, stupid.

Kayla Falgoust
ocated on 870 Violet Street in Baton
Rouge, The Violet House houses
the locally renowned Backyard
Gallery, an innovative, outdoor art gallery
that displays artwork before a backdrop
of vintage wooden doors. The Backyard
Gallery was created by LSU alumni Jacob
Botter and Lauren Greathouse, who
previously lived in the house. Adam Tourek,

an LSU sculpture graduate student and
his fiance Tiffany True currently live at the
residence and manage the art gallery. With
each show, the Backyard Gallery welcomes
all types of artwork within the guidelines
of a particular theme. This year’s themes
included “Load,” “Lost and Found” and
“The Aileen Wuornos Show.”

A Backyard Gallery patron admires the show.

Kayla Falgoust
tarred in 1995, LSU’s Candlelight
Celebration has quickly become a
university tradition, encouraging
unity and fellowship among students of
every race, religion, and culture during
the holiday season. This year, the ceremony
was organized around the celebration of
Kwanzaa, the kindling of the Hanukkah
menorah, and the lighting of the
Christmas tree.
The celebration began at 4:30 p.m. in front
of Memorial Tower and featured various
performances by people from the LSU
and Baton Rouge community. Performers
included Christmas Bells, LSU School of
Music Brass Quintet, Baton Rouge Ballet
Theater, LSU School of Music Schola
Cantorum, LSU Ballroom Dancers, Baton
Rouge Concert Band, and Miss Louisiana
Amanda Joseph. Additionally, there was a
special reading of The Cajun Night Before
Christmas by none other than Santa Claus
himself who was accompanied by LSU’s
own Mike the Tiger and several LSU
cheerleaders.

Throughout the night, the crowd
participated in three distinct spiritual
ceremonies. First, the Hanukkah menorah
was lit by Rabbi Corie Yutkin of the Temple
B’nai Israel with the help of some university
students. Next, the celebration of Kwanzaa
commenced, bringing the crowd to joyously
chant in unison. Finally, at the end of the
night, Chancellor O ’Keefe referred back
to his NASA days, leading a countdown
to the lighting of a 50-foot Christmas tree
decorated in purple and gold.
As a part of community togetherness, the
enormous tree was dubbed the “Giving
Tree,” representing the spirit of holiday
compassion. Throughout the week of final
exams, university faculty, staff, and students
were encouraged to bring canned food,
clothing, and toys to the tree as donations
to local Baton Rouge charities.
Following the event, LSU’s Holiday on
Campus was held in the field house,
topping off a night of holiday cheer to
begin the Christmas season.

Rabbi Corie Yutkin of the Temple B'nai Israel lights the Hanukkah
Menorah with the help of some university students.

Santa Claus reads the
"Cajun Night Before
Christmas" to the
young children at the
Candlelight Celebration.

Mike the Tiger, decked out in his Santa attire, interacts
with the audience during the reading of the
"Cajun Night Before Christmas."

A mother and her child hold their lit candles at the
Candlelight Celebration.

Part of Snowin' in the South is
building things out of snow. Is
it a snowman?

Ginger Gibson
he forecast on Dec. 3 in Baton Rouge called for snow
—about seven tons of it on the Parade Ground.
No, global warming didn’t run amuck -- the Resident Hall
Association sponsored the fifth annual Snowin’ in the South.
The group sponsors the giant snow-ball fight every year in
hopes of putting students in the holiday spirit.
The event includes hot chocolate, Christmas carols and a DJ
playing popular music while part of campus turns into a snowy
playground. This year the costumed Mike the Tiger made an
appearance in his camouflage overalls and got in on the action.
He tossed snowballs, got hit with snowballs and danced with
students. He was even kind enough to make a sign warning
unknowing students not to eat the “yellow snow.”
RHA sets aside a parcel of the snow each year for making
snowmen and snow angels. But the larger area, fenced off with
barricades and protected from the warm ground with a tarp,
becomes the largest snowball fight south of Interstate 10.
One student dressed up like Frosty the Snowman, and had to
kindly ask students to stop shoving snow down his eyes.
Students enjoy the flurry of snow
on the Parade Ground.

Mass communication junior Courtney Cole isn’t unfamiliar
with snow. The Baltimore-native has seen more than her fair
share of the white stuff. But this year was her third time to
attend the annual pre-finals event.
While Cole opted not to get into the mix of things, standing
just outside the barricades, she still wasn’t able to avoid being
hit by some of the amateur snowballers’ frozen torpedoes.

Kayla Falgoust
fficially opened in January of
1964, the LSU Student Union
has become the social epicenter
of LSU’s campus. Hundreds of university
students crowd into the three-story edifice
for a quick caffeine fix, a bite to eat or
simple small talk with a friend. As LSU’s
student population grew, the need for
a bigger, better Union became a reality.
In 2007, construction and renovation
dominated three sides of the popular
complex.
Union renovations will be completed
in three phases. The first phase calls for
the construction of a fourth floor and
improvements to the other three floors
of the building, including a new billiards
rooms and additional searing in the Tiger
Lair food court. The second phase consists
of the renovation and relocation of several
office spaces in the main building, The final
phase focuses on a total transformation of
the Union Theatre located along Tower
Drive.
For most university students, improvements
to the Student Union are a welcomed

development, but for others, like sophomore
Allie LeBlanc, the construction can
sometimes be quite a hassle when venturing
from the Union to class.
“The construction bothers me because you
have to go all the way to the front of the
Union to get around to the back,” said
Allie. “Ihey should still have a way to exit
from the back.”
Most students do not seem to mind the
busyness of the construction, as they eat
lunch in the already noisy Union interior.
“You don’t really notice the construction
except when you are walking on the
outside,” said Caleb Stephens, psychology
sophomore. “When you are eating inside,
you can’t really tell the difference.”
Despite the annoyance on the outside,
many students agree that it will all pay
off when the construction is completed in
October of 2009 - even if some won’t be
around to enjoy it.

“The construction bothers me because you
have to go all the way to the front o f the
Union to get around to the back. ”

A construction worker chips away at
pieces of the Union using a jackhammer.

An old stairwell is one of the last
remnants of the previous Union.

Workers climb the scaffolding around the southeast addition.

DJ The Real Steven at The Spanish Moon.

Lovin'it up at The Spanish Moon!

Yeah?!? Well eff you too!

"Maybe it's the water, mama, maybe it's the tea..."

Mmmmm

Hi there!

Easy Streets controls traffic on campus.

Some students
choose to take a more
sensible approach to
the parking dilemma.

Ginger Gibson
tudents have been complaining about parking on
campus ever since they couldn’t find a place to tether
their horses.
No matter what lots were open, it always seemed like the only
snot were on River Road or next to the lakes.
This year campus became a fortress with the implementation
of Easy Streets and the prohibition of driving on interior
roads during business hours. The inability to access faculty
lots decreased the amount of illegal parking by students. It
also decreased the number of legal spots.
Talk has circulated for years about the construction of a
parking garage on campus near the Union. But until that day,
and possibly even after, parking on campus will be a real pain
in the neck.
The Kirby-Smith lot stretched from one side of campus and
the CEBA lot from the other.
Some students opted for alternative forms of transportation—
hopping the bus to campus or riding a bicycle. But even those
options required long waits, off-schedule drivers or cluttered
bike racks.
And even bikers couldn’t run from the long arm of the
law. There were tickets for those in violation of campus
regulations. Drivers hurried in fear that a brown-polo-wearing
attendant would spot their vehicle on the curb or at the end
of a lane.
Yellow tickets could be found tucked neatly under the
windshield wipers of cars. And in the worse case scenario
some drivers returned to find their car gone completely,
locked behind a fence after being taken away by the tow
trucks.
The seas of asphalt that held our cars would also cause more
complaints than almost any other infrastructure on campus.
But when we trudged out across the melting ground for the
15-minute walk to our cars, after a day of classes we were
generally happy to see them.

The marching band makes a dramatic entrance into the arena.

Band Director Frank Wickes
directs the symphonic band.

Members of the Color Guard always manage to have a
smile on their faces while they twirl their flags.

The Golden Girls dance as the Tiger Band plays. A collaboration between the
two put on dazzling shows for Tiger fans.

Cellists bow it out in conjunction
with the symphonic band.

The Golden Girls and Mike the Tiger dance to the music of
Elvis as performed by Tiger Band.

Glynna Tortorich
he LSU Museum of Art can be found
in the heart of downtown, beating in
the midst of Third Street’s arts district.
Since its move from the core of the LSU
campus, it has reinvented itself and is working
toward establishing a new appreciation for the
arts in Baton Rouge.
MOA first opened its doors in the LSU
Memorial Tower in 1959 and its first art
collection opened in 1962. Through the years
donations flooded to the museum including
American and British portraits, furniture and
decorative arts.
The 2,500-square-feet campus museum
couldn’t hold the donated collections, and
an idea was introduced in 1993 to expand
the museum and become part of a move to
revitalize downtown.
Mass Communications professor Laura
Lindsay led the community outreach project
to join the Shaw Center of the Arts campaign,
serving as the interim executive director.
During fundraising, the idea of an Arts Block
was being developed. Third Street was to be

transformed into a venue for the community
to experience the arts in a sophisticated way
and rejuvenate downtown.
By engaging the donors, money was raised to
build the Shaw Center and house the Manship
Theater, LSU MOA, the LSU School of Art
and various dining spots.
A four-person staff relocated the galleries,
collections and art pieces from the tower to
MOA’s new home in 2005.
The museum offers several galleries and
exhibitions including artwork from LSU
faculty or alumni who have continued to
make an impression in the art world. Works
by internationally known artists including
Diego Rivera have also hung on the walls of
the museum.
“This expansion and relocation has enabled
the museum to engage our visitors in a host
of exciting exhibitions, education programs
and special events as never before,” said Tom
Livesay, LSU MOA director.

“This expansion and relocation has enabled
the museum to engage our visitors in a host of
exciting exhibitions, education programs and
special events as never before. ”

The Museum of Art wishes to increase the amount of
modern art that is held in their permanent collections.
Until then these pieces will suffice.
Meredith Harper, printmaking senior, examines
the craft of printmakers of the past.

The LSU Museum of Art displays some of their more classical art pieces as part of their
permanent collection.

Glynna Tortorich
he summer heat and humidity of
early September didn’t keep people
from lining up to see the arrival
of the newest member of the LSU family.
Mike VI made his debut on campus,
taking the highly regarded position of LSU
mascot.

Coming from the Greats Cats of Indiana,
Mike Vi’s previous name was Roscoe.
Baker said Mike VI likely will grow to
be the largest tiger to ever grace the LSU
campus. Because Mike VI was raised in
captivity and hand-fed from a young age,
Baker said he is very accustomed to people.

Fans, alumni and students gathered under
each of the arches of Mike the Tiger’s
habitat to watch the 375-pound tiger charge
from one side to the other, roll around in
the grass and play with a big, blue ball.

Mike VI debuted a week after his arrival in
Baton Rouge to enthusiasts at the Virginia
Tech game. During his debut, fans were
impressed as they were introduced to his
playful attitude.

Adults snapped pictures and small children
squealed at the sight of the large cat. People
were amazed as the Bengal-Siberian tiger
jumped into his waterfall or onto the glass
separating the cat and onlookers.

Fans accepted Mike VI as he made his first
trip into Death Valley when the Tigers took
on Florida. Fans roared as they witnessed
a new chapter in LSU history. It was an
exciting moment for all to have the prized
tradition back on the field.

Picking up where late and beloved Mike V
left off, Mike Vi’s arrival continued an LSU
tradition that began in 1936.
“Mike the Tiger represents all that is good
about LSU,” said David Baker, Mike’s
personal veterinarian.

“Mike the Tiger represents all that
is good about LSU ”

Birthday: July 23, 2 0 0 5
Birth place: G reats C ats o f Indiana

Mike VI takes an
afternoon swim in
his habitat's pool
on a September
afternoon shortly
after coming
to LSU.

S an ctuary and Rescue Facility
for Big C ats, Idaville, IN
Parents: Tigger and K iara
Name: Roscoe
Arrival weight: 323 lbs
Weight: 375 lbs.
Expected weight: 60 0 to 700 lbs.
Arrival to LSU: Aug. 25, 2007
Became M ike the Tiger: Sept. 14, 2007
Meal: 10 to 15 lbs o f horse m eat or beef
enriched w ith m inerals an d soy
Favorite snack: Pig’s tongue
Caretakers: W endy D ay and W es
Lee, fo u rth year School o f
V eterinary Science students

Mike VI tries his best to call forth his inner kitten while playing in his
cage in early September.

k, we admit it, we
fucked up. No one
on the Gumbo staff
noticed ‘till the end of the year
that no story had been assigned
to this page. Now you guys’re
all gone and there’s nothing left
for us to cover. Oh well. Here
are some pictures from a couple
of our staff parties.

Kyle Baker rocks!

DON'T EAT IT!

"Is that tobacco or... Pink Floyd?"

We made t-shirts!

"I like to teach the world to sing..."

The Greg Talmage Band.

Chamillionaire don't take no shit,

Daniel Arbour, ISDS junior, pimps it out at Groovin on the Grounds.

Kayla Falgoust
n April 12, LSU students gathered on the Parade
Ground for the annual Groovin’ on the Grounds
music festival sponsored by Students on Target.
SOT is a university organization that works to improve
campus life by encouraging healthy lifestyles and promoting
alcohol awareness. SOT was established in the fall of 1997
and includes representatives from Student Government,
Student Media, Student Initiatives, the Union Program
Council, and the Wellness Education Department.
Groovin’ on the Grounds consists of an all-day wellness
festival that encourages university students to have “a good
time not wasted.” Daytime activities include an inflatable
slide, games, and food and activity booths followed by a lineup of musical performances in the afternoon.
This year, Groovin’ on the Grounds featured performances by
Wyclef Jean, Chamillionaire, Ingram Hill, and Matt Wertz.
“Groovin’ on the Grounds was so awesome this year,” said
history freshman Natalie Worsham. “I can’t believe I got to
see Wyclef for free! I could not imagine that such magic could
take place at LSU.”
Also featured was Greg Talmage, winner of LSU’s Battle of
the Bands that was held in October of 2007. Past performers
at Groovin’ on the Grounds include Three-Six Mafia, Better
Than Ezra, Gin Blossoms, Chevelle, and Marc Broussard.

Our own Rachel Podorsky shows her
scandalous side with Christen Romero
at the Undie Run.

They claim to be the organizers of this thing, but whatever.

LSU students practice their stripper moves
before the Run.

Kayla Falgoust
inals. It’s a week of caffeine overdosing and
pill-popping in order to make the grade and
pass the class. Mostly, it’s a bunch of crap.
Dead week is never dead, and finals week seems to
go on forever. The cramming is never sufficient;
it’s hardly ever worth it. Accounting majors walk
around like zombies, memorizing every tedious
fact about ancient Greece or molecular biology
while art majors brush up on their German.
Beside the whole academic aspect of finals, it’s
basically a marketing ploy for near-campus coffee
houses. During finals week, business has never
been better at these uber-cool study spots. Hordes
of college co-eds cram into these little study

venues, downing shots of espresso. Popular LSU
study locales include Highland Coffees, Charlie’s
Coffee, CC’s Coffee, and even Starbucks. All of
these places, however, are second to one — LSU’s
own Middleton Library.
During finals week, Middleton Library is the
hottest spot on campus — a virtual watering
hole for Greeks, stoners, nerds, jocks, and
overachievers alike. Among these crammers, a
secret code of silence is created. No one speaks.
No one laughs or even blinks, and no one is really
happy until finals are finally over and the partying
begins.

A glimpse into the ever studio
us world of students in Highland Coffees during finals week.

It's hard to not think about whac-a-mole
when seeing this many people in cubicles.

What's better than four girls studying? Four
girls studying behind glass so you can stare
at them like they are in a zoo.

This is not a good time to realize you're completely unprepared.

Mr. Spaghetti
ou want to promote bicycles as a
viable alternative to motor vehicle
transportation in your town.
Do you a.) go to city council meetings
and represent your views responsibly,
b.) distribute literature around town to
motorists educating them on cyclists’ rights,
or c.) organize several hundred of your
closest friends with bikes to get together
every month or so and ride together on city
streets clogging up traffic?
If you guessed c, then you’re probably into
Critical Mass. This good-natured monthly
bicycle event may not really do anything to
further the cause of cyclists’ rights, but it
sure is fun. And there’s usually keg beer at
the end of the ride!
Peace, power and bicycles.

Critical Mass participants ride through campus down Highland Road.

Do you think that backpack is full of beer?

A cyclist gazes longingly at a beautiful sign as
the group waits at a stoplight.

Robert Hubbs, Biology sophomore, Nikki
Fuchs and Frannie Marmillion, Art & Design
sophomores, converse over a piece of art.

Winners of the Annual Art Show

A LSU student leans in for a better look

Rachel Evenson
he 2008 LSU Student Art Show was an
opportunity for undergraduate students to
showcase their work alongside their peers’ and
share it with the LSU community. Held in the Union
Art Gallery, the two-part exhibit involved both a pre
juried and juried show. The prejuried show ran from
Jan. 31 to Feb. 4 and showcased all submitted artwork.
From there, the general public chose their favorite pieces,
which then moved on to the juried show to be judged by
several professionals in the field of art. The juried show,
free to LSU students and the general public, ran from
Feb. 13 to Mar. 2.
Judi Stahl, UAG director and committee adviser, said
the show was a hit among students and the public. “This
is always our most popular show because the students
like to see how their work compares to that of their
colleagues,” she said. “The show is popular with the
public because you can find great art at very reasonable
prices.”
Stahl explained that the undergraduate students who
showed their work experienced several “firsts” as a result.
"In many cases, this was the first time the students had
shown their work in a professional gallery,” she said.
Referring to the students’ written explanations that

accompanied their work, Stahl continued, “For the first
time, the students were required to articulate in writing
what they wanted to share with their audience.”
The cash prizes for the winning entries were $500 for
first place, $400 for second place, $300 for third place
and $75 for each of five honorable mentions. Other
prizes included a $25 gift certificate donated by CoOp Bookstore and a $25 gift certificate from the LSU
Bookstore.
According to Stahl, the student art show always
comes with a few surprises. “This year’s winner was
an engineering major!” she said. Melissa Gannaway,
the engineering junior in question, won first place for
her piece, entitled “Oskar Kokoschka.” Second place
went to junior Molly Brau for “Pom de Terre,” and
senior Trey Pentecost was awarded third place for his
underwhelming, highly overrated photograph entitled
“Maggie in the Kitchen.” Merit awards were given to
sophomore Nicole Fuchs, junior Janell O ’Halloran, and
seniors Stuart Kimbrell, Cristina Fletes, Elizabeth Cook,
Drake LaBry and Josh Mayoral.

“This is always our most popular show because the
students like to see how their work compares to
that o f their colleagues."

Meanwhile,
in the rest of the world...

Football
Men’s Basketball
Women’s Basketball
Soccer
Golf
Swimming and Diving
Tennis
Track and Field
Gymnastics
Volleyball
Baseball
Softball
Tiger Band
Color Guard
Cheerleaders
Golden Girls
Tiger Girls

188
194
198
202
204
206
208
210

212

214
216

220
224
226
228
230
232

Jacob Hester evades Middle Tennessee's Bradley Robinson.

Aug. 30th - Mississippi St., W 45-0
Sept. 8th - Virginia Tech, W 48-7
Sept. 15th - Middle Tennessee, W 44-0
Sept. 22nd - South Carolina, W 28-16
Sept. 29th at Tulane, W 34-9
Oct. 6th - Florida, W 28-24
Oct. 13th at Kentucky, L 43-37
Oct. 20th - Auburn, W 30-24
Nov. 3rd at Alabama, W 41-34
Nov. 10th - Louisiana Tech, W 58-10
Nov. 17th at Ole Miss, W 41-24
Nov. 23rd - Arkansas, L 48-50

Post Season

SEC Championship

Head Coach Les Miles leads his team
into battle.

Dec. 1st - Tennessee
W 21-14

Ryan Perriloux holds the ball as Colt David attempts the extra point.

BCS National Championship

Jan. 7th - Ohio State
W 38-24

Tigers play tough defense.

Brandon Lafell reaches for a first down against
SEC rival, Florida.

Neither rain, nor sleet, nor gloom of night...

Matt Flynn waits for the snap.

Curtis Taylor strangles the Auburn offense.

Mississippi State is no match for the Tigers.

n January 7, the Tigers defeated
the Ohio State Buckeyes to earn
the title of National Champion.
The Tigers defeated Ohio 38-24 to prove
their domination to the country. After
speculation by commentators about whether
LSU deserved to play for the championship
because they had two loses, quarterback
Matt Flynn showed the world that the Tigers
were the best team in the nation.

MVPs Ricky Jean-Francois and Matt Flynn cradle
the crystal football.

Richard Murphy hurdles over Ohio State.

Fans show their support of a "damn strong football team."

Early Doucet shows off his acrobatic skills.

Kyle Hitt blocks the Ohio State offense as
Trendon Holliday speeds by.

Heavy opposition couldn't stop the Tigers from an 80-74 win over Alabama.

Sept. 1st at U. of Guelph, W 92-60
Sept. 2nd at York University, W 101-67
Sept. 3rd at U. of Toronto, W 82-55
Nov. 1st - Belhaven, W 108-57
Nov. 6th - EA Sports, W 72-68
Nov. 12th - Southeastern La, W 72-62
Nov. 14th - McNeese St., W 78-74
Nov. 19th - Oklahoma St., L 77-83
Nov. 20th at Chaminade, W 78-72
Nov. 21st - Arizona St., L 84-87
Nov. 28th - Nicholls St., W 68-41
Nov. 30th - Southern, W 88-45
Dec. 6th - Villanova, L 67-68
Dec. 15th - Northwestern St., W 82-58
Dec. 19th at Wichita St., L 47-67
Dec. 22nd - Oregon St., W 67-61
Dec. 29th - Washington, L 65-73
Jan. 2nd at Tulane, L 63-68

Jan. 5th at Texas A&M, L 53-79
Jan. 9th - Missussippi St., L 39-61
Jan. 12th at Ole Miss, L 71-74
Jan. 16th - Auburn, L 67-74
Jan. 19th at Vanderbilt, L 76-92
Jan. 26th - Arkansas, L 52-68
Jan. 30th at Auburn, W 81-80
Feb. 2nd at Alabama, L 72-81
Feb. 9th - Tennessee, L 45-47
Feb. 13th at Florida, W 85-73
Feb. 16th - Kentucky, L 63-67
Feb. 20th at Arkansas, L 61-87
Feb. 23rd - Ole Miss, W 69-49
Feb. 27th at South Carolina W 62-55
Mar. 2nd - Georgia, W 71-64
Mar. 5th - Alabama, W 80-74
Mar. 8th at Mississippi State, L 75-84

Post Season
SEC Tournament
Mar. 13th - South Carolina, L 73-77
Terry Martin shoots a three-pointer.

Anthony Randolph encounters pressure from the
Alabama defense while shooting for a basket.

MarcusThorton dunks the ball in spite of
Auburn's number 24 block.

Belhaven, you are no match for Anthony Randolph's powerful skills.

Dameon Mason dunks the ball for two.

Chris Johnson maneuvers himself beneath the
basket to score two.

Anthony Randolph, hitting 10 of 16 shots during
the Alabama game, dunks the ball.

Marcus Thornton dribbles past the defense.

Sylvia Fowles towers over UConn.

Oct. 31st - All-Stars, W 94-35
Nov. 5th - Houston Jaguars, W 82-51
Nov. 9th - Samford, W 86-38
Nov. l l t h - T C U , W 73-54
Nov. 15th - Michigan St., W 64-41
Nov. 18th at Maryland, W 62-75
Nov. 21st - UL-Lafayette, W 72-37
Nov. 25th at Rutgers, L 43-45
Nov. 29th at Houston, W 77-46
Dec. 2nd at Tulane, W 52-36
Dec. 16th at Louisiana Tech, W 76-45
Dec. 18th - Illinois-Chicago, W 86-44
Dec. 19th - Miami, W 63-52
Dec. 28th at Mid. Tennessee, L 56-67
Dec. 30th - New Orleans, W 73-46
Jan. 3rd at Florida St., W 73-61

Jan. 10th at Arkansas, W 76-54
Jan. 13th - Vanderbilt, W 62-51
Jan. 20th - Miss. St., W 84-31
Jan. 24th at Auburn, W 79-59
Jan. 27th at Kentucky, W 72-46
Jan. 31st - S. Carolina, W 67-37
Feb. 3rd at Florida, W 85-71
Feb. 7th at Alabama, W 89-53
Feb. 10th - Georgia, W 63-57
Feb. 14th at Tennessee, W 78-62
Feb. 17th - Ole Miss, W 78-48
Feb. 21st - Kentucky, W 52-48
Feb. 25th - Connecticut, L 69-74
Feb. 28th - Arkansas, W 83-46
Mar. 2nd at Miss. St., W 64-49

Post Season
SEC Tournament
Mar. 7th - Ole Miss, W 80-36
Mar. 8th - Kentucky, W 66-49
Mar. 9th - Tennessee, L 55-61

NCAA Tournament
Mar. 22nd - Jackson St., W 66-32
Mar. 24th - Marist, W 68-49
Mar. 29th - Oklahoma St., W 67-52
Mar. 31st-UNC,W 56-50
Apr. 6th - Tennessee, L 46-47

Point guard Erica White soars above
the Marist defense.

Allison Hightower is too fast for the Jackson State defense.

Quianna Chaney drives toward the basket.

Allison Hightower and Sylvia Fowles look on as
Ashley Thomas goes up for a shot.
Mesha Williams takes a jumper.

Jackson States' Erlexis Cooper denied by Ashley Thomas.

Marist just isn't tall enough for Sylvia Fowles.

Erica White and RaShonta LeBlance drive down the court.

Midfielder Malorie Rutledge keeps the ball away from
South Carolina's number 19, Mary Worthen.

Aug. 31st - Southern Miss, W 3-0
Sept. 2nd - Louisiana Tech, W 2-0
Sept. 6th at Memphis, W 7-2
Sept. 8th at Miami, W 4-1
Sept. 14th - McNeese St., W 5-0
Sept. 16th at Houston, T 0-0
Sept. 18th at Texas, T 2-2
Sept. 21st at C. of Charleston, W 4-0
Sept. 23rd at Davidson, L 0-3
Sept. 28th - Mississippi St., W 1-0

Post Season

Sept. 30th - Ole Miss, T 1-1
Oct. 5th - Tennessee, W 3-0
Oct. 7th - Georgia, T 1-1
Oct. 12th at Auburn, L 0-2
Oct. 14th at Alabama, W 2-1
Oct. 19th at Vanderbilt, W 2-0
Oct. 21st at Kentucky, T 1-1
Oct. 25th - South Carolina, T 1-1
Oct. 28th at Florida, L 0-5
Nov. 2nd at Arkansas, W 1-0

SEC Tournament

NCAA Women’s Soccer Championship

Nov. 7th at Auburn, T 2-2
Nov. 9th at Florida, L 0-1

Nov. 16th - Samford, W 1-0
Nov. 18th - Florida St., L 0-4

Caroline Vanderpool kicks the ball away
from South Carolina's Darcel Mollon.

Nikki Bush is greeted with enthusiasm by her teammates
during the pre-game presentation.

Sept. 11th at Cougar Classic, 883 (+19) 5th
Sept. 16th at Mason Rudolph Championship, 907 (+43) 16th
Oct. 14th at Mercedes-Benz Championship, 888 (+36) 9th
Oct. 28th at UA/Ann Rhoads Invitational, 912 (+60) 10th
Feb. 26th at Lady Puerto Rico Classic 883 (+19) 2nd
Mar. 11th at UCF Challenge, 878 (+14) 9th
Mar. 16th - LSU/Cleveland Golf Classic, 890 (+26) 2nd
Mar. 23rd at Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic, 928 (+64)
Apr. 6th at Crimson Tide Classic, 903 (+39) 2nd

Post Season

SEC Championships

NCAA Central Regional

Apr. 20th, 920 (+56) 6th

May 10th, 902 (+38)

NCAA Championships
May 23rd, 1,222 (+70) 15th
Senior Alexis Rather hit the ball
past a sand pit.

Senior Rebecca Kuhn analyzes the
green before her putt.

Lindy LaBauve aims for the green
while chipping the ball.

Sept. 11th at Scenic City Invitational, 854 (+2) 4th
Sept. 25th at Shoal Creek Intercollegiate, 892 (+28) 10th
Oct. 16th at Squire Creek Invitational, 862 (-2) 2nd
Oct. 23rd at ClubGlove Intercollegiate, 941 (+77) 6th (12)
Oct. 30th at UNCG Bridgestone Collegiate Championship, 874 (+10) 6th
Feb. 10th at Gator Invitational, 853 (+13) 6th
Mar. 3rd at Seminole Intercollegiate, 889 (+25) 9th
Mar. 16th at Schenkel/E-Z Go Invitational, 871 (+7) 7th
Mar. 25th at Hootie at Bulls Bay Intercollegiate, 874 (+22) 10th
Apr. 8th at Bank of America Intercollegiate, 856 (-8) 2nd

Post Season
SEC Championships
Apr. 20th, 888 (+24) 8th

NCAA West Regional
May 17th, 916 (+52) 22nd

Junior Sarah Dicharry is seen launching herself backwards at the start of the Womens
100 Yard Backstroke.

Junior Roy Chambers is seen doing the Breast Stroke in the Mens 200 Yard medley Relay.

Sep. 14th - Stanford, (M), L 123-139
Sep. 21st - Purple & Gold Intrasquad Gold, 165-132
Oct. 13th at South Carolina, (M), W 204.5-94.5, (W) W 164-136
Oct. 19th - Georgia, (M) L 99-138, (W) L 106-132
Oct. 26th - Delta St., (M) W 195-89, (W) W 188-103
Nov. 2nd at Alabama, (M) W 194-106, (W) W 173-127
Nov. 2nd - Vanderbilt, (W) W 240-49
Nov. 18th at Georgia Tech Invitational, (M) 908 pts. 2nd, (W) 812 pts. 2nd
Jan. 1st - Notre Dame, (M) W 167-95, (W) W, 142-120
Jan. 11th at Florida St., (M) W, 164.5-135.5, (W) W 187-113
Jan. 12th at Florida, (M) L 109-132, (W) L 84-137
Jan. 19th-TexasA&M, (M )W 186-114, (W) L I 19-178
Jan. 26th at Houston (W) W 240-102
Jan. 26th at Rice (W) W 216-119

Post Season

SEC Tournament

NCAA Championships

Feb. 23rd, (M) 6th, (W)6th

Mar. 22nd, (W) 5 pts. 42nd
Mar. 29th, (M) 20 pts. 29th

Junior Sarah Dicharry is ready as the
Womens 100 Yard Backstroke is about to
begin.

2007 SEC Champions' Third Place Medalist, Senior, Paige
Brown, is caught upside down doing a
backwards cartwheel dive.

Junior Nathan Schreiber is seen diving with his
legs straight out while LSU Junior, Niko Dalman,
supports his teammate from behind.

Jan. 27th at Tulsa, W 5-2
Feb. 2nd at Long Beach St., W 6-1
Feb. 4th at Pepperdine, L 3-4
Feb. 5th at UC-Irvine, W 6-1
Feb. 10th - Texas A&M, L 1-6
Feb. 16th - New Mexico, W 6-1
Feb. 16th - Grambling - W 7-0
Feb. 24th at Florida St., L 2-5
Feb. 29th - Alabama, W 5-2
Mar. 2nd - Auburn, W 4-3
Mar. 7th at Kentucky, W 4-3

Mar. 9th at Vanderbilt, L 0-7
Mar. 21st at Georgia, L 1-6
Mar. 23rd - Tennessee, L 1-6
Mar. 26rd - Colorado, W 4-3
Mar. 26rd - Southern, W 5-2
Mar. 28th at South Carolina, L 2-5
Mar. 30 at Florida, L 1-6
Apr. 6th - Ole Miss, W 6-1
Apr. 9th - Mississippi St., W 5-1
Apr. 12th - Arkansas, W 5-2

Post Season

SEC Championships
Apr. 17th - Alabama, W 4-1
Apr. 18th - Arkansas, L 0-4

NCAA Championships
May 9th - Washington St., W 4-0
May 10th - California, L 0-4

Junior Mykala Hedberg
prepares to return the ball.

Senior Tiffany Tucker serves to her opponent.

Junior Megan Falcon backhands the ball.

Feb. 6th - UL-Lafayette, W 7-0
Feb. 9th at Illinois, L 1-6
Feb. 17th - Southern Miss, W 7-0
Feb, 17th - Southern, W 7-0
Feb. 21st - Clemson, Cancelled
Feb. 23rd - Texas A&M, W 5-2
Feb. 29th at Alabama, L 2-5
Mar. 2nd at Auburn, L 3-4
Mar. 7th - Kentucky, W 4-0
Mar. 9th - Vanderbilt, W 6-1
Mar. 9th - Centenary, W 7-0

Post Season

Mar. 12th - South Florida, W 5-2
Mar. 16th - Ohio St., L 2-4
Mar. 18th at Rice, W 4-2
Mar. 21st - Georgia, L 2-4
Mar. 23rd at Tennessee, L 1-6
Mar. 28th - South Carolina, W 6-1
Mar. 30th - Florida, W 4-3
Apr. 5th at Mississippi St., W 5-2
Apr. 6th at Ole Miss, L 2-5
Apr. 12th at Arkansas, W 5-2

SEC Championships

NCAA Championships

Apr. 17th - Mississippi St., W 4-0
Apr. 18th - Tennessee, L 2-4

May 9th - Drake, W 4-1
May 10 - Illinois, L 2-4

Junior Michael Venus takes a swing.

Freshman Sebastian Carlsson serves.

Senior Jan Zelezny sets up for the ball.

Josh Dominguez uses the pole to clear the bar.

SEC Championships (Indoor)
Mar. 2nd, (M) 2nd 108, (W) 1st 133

NCAA Championships (Indoor)
Mar. 15th, (M) 4th 33, (W) 2nd 43

SEC Championships (Outdoor)
May 18th, (M) 2nd 122 pts, (W) 1st 157.5 pts

Chad Radgowski throws the javelin.

LSU runners sprint to the finish.

An LSU runner jumps the hurdles during a race.

Susan Jackson leaps through the air while performing on the beam.

Jan. 4th - Cancun Classic, 1st 195.725
Jan. 11th - Iowa, W 195.900-191.525
Jan. 18th at Arkansas, W 195.900-195.300
Jan. 26th at Georgia, L 195.925-197.550
Feb. 1st - Kentucky, W 195.075-191.200
Feb. 8th - Auburn & W. Virginia, W 1st 197.050
Feb. 15th at Florida, L 196.325-197.925
Feb. 22nd - Alabama, L 196.125-196.300
Feb. 29th - Michigan St., W 197.775-196.200
Mar. 2nd at Centenary, W 197.050-193.125
Mar. 7th - Washington, W 196.550-195.175
Mar. 14th - NC State, N. Carolina, & G.W., 1st 196.500

Post Season

SEC Championship
Mar. 29th, 4th 196.500

Ashleigh Clare-Kearney, a crowd
favorite, performs on the uneven bars.

Kristi Esposito shows off her agility during a
floor routine.

NCAA
Central Regional
Apr. 12th, 1st 197.625
Championships (Prelims)
Apr. 24th, 3rd 196.575
Super Six Finals
Apr. 25th, 5th 196.350

The judges watch as Sabrina Franceschelli
performs her routine.

Brittnee Cooper spikes the ball.

Aug. 24th - UNO, W 3-0
Aug. 25th - UL-Monroe, W 3-0
Aug. 25th - St. Louis, W 3-2
Aug. 31st - Illinois, W 3-2
Sept. 1st - Texas A&M-CC, W 3-0
Sept. 1st - Rice, W 3-1
Sept. 7th at Iowa State, L 1-3
Sept. 8th at Drake, W 3-0
Sept. 8th at Iowa, W 3-2
Sept. 12th at Ole Miss, W 3-0
Sept. 16th at Arkansas, W 3-1
Sept. 21st - South Carolina, W 3-0
Sept. 23rd - Florida, L 1-3
Sept. 28th at Auburn, W 3-1
Sept. 30th at Georgia, W 3-0
Oct. 5th - Alabama, W 3-2
Oct. 7th - Mississippi State, W 3-1

Oct. 12th at Tennessee, L 2-3
Oct. 14th at Kentucky, L 2-3
Oct. 17th - Ole Miss, W 3-1
Oct. 19th - Arkansas, W 3-0
Oct. 23rd - Notre Dame, W 3-2
Oct. 26th at Florida, L 0-3
Oct. 28th at South Carolina, L 2-3
Nov. 2nd - Kentucky, W 3-2
Nov. 4th - Tennessee, W 3-0
Nov. 9th at Mississippi State, W 3-2
Nov. 11th at Alabama, W 3-2
Nov. 16th - Georgia, W 3-0
Nov. 18th - Auburn, W 3-0
Nov. 24th - Tulane, L 2-3

Post Season
Kyna Washington reaches to
spike the ball.

NCAA Women’s Volleyball Championship
Nov. 30th - New Mexico State, W 3-2
Dec. 1st - Texas, L 0-3

Michelle Hensgens returns the ball.

Upcoming batter Ryan Schimpf highfives Leon Landry as he and DJ LeMahieu score on an RBI single
by Jared Mitchell.

Feb. 22nd-24th - Indiana, W 7-1 W 5-4 L 6-7
Feb. 26th - Southern, W 6-1
Feb. 27th - Mississippi Valley St., W 9-1
Feb. 29th-Mar. 2nd - Duquesne, W 0-1 W 22-11 W 12-2
Mar. 4th, 5th - Michigan St., W 5-3 W 12-1
Mar. 8th, 9th - Stetson, W 9-3 W 6-5 L 2-7
Mar. 11 th - Southeastern Louisiana, L 3-6
Mar. 14th, 16th at Tennessee, L 5-6 L 3-7 L 3-7
Mar. 19th - Tulane, W 7-5
Mar. 21st-23rd - Arkansas W 8-7 L 13-14 W 4-2
Mar. 25th - Northwestern St., W 10-3
Mar. 26th - New Orleans, L 6-8
Mar. 28th-30th at Florida, L 5-8 L 1-7 W 6-3
Apr. 1st at Southern, W 8-3
Apr. 2nd - Centenary, W 6-0

Apr. 5th, 6th - Alabama, W 3-0 L 5-6 W 9-7
Apr. 9th at Southern Miss, W 8-4
Apr. llth-13th at Ole Miss, L 1-2 L 1-7 W 8-2
Apr. 15th - Nicholls St., W, 11-2
Apr. 16th at New Orleans, L 5-6
Apr. 18th-20th - Georgia, L 3-6 L 8-9 T 10-10
Apr. 22nd at Tulane, W 8-4
Apr. 23rd - McNeese St., W 6-0
Apr. 25th-27th - S. Carolina, W 11-3 W 11-10 W 6-3
Apr. 29th - UL-Lafayette, W 5-3
May 3rd, 4th at Kentucky, W 3-1 W 12-5 W 9-8
May 9th-11th - Mississippi St., W, 15-6 W 16-4 W 9-6
May 13th - New Orleans W, 7-6
May 15th-17th at Auburn W, 6-4 W 15-6 W 11-7

Post Season

SEC Tournament

Matt Clark heads for
home plate.

May 21st - South Carolina, W 4-5
May 22nd - Vanderbilt, W 8-2
May 24th - Alabama, W 12-8
May 25th - Ole Miss, W 8-2

A Tiger prepares to steal second base.

Jordan Brown pitches in the Georgia game.

Blake Dean takes a swing.

Derek Helenihi bats as his teammates look on.

Austin Ross pitches during a game against UL Lafayette.

Dee Dee Henderson slides towards the home plate.

Oct. 27th - Hinds CC, W 8-0
Oct. 27th - LSU-Eunice, W 6-0
Oct. 27th - Bossier Parish CC, W 5-1
Oct. 28th - Bossier Parish CC, W 14-0
Oct. 28th - LSU-Alexandria, W 2-0
Feb. 15th -St. John’s, W 14-0
Feb. 15th-Ball St., W 4-2
Feb. 16th - Nicholls St., W 9-1
Feb. 16th - Chattanooga, W 9-1
Feb. 17th -Ball St., W 10-2
Feb. 17th - Nicholls St., W 9-2
Feb. 19th - SE Louisiana, W 7-0
Feb. 22nd - Florida Adantic, L 0-3
Feb. 22nd- Pacific, W 2-1
Feb. 23rd - Cal State Fullerton, W 3-2
Feb. 23rd - Northwestern, L 4-6
Feb. 24th - Arizona, L 4-7
Feb. 27th - UL-Monroe, W 9-2
Feb. 29th - Southern Miss, W 8-5
Feb. 29th - South Alabama, W 7-0
Mar. 1st - Penn State, L 0-3
Mar. 1st - Tulsa, W 4-2

Post Season

Casey Faille pitches during the
Softball Classic at LSU.

Mar. 2nd - South Alabama, W 1-0
Mar. 2nd - Tulsa, W 6-1
Mar. 5th at Nicholls St., W 3-0
Mar. 8th, 9th - Georgia, W 8-1 W 1-0 W 5-2
Mar. 11th - Troy, W 7-6
Mar. 14th - Fordham, W 8-3
Mar. 14th - Oklahoma St., W 2-0
Mar. 15th - Purdue, W 4-0
Mar. 16th - South Florida, W 2-1
Mar. 21st, 22nd - Auburn, W 8-1 W 5-3 W 10-0
Mar. 26th - Mississippi St., W 5-2 W 2-1
Mar. 29th, 30th at Florida, L 1-6 L 0-2 L 0-7
Apr. 2nd - McNeese St., Cancelled
Apr. 5th, 6th at Alabama, L 8-9 L 0-8 L 1-8
Apr. 9th at Kentucky, W 13-2 W 5-2
Apr. 12th, 13th - Ole Miss, W 8-5 L 1-3 L 0-2
Apr. 16th - Nicholls St., W 10-6
Apr. 19th, 20th at Tennessee, L 0-8 W 8-2 L 4-5
Apr. 23rd at UL-Monroe, W 11-0
Apr. 26th, 27th - Arkansas, W 4-0 W 8-6 W 4-0
Apr. 30th at SE Louisiana, W 5-0
Apr. 3rd, 4th at South Carolina, W 5-3 L 3-4 W 9-0

SEC Tournament

NCAA Regionals

May 8th - Auburn, W 8-0
May 9th - Alabama, L 4-7

May
May
May
May

16th - Mississippi Valley St., W 8-0
17th - UL-Lafayette, L 4-9
17th - East Carolina, W 9-1
18th - UL-Lafayette, L 3-6

A Lady Tiger prepares to run.

Jazz Jackson slides towards the home plate for a run.

Dee Dee Henderson makes a run for the home plate.

Dani Hofer pitches the ball.

Shannon Stein at bat.

Members of the Tiger Band perform pregame.
Drum Major Rob Dowie leads
the band.

The Tiger Band marches down Victory Hill into Death Valley.

Ginger Gibson
(he Golden Band from Tigerland
graces the field every home game.
With more than 200 members, the
band can be heard playing Hey Fighting
Tigers and the Alma Mater from far and
wide.
The Tigerband performs pregame before
every football game to the delight of Death
Valley.
This year students expressed outrage after
Tigerband was forced to stop playing a song
after touchdowns because it prompted the
student section to shout “you suck” at the
opposing team.

Alma M ater

Where stately oaks and broad magnolias shade
inspiring halls,
There stands our dear Old Alm a Mater who
to us recalls
Fond memories that waken in our hearts a
tender glow,
A n d make us happy for the love that we have
learned to know.
A ll hail to thee our Alm a Mater, molder o f
mankind,
May greater glory, love unending be forever
thine.
Our worth in life will be thy worth we pray to
keep it true,
A n d may thy spirit live in us, forever L-S-U.

The Tiger Band performs their halftime routine.

The ladies of the Color Guard accompany the Tiger Band as they perform at Tigerama.

Color Guard puts the music of Tiger Band into motion.

Leading Tiger Band onto the field during the Pregame show.

He's so cute in that tiger suit!

Got tiger spirit?

A cheerleader gets the crowd
pumped up.

The cheerleaders help welcome
Mike to Tiger Stadium.

Cheering for ESPN Gameday.

Geaux TIGERS!

This Homecoming performance had
a patriotic theme.
The Golden Girls perform at half-time.

LSU's Golden Girls perform at Tigerama. They are usually seen
performing for the fans at Tiger Stadium.

LSU's elite dancers uncloak for the Tiger fans.

One dancer stands during pregame..

The Golden Girls have become an
LSU football tradition.

You could play billiards on those tummies!

Getting the fans pumped up...

Shooting T-shirts into the stands...

The Tiger Girls perform their halftime routine for basketball fans.

Showing off their moves... it's all part of the game for the Tiger Girls.

Justin Bardwell, agriculture business

(from left) Drew Dumesnil, petroleum engineering, Nam Cao, chemical engineering,
and Brady Delhomme, mechanical engineering

Adam Schafer, economics, and
Dayna Zrinski, psychology

Peter Giuffria, graphic design, and
Professor Bob Hausey

Wendy Mayfield, music education, and Lauren Perry, music student, enjoy a
late night snack from Canes by the flag pole.

Two gorillas pass out fliers in front of the Union for the
showing of "The Life &Times of King Kong."

(from left) Jeff Cristina, Cory Rice, Helly Haywood
and their dog Merlin.

Adam Solino and Ryan Gautreaux,
electrical engineering, wait in the
Tiger Lair line for their food.

We've all been caught sleeping, but how many people can say they were
awoken by a Gumbo photographer? James Dill can.

(from left) Studio art students Blaire Holden, Rebekah Gastinel, Maggie Boggs,
Nick LeBlanc, Tiffanie Hunter and Jennifer Beach

Jay Grisoli, marketing, seems to have collapsed
from exhaustion.

Erin Farrell, interior design, gets
into her work.

English senior Marty Garner relaxes on the steps of the Memorial Tower. Seniors
excel at napping.

Rusty Benezech, biology

Derek Brown, biological engineering

Louise Thomeson, mass communication, goes to the Parade
Ground for a peaceful environment to study.

Brandon Giles, graphic design, is seen
creating a wire lantern for his
sculpture class.

There is nothing better than a good book between classes. Colin Ryan,
political science, reads in the quad all the time.

Kati Crausc, interior design senior, reviews for a test
in the Union.

Joey Harmon, theater junior, admires artwork in the
Union Art Gallery.

Photography senior Cindy Davis lines up a perfect shot at the Spanish Moon.

A class of students spend time in the quad taking advantage of the pleasant fall weather.

Joy Int, pharmaceutical sophomore, finds new
ways to relax on the Parade Grounds.

Meaghan Harvey, biology, catches up on some
homework outside of the Union.

Sophomores Nicholas Persac, Chris DiBenedetto, Jared Reads, Brandon Harper and Winn Plauce
avoid the freshman move-in rush by playing frisbee-polo on the Parade Ground.

Students pose for a picture at Harambee.

Shawn Phillips and Colton Calloway participate in two of the greatest
Halloween traditions: dressing up and drinking heavily.

This is what happens when a mosh pit goes bad.

Party goers a t Carlotta.

Two students cheer at an LSU football game.

Jake Lessing, biochemestry senior, shows off his soccer
skills and abs in East Campus Apartments.

Superman that what?

Tiger fans pirate style.

Freshmen Sarah Lockwood, Niki Kleinberger and Sophie Sumrall mingle in the East Laville lobby.

If it weren't for that purse this might have been a
Brittney Spears moment.

Johnny Li, biology freshman, crams in some
Gamecube time in East Laville.

One word: Beer!

Some LSU fans show off their best moves.

Courtney Tuminello, nursing junior, knows what
Mike the Tiger wants.

Biology freshman Keviennie Moore makes a snow angel as business
freshman Kacie Gray prepares to put snow where snow should never go.

Mug shot at North Gate Fest.

Not even borderline insanity keeps this
guy away from an LSU game.

Class is always better in the Quad.

Paul Cronan, creative writing junior, and Phil Waltz, chemistry senior,
play a game of chess.

Taylor McLellan and Christian Derup in Swine
Palace's prodution of "The Living."

Lauren Ybarzabal and Alicia Lorio convene in the lobby of Herget.

Students jog around the LSU lakes.

Josh Dworaczyk rests after helping his friend John Hebert move into Broussard Hall.

North Gate Fest goers.

Alex Ko, economics senior, enjoys his
dinner at 459 Commons.

All your football are belong to us.

The only two people at Carlotta who couldn't afford adult size costumes.

Mrs. Penguin, Mike the Tiger, that Orange Guy, and Frosty the Snowman get close at Snowin' in the South.

Michael Jenks, Civil Engineering Senior, laughs
it up at the 459 Commons.

Zach McGovern, English Senior, always has the
scoop on the ice cream.

A couple at North Gate Fest.

Ceramics Senior Camille Harley works in the
jewelry making lab.

Students from Lauren Schwerd's Art 2762 class, with the help of Transit Antenna, made giant balloons
out of garbage bags and flew them on the Parade Ground. They didn't get very high, though.

Tiger fans will fuck you up!

A group of Carlotta block party enthusiasts.

Print making seniors Evan Gomez and Christian Anderso, sell their
artwork in front of the Union.

Aimee Hodnett poses for one last picture before saying goodbye to her mom for the semester.

Yoo Jeung Park, ceramic graduate, picks out a piece of
work to sell to a customer.

Willie Velarde, finance, kicks the soccer ball
around at East Campus Apartments.

Kat Ingram, mass communication junior, is
stationed in front of Lockett Hall to show
support for the student elections.

Becky Hood, art history junior, spends her afternoon making a
hemp braclet on the Parade Ground.

David Fuller, music sophomore, does a
cartwheel on the Parade Grounds.

Hot girls dance in the streets at North Gate Fest.

Kelleiqh Eiermann rhymes with fireman!

The force is strong with this pumpkin.

Bryan Goldberger, psychology sophomore, and David Fuller, music sophomore, swing like
monkeys from the towering oaks in the Pentegon.

"Hey, Mom, guess what?"

Now it's time to grow up and get a job.

Ryan Walsh finally has his English
degree. You'll have a shit-eating
grin, too, when you graduate.

I can haz diploma?

What's next, Lon-Michael Keeley?

Andreina Aguilar

Animal Science

Whitney Andrus

Textiles, Apparel dr Merchandising

John Barreca

Agribusiness

Jessica Bolotte

Textiles, Apparel & Merchandising

Courtney Bourgeois

Textiles, Apparel & Merchandising

Bethany Brewer

Animal Science and Technology

Elizabeth Caire

Textiles, Apparel dr Merchandising

Dawn Cheatham

Dietetics

Szu-Fang Chuang

Human Resources Education

Ben Clark

Agribusiness

Lisa Cook

Family, Child & Consumer Science

Laura Daigle

Nutritional Science

Megan David

Animal Science

Lisa DeSalvo

Textiles, Apparel & Merchandising

Jessica Downing

Animal Science

Desiree Dupuis

Nutritional Science

Christina Estaves

Family, Child & Consumer Science

Kaley Furlow

Family, Child & Consumer Science

Steven Gloeckner

Dietetics

Heidi Guillory

Animal Science

Krystal Hackney

Animal Science

Rikki Hudson

Family, Child & Consumer Science

Claire Hutchinson

Animal Science and Technology

Lamaratina Jombai

Food Science dr Technology

Annie Kilburn

Dietetics

Mark Konzelman

Animal Science

Stephanie Lampert

Agribusiness Management

Krista Lewis

Animal Science

LuAnn Littell

Nutritional Science

Danielle Mack

Agronomy

Christina Mertz

Animal Science

Remington Miller

Agribusiness

Elizabeth Morrison

Animal Science and Technology

Jessica Phillips
Animal Science

Margaret Porterfield

Textiles, Apparel & Merchandising

Amanda Purpera

Agribusiness

Kawanda Richardson
Food Science & Technology

Rachael Russo

Nutritional Science

Ann Scarle

Nutritional Science

Megan Sutton

Textiles, Apparel & Merchandising

Brittany Tillman

Agribusiness

Kathryn Toups

Nutritional Science

Denise White

Agribusiness

Kiley White

Animal Science

Lauren Williams

Animal Science and Technology

LaTasha Zimmerman

Textiles, Apparel & Merchandising

College of
Art & Design
Jeannine Armbruster
Studio Art

Tommie Aysenne
Architecture

Kelli Binnings

Studio Art

Celeste Breaux
Studio Art

T ’Andrea Burt

Architecture

Paul Carsten

Studio Art

Megan Casey

Studio Art

Steven Clement
Interior Design

Jeanne Cresap
Studio Art

Ngoc Dang

Landscape Architecture

269

Scott Davis
Studio Art

Haley Delery

Landscape Architecture

Allison Dugas

Studio Art

Erin Foster
Studio Art

William Graham

Landscape Architecture

Jerry Hooker

Landscape Architecture
Reneau Londot
Architecture

Lacie Lovelace
Studio Art

Sebastian Maldonado

Studio Art

Jonathan Mayers

Studio Art

Josh Mayoral

Studio Art

Shawn Naquin

Studio Art

James Peck
Studio Art

Elizabeth Poret
Studio Art

Lindsey Prescia
Studio Art

Adam Rabalais

Studio Art

Adam Rogers

Studio Art

Timothy Screen

Landscape Architecture

Erik Strain

Architecture

James Tadie
Studio Art

Meredith Taylor

Landscape Architecture

Michael Vega

Architecture

Ryan Warden

Studio Art

Andres Aguilar
Philosophy

Quanza Albert
History

Marigny Armand

Art History

Darrell Ashley

History

Jared Avery
Psychology

Audrei Bailey

Communication Studies

Natalie Baily
History

Curtis Ball

Spanish

Rachael Barnes

Communication Studies

Angela Barth
Liberal Arts

Brian Bechtel

General Studies

Jason Becnel
General Studies

Adrian Jermaine Bennett
Psychology

Dominique Bernard

Sociology

Jacqueline Billings
Psychology

Jefferey Binder
Psychology

Megan Blanco

Political Science

Jessica Bogle
Spanish

Donald Bonano

General Studies

Rachel Bookman

Communication Studies

Natalie Bordelon

Political Science

Geralyn Bordelon
Political Science

Megan Bourliea

Psychology

Ashley Broadnax
General Studies

Aaron Broussard
General Studies

Coralie Brumen

International Studies

Emily Byers

Spanish

Callie Byrne

Communication Disorders

Kevin Caliva Jr

History

Nika B. Carter

African-American Studies

Aretha Catchings

General Studies

Jared Champagne

Communication Studies

Jessica Chauvin

General Studies

Kieth Chiro

Sociology

Quineshea Collins

Psychology

Rebecca Comeaux

Anthropology

Benjamin Comeaux

History

Joseph Cooper

Political Science

Jeff Covington

Philosophy & Psychology

Chase Craft

General Studies

Krystal Critton

Communication Studies

Autumn Crossett

Liberal Arts

Tiffany Darville

History

Marliska DeClouette

Psychology

Dana DeGeorge

Psychology

Amber DeHart

Sociology

Brittany Del Barto

Political Science

Kasy Delapasse

Interdisciplinary Studies

Kirsha Deshotel

Sociology

Tara Desko

General Studies

Rachel Dimarco

Communication Disorders

Molly Dubois

Political Science

Jonathan Dufrene

General Studies

Candace Durand

Communication Studies

Lauren Edwards

General Studies

Jason Elam

General Studies

Cody Elliott

Sociology

Ashley Ellis

Communication Disorders

Justin Estes

General Studies

Ziesha Every

Psychology

Lauren Frederick

Communication Disorders

Rebecca French

Communication Studies

Brandi Fresina

Psychology

Jennipher Fullerton
Interdisciplinary studies

Michael Furman
English

Alexandra Galvin
Sociology

Josh Garland
Psychology

Martin Garner
English

Jennifer Gebbia

Communication Disorders

Kathleen Gilliam

Psychology

Paul J. Goble Jr
General Studies

Leah Goodman

Communication Studies

Colby Gothreaux
Psychology

Dejeune Green

Psychology

Amber Gremillion
Political Science

Druit Gremillion
Political Science

Alicia Grisham
Psychology

Leighann Guilbeau
Political Science

Kerney Flail

General Studies

Cameron Hanover
Political Science

Drew Haro

English

Amber Hawkins
Sociology

Whitney Hebert

Communication Disorders

Kimberly Hebert

Political Science

Katherine Heck

Communication Studies

Lindsey Hennigan

History

Jacqueline Heroman
German

John Hickey
General Studies

Mark Hill

Political Science

Heidi Huckabee

Communication Disorders

Cecilia Hyslop

Anthropology

LaDonya Jenkins

Psychology

Talton Jett

Psychology

Brandi Joffrion

Sociology

Kellie Johnson

History

Ivy Johnson

Liberal Arts

Portia Johnson

Sociology

Amanda Jones

Communication Disorders

Tiffany Jones

Communication Studies

Shane Jordan

Political Science

Amanda Juneau

Communication Studies

Peyton Juneau

English

Jennifer Keegan

English

Lon-Michael Keeley
Communication Studies

Britt Kelly

Communication Studies

Travis Kern

English dr French

Stephanie King

Psychology

Heather Krogsgard

English

Jesse Lagarde

English & Political Science

Neil Landry

Communication Studies

Ashley Larche

Psychology

Kristen Laurent

Communication Disorders

Stephanie Laurent

Communication Studies

Courtney LeBlanc

Psychology

Beau Lemoine

Communication Studies

Christina I.eslie

Psychology

Brad Major

Psychology

Danielle Mariche

History

Anna Martin

History

Andrew Martin

Philosophy dr English

Erica Martinez

Communication Studies

Johanna Martinez
Psychology

Natasha May

Psychology

Stephen Mayeux
English

Ashley Mays
English

Amanda McCann

Communication Disorders

Kellie McCoy
General Studies

Matthew McFall
Psychology

Kelly Mclnerney

Communication Studies

Derrick Meyers

Political Science

Renae Mitchell

English

Jessica Mitchell
Political Science

Ge Mu

Math

Josh Olinde

History and English

Jacob PattersonSpanish
Trey Pentecost
General Studies

Kristin Perron

Art History

Megan Peterson

Political Science

Isa Phillips

Political Science

Jason Picone
General Studies

Rosanna Politz

Anthropology

Aurolaude Porch

Communication Studies

James Philip Prescott, Jr.
General Studies

Paige Raschke

International Studies

Ana Reeves

Art History

Marketa Remo

Sociology

D’Shay Roberts

Psychology

Kimberly Robertson

English

Jessica Rodriguez
Psychology

Amber Ropas
Psychology

Rickeita Rose

Political Science

Yolanda Ross

Political Science

Leigh Grace Rougeou

Psychology

Garrett Runion

General Studies

Briana Safstrom

English

Keidra Scott

Communication Studies

Brittany Serpas

Psychology

Katie Shaw

Liberal Arts

Christopher Shearman

General Studies

Lindsay Simon

History

Jessica Slade
General Studies

Samuel Sloan

Psychology

Courtney Spring

Liberal Arts

Kelli Spurlock

International Studies

Lauren Stuart

Economics

Christina Tecce

History

Heather Thibodaux

General Studies

Timothy Thiels

Geography

Rebekah Thierry

Psychology

Tressa Thomas

History

Pamela Thompson

History

Kala Thompson

Psychology

Alexandra Trana

Anthropology

Andrew Tresch

General Studies

Kasha Vicknair

Political Science & Sociology

Carey Vitrano

International Studies

Ryan Walsh

English & Psychology

Amanda Webre

Communication Studies

Alexis White

International Studies

Lindsey White

Spanish

Jeremy Willis
History

Traci Wimberly
Psychology

Lauryn Winstead

Psychology

Justin Wooley
History

Margaret Wrenn

Anthropology

Brittney Wright

Communication Disorders

Ursula Amrhein
Biological Sciences

Chris Auzenne
Biological Sciences

Courtney Bailey
Biological Sciences

Brittany Barber
Biological Sciences

Robbyn Barnett
Biological Sciences

Brooke Bessard

Biological Sciences

Utibe Bickham
Biological Sciences

Carandal Blount
Biological Sciences

Nakesla Blount
Biological Sciences

Laura Botts

Biological Sciences

Jason Boudreaux
Biochemistry

Stacey Bright
Physics

Katherine Buckalew

Biochemistry

Brett Carlin

Biological Sciences

Donnesha Clayton
Biological Sciences

Clayton Coleman
Computer Science

Emily Cote

Biological Sciences

Paige Culotta

Biological Sciences

Sarah Curtis
Chemistry

Michaela Danzy
Biological Sciences

Ivy Dauqui

Biological Sciences

Emily Davis

Biological Sciences

Ashly Drexler

Biological Sciences

Melissa Ferniz

Microbiology

Amber Fontenot

Biological Sciences

Mfamara Goita

Chemistry

Barbara Harlan

Biological Sciences

Kristen Hebert

Biological Sciences

Stephanie Henkel

Biological Sciences

Donald Higgins

Biological Sciences

Peggy Hill

Biological Sciences

Stacie Humphries

Biological Sciences

Erin Husbands

Biological Sciences

Joseph Impastato III

Biological Sciences

John Jennings

Biological Sciences

Edward Johnson III

Biological Sciences

Rella Jones

Biological Sciences

Marie Joseph

Biological Sciences

Elise Lofton

Biological Sciences

James Lossett

Biological Sciences

Megan Matherne

Biological Sciences

Stephen McCullough

Biological Sciences

Donald Midkiff Jr
Biological Sciences

Nga Nguyen

Biological Sciences

Khoa Nguyen

Biological Sciences

Lida Nguyen

Biological Sciences

Ike Onyenekwu

Biological Sciences

Louis Ortego

Computer Science

Stephen Pastorick

Biological Sciences

Jeffrey Peatross

Biochemistry

Daniel Pegues

Biological Sciences

Claude Pirtle
Biochemistry

lan Primm

Biological Sciences

Michael Ripple
Biological Sciences

Jordan Roberts
Biological Sciences

Margot Rosche
Biological Sciences

Ryan Schiro
Chemistry

Hannah Scott

Biological Sciences

Lois Sellers

Biological Sciences

Michelle Tai
Chemistry

Krystle Tauzin

Biological Sciences

Kristina Thibodeaux
Biological Sciences

Bradley Tolar

Microbiology

Uduak Udoh

Biochemistry

Natalia Velasquez
Biological Sciences

Rebecca Vidrine

Chemistry

Arvind Viswanathan
Biochemistry

Matthew Walker

Biological Sciences

Ayana Ward

Biological Sciences

Sarah Windsor
Biological Sciences

Kelly Wingerter
Biological Sciences

Heather Akers

Marketing

Natalie Amescua

Human Resources Management

Ashley Arnold
Management

Derek Atwood

Accounting

Alex Barit

Management

Scott Barrios

Finance

Joseph Beck

Finance

Amy Bercegeay
Finance

Anitra Blue

Finance

John Braud

Accounting

Matthew Breaux

Accounting

Marcus Bufford

Accounting

Firat Caglar

ISDS

Lauren Camel

Management

James Campbell II

Accounting

Amy Cannizaro

Marketing

Laura Caperton

Marketing

Kori Cart

Marketing

Sara Castelluccio

Marketing

Tylor Chacon

Business Administration

Joshua Clayton

Accounting

Jeremy Crose

Administrative Studies

Kenzie Dennis

Accounting

Elizabeth Dunn

Management

Brian Duplaisir

Accounting

Walter DuVernay

Management

Daniel Dysart

Management

Lindsey Eck

Finance

Jennifer Ehrhart

Accounting

Wylesha Fields

Management

Nicholas Foreman

Management

Raghuvansh Gadamsetty

Finance

Lacy Gendron

Marketing

Miklos Gyorgy

Marketing

Stephen Hall

Finance

Gabriela Harmon

Accounting

Brian Harris

Finance

Sarah Harris
Marketing

Justin Hayden
I

SD
S

Jordan Hebert
Marketing

Iliana Ilieva
ISD S

Keith Johnson

Economics

Angel Johnson

Information Systems & Decision Sciences

Blane Jordan

Marketing

Aaron Kean
Management

David Key

Entreprenuership

Amanda Kirkwood
Marketing

Jolon Kline
Accounting

Jamie Landry
Management

Rashidat Lawal

Accounting

Leslie Lazard

Marketing

Fei Lin

Finance

Calvin Matthews
ISDS

Andrew McDaniel
Finance

Justin McNab
Finance

Kimberly Meek

Finance

Armand Michaud

Accounting and Internal Audit

Tracy Nguyen
Marketing

Kelly Palisi

Marketing

Lauren Palmer

Finance

Jason Pennington
Accounting

Caroline Pentek

Accounting

Amanda Pierce

Accounting

Jernice Price
Accounting

Brittany Ratcliff

Management

Jerrett Richter

Accounting

Chelsea Robertson

Finance

Sean Sauve

International Trade & Finance

Dominique Scott

Accounting

Deborah Senouvor

Management

Kellan Sonnier

Marketing

Kenneth Spera

1SDS

Kay Tolar

Accounting

Angela Trahan

Management

Nathan Trifone

Marketing

Christina Vaught

Accounting

Jennifer Videon

Finance

Weiwei Wang

Accounting

Joshua Welford

ISDS

Meagan West

Business Management

Stephen Wickliffe

Finance

Eva Wowor

Economics

Amber Young
Management

Yingqin Zhang

Accounting

Cristi-Jo Anzalone

Elementary Education

Tracy Bishop

Elementary Education

Anne Bourgeois

Kinesiology

Lauren Burnett

Early Education

Jennifer Castania

Elementary Education

Lindsay Chustz

Elementary Education

Sara Clark
Kinesiology

Branden Cranford

Elementary Education

Leah Daret

Elementary Education

Margot Fontenot

Kinesiology

Dustin Fontenot
Kinesiology

Paul Gallant
Kinesiology

Sheldon Garrett
Kinesiology

April Goodman
Kinesiology

Michelle Hensgens
Kinesiology

Jennifer Flerzog

Secondary Education

Christy Honea

Elementary Education

Jessica Koffskey

Elementary Education

Ashley Lively

Elementary Education

Benita Manning

Elementary Education

Gambrielle McCall
Kinesiology

Kristian Paridon

Kinesiology

Lauren Partlan

Kinesiology

Travis Phillippi
Kinesiology

Jena Purpera
Kinesiology

Courtney Ritter
Kinesiology

Mary Helen Roy

Education

Sonya Soileau

Elementary Education

Jessica Soileau
Kinesiology

Ryan Spano

Kinesiology

Stacie Sulik
Kinesiology

Claire Talbot

Elementary Education

Broque Thomas
Kinesiology

Brittany Vidrine

Kinesiology

Lauren Voelkel

Elementary Education

Eric Wallace
Kinesiology

Brittany Ward

Kinesiology

Lindsey Wellendorff
Kinesiology

Jeremy Wilks

Kinesiology

Hillary Wuestefeld

Secondary Education

Ryan Adams

Mechanical Engineering

Adetoyebi Adedipe

Electrical Engineering

Fawaz AlBassam

Petroleum Engineering

Adeeb Al-Rubaian

Petroleum Engineering

Olufemi Awarun

Electrical Engineering

Colin Barleycorn

Petroleum Engineering

Andrew Becnel

Mechanical Engineering

Jennifer Benoit

Civil Engineering

Michael Bouquet

Construction Management

Alan Bridier

Construction Management

Darcie Broadway

Construction Management

Derek Brown

Biological Engineering

Ryckman Callais

Mechanical Engineering

Heisha Caolo

Environmental Engineering

Maya Clark

Mechanical Engineering

Jonathan Courtney

Chemistry

Jake Daigle

Mechanical Engineering

Thomas Dauzat

Mechanical Engineering

Adam Dupuy

Construction Management

Christopher Durrett

Electrical Engineering

Michael Fazely

Electrical Engineering

Matthew French

Construction Management

Andrew Gautreaux
Electrical Engineering

Vyran George
Chemistry

Cade Hollier

Construction Management

Erin Hopkins

Civil Engineering

Monica Jenkins

Construction Management

Brian Lamont

Construction Management

Nicole Landry

Civil Engineering

Jonathan Lilly

Mechanical Engineering

Kayce Mahler

Construction Management

Asanka Mananayaka
Electrical Engineering

Stevie McBee

Biological Engineering

Daniel Meke

Mechanical Engineering

Evan Mills

Industrial Engineering

Melissa Myers

Petroleum Engineering

Joan Ngamo

Petroleum Engineering

Karthik Omanakuttan

Electrical Engineering

Ronald Ortego III

Construction Management

Heather Owens

Environmental Engineering

Darren Pellegrin

Construction Management

Sarnia Rahman

Electrical Engineering

Eric Robinson

Construction Management

Corrin Rogers
Civil Engineering

Savio Silva

Computer Engineering

Justin Smith

Construction Management

Charles Smith III

Construction Management

Anshul Tandon

Electrical Engineering

Brian Taylor

Electrical Engineering

Nauman Thomas

Construction Management

Sital Tiwari

Electrical Engineering

Jay Tumlin

Mechanical Engineering

Brittany Turner

Construction Management

Judith Udeke

Chemistry

Vaughn Alexis

Nutritional Science

Allison Arkley

Mechanical Engineering

Yilmaz Bingol

Civil Engineering

Judith Collins

Social Work

Amanda Giovingo

Mechanical Engineering

Debra Hailey

Curriculum & Instruction

Rasheedah Jenkins

English

Amar Karki

Physics

William King

Environmental Studies

Chaoxuan Liu

Electrical Engineering

William Mccollister 11
Mechanical Engineering

George McKinney

Mechanical Engineering

Andrea Mouton

Music

Johnpeter Ngunjiri

Chemistry

Gelena Noel

Mechanical Engineering

Debra Pittman

Social Work

Christopher Plauche

Mechanical Engineering

Tambry Reed

Mechanical Engineering

Jessica Self

Political Science

Shurjo Sen

Biological Sciences

Reshani Senevirathne

Food Science & Technology

Indrajith Senevirathne

Physics

Alexandre Tabbal
Electrical Engineering

Monique Taylor

Social Work

Tanishia Warren
Physics & Astronomy

Veronica Winchester
Education

Morgan Wood

Mechanical Engineering

Hongyi Wu

Chemistry

Yao Zeng

Human Ecology

Akua Aidoo

Mass Communication

Audrey Antis

Broadcast Journalism

Kristen Blaum

Public Relations

Walter Bridges II
Mass Comm unication

KaShonna Conner

Public Relations

Dillon Gouvillon

Mass Communication

Anna Dearmon

Mass Communication

Patrice Dent

Broadcast Journalism

Stephen Dietzel II
Mass Communication

Beth Ethridge

Advertising

Cicily Glasscock

Broadcast Journalism

Lisa Kirchner

Mass Communication

Brandon Ledgister

Broadcast Journalism

Elizabeth Liuzza

Mass Communication

Sunny May ha 11

Mass Communication

Randy Rouyer

Broadcast Journalism

Kendal Schroeder
Mass Communication

Caitlyn Scott

Mass Communication

Samantha Simmons

Public Relations

Amanda St. Pierre

Advertising

Dana Tumblin

Public Relations

Aaron Williams
Journalism

Lineisha Williams
Mass Communication

Brandi Young
Public Relations

Katherine Coplen

Iheatre

David Dickens

Music

Jessica Gaboury

Music

Rachel Lazar

Iheatre

Evan Payne

Music

Kayla Falgoust
urrently broadcasting as KLSU 91.1 FM, LSU radio
has greatly evolved since its origins; however, its
commitment to the LSU community has remained
the same. According to KLSU’s mission statement, the
student radio station “strives to broaden the cultural horizons
of its listeners through music and information not available
anywhere else on the dial,” and as time progresses, KLSU
continues to offer interested listeners an alternative to everyday
commercial broadcasting.
“The overall purpose [of KLSU] is to provide a true alternative
to other radio stations in Baton Rouge,” said Randy Faucheux,
KLSU’s music director. “I personally hope to expose people to
new music and maybe open their ears and minds to new and
adventurous sounds.”
On weekdays from 6 a.m. to 9 p.m., KLSU broadcasts its
regular programming, including several student disc jockeys
and the unique sounds of college and indie rock. The station
also offers a variety of specialty shows that air from 9 p.m.
until 1 a.m. on weekdays and all day on weekends. Automated
programming is broadcasted between 1 a.m. and 6 a.m.
According to Faucheux, KLSU plays a variety of music but
favors the indie rock genre. Station favorites include Snakes
Say Hiss!, Animal Collective, Iron & Wine, and the National.
“KLSU works in a similar way as blogs in terms of people who
are passionate about music and go out of their way to expose
others to great new music,” Faucheux said, “except, we have a
much bigger selection of songs.”
As Baton Rouge’s alternative outlet for music, KLSU continues
to be a source of information and entertainment for university
students and the surrounding community.

The KLSU executive staff is really excited
to receive their weekly shipment of CD's.
The executive staff is (from left) Randy
Fauchaux, Danielle Demogio, Jen Pearce,
Lauren Barron, Mark Talley and Adam
Fontenot.

Tim Gorbett (left) and Andrew
Nelson, try to figure out why a
majority of their show
"Totally Wired" is dead air.

Kayla Falgoust

tarted in 1988, Tiger TV has served as
LSU's premier television network for
approximately 20 years. Today, Tiger
TV broadcasts on channel 75, reaching
students in dorms, Greek houses, and
other on-campus locales. Each semester,
Tiger TV offers students the experience to
work as camera operators, news reporters,
programmers, on-air personalities, and
station managers.
Tiger TV operates out of the basement
of Hodges Hall, where the office, master
control room, and newsroom are located.
Tiger TV airs from a state-of-the-art facility

2008 Tiger TV live studio production staff.

and offers more than eight hours of daily
programming, including news segments,
sports coverage, local and national
entertainment shows, and movies.
Contrary to popular belief, Tiger TV is not
limited to mass communication majors
who have previous television experience.
In fact, Tiger TV accepts applications from
all LSU students who meet the university
employment requirements. Tiger TV offers
hands-on experience to students interested
in pursuing a career in television, and many
former Tiger TV employees now work in
the television industry across the country.

2008 Tiger TV staff.

2008 Tiger TV executive staff.

Legacy staffers cool off in Dodson fountain after a grueling year of producing magazines. Top row: Courtney
Spring, Marty Garner, Jeannine Armbruster, Brooke Chierici. Bottom row: Steven Weber, Rachel Evenson,
Phillip Trascher, Allison Dugas. By himself: James Peck.

Rachel Evenson
ince its inception in 1994, Legacy magazine
has provided readers with intriguing feature
articles and professional-quality photography
and design. Published twice a semester, Legacy offers
a wide variety of stories, including in-depth profiles,
reports, advice and satire. For 18 years, Legacy has
shed light on unique details of Baton Rouge life and
campus culture to fascinate and entertain students at
LSU.
Legacy’s staff of 17 students, led by editor-inchief Rachel Evenson, worked diligently over the
2007-2008 school year to produce four successful
issues that covered topics ranging from break dancers
and superhero obsessions to the popular Am Mart
deli and the bizarre Angola Prison Rodeo. Arguably
the most popular issue of the year was February’s
“Sex Issue,” which raised more than a few eyebrows
on campus. Its irreverent stories of porn stores,
erotic fursuits and anonymous bathroom hookups
compelled students to sweep all 8,000 copies off the
stands.

September 07

November 07

Increasing Legacy’s readership and visibility was at the
top of the list of the magazine’s goals this school year.
A redesigned configuration of rack locations, along
with increased advertisement and promotion, helped
make the magazine a more integral and recognized
campus entity.
In March, The Society of Professional Journalists
honored the magazine with Mark of Excellence
awards, naming Legacy the best student magazine
in Region 12 (Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi and
Tennessee). Staff writer Marty Garner’s feature story
"Culture Clash" from the October issue also won first
place for best non-fiction article.
Toiling for hours in the basement of Hodges Hall may
have contributed to some staffers’ loss of sanity, but
in the end, the efforts of the writers, photographers,
designers, and editors paid off, making Legacy
magazine a widely read publication whose fan base
only continues to grow.

February 08

April 08

The 2008 Reveille staff gets their picture taken outside of the Journalism Building.

Ginger Gibson
ounded in 1897, The Daily Reveille has served
as a source for campus news for more than 110
years.
Known by every student for their coverage of the
happenings at LSU and the daily crossword puzzle,
The Daily Reveille strives to provide all the news
necessary about the University.
Its staff of about 90 students can be found on a
daily basis working in the basement of Hodges Hall,
sometimes into the late hours of the night.
The Daily Reveille branched out its operation in
the 2007-2008 school year, adding a three-times-aday radio broadcast and expanding their web site to
include photos and Internet exclusives.
Lsureveille.com, the paper’s web site, topped the list of
visited college sites this year and was honored with an
Editor and Publisher’s award for being the top college
paper in the country.

Middleton Library to proposals to raise fees for Union
construction.
While much of its work focused on campus news,
the paper also worked to cover the area immediately
surrounding campus, city and state news. The group
of writers, photographers, columnists and editors
produced more than 14,000 copies of the paper every
day.
Each day was a new day for Daily Reveille employees
and the cycle of news provided a constant challenge to
keep students informed.

The Daily Reveille was also recognized with awards
from the Louisiana Press Association, the Society
of Professional Journalists and the Hearst Writing
Competition.
Editor-in-chief Justin Fritscher led the paper for the
fall and spring semesters. Fritscher worked to provide
up-to-the-minute coverage of campus on the paper’s
web site.
The paper covered a myriad of issues ranging from
the resignation of Chancellor Sean O Keefe to the
dismissal of quarterback Ryan Perrilloux, from
sex in the men’s bathroom on the third floor of
Reveille staff members Justin Fritcher,
Rebekah Allen, Marissa DeCuirand
Kyle Whitfield pose outside of the
Journalism building.

The 2007-2008 Gumbo staff. Top row: Wesley Taylor, Ashley Nobles, Rachel Podorsky, Sheila de Guzman,
Rachael Wong. Bottom row: Kyle Baker, Kayla Falgoust, Ginger Gibson, Adam Rogers, Trey Pentecost.

Ginger Gibson
ach year a group of students is given the task of
producing the annual Gumbo.
This year a small group was asked to summarize
365 days lived by more than 30,000 students on a
2,000-acre campus in 368 pages.
The eclectic group was composed of students of every
classification from every corner of the state with a
variety of concentrations.
Each offered a different perspective on student life,
academics, sports and every facet of campus. Through
the eye of the photographers, the words of the writers
and the composition of the designers, collectively they
took a stab at summarizing LSU.
No two Gumbos are exactly alike. No two years are
exactly alike. And no two staffs are exactly alike.
This year’s staff attempted to view campus from a
realistic perspective and offer a truthful summary of
what really happens at ESU.
In making a Gumbo there is little room for error, no
time for correction and all mistakes are stuck printed a

thousand times to be reviewed for as long as the paper
lasts. There is no time for feedback or review. With
each completed page the staff can only hope that
others will look back one day and remember campus
in the way they depicted it.
This year’s staff was led by editor Trey Pentecost,
who attempted to provide artistic freedom while
adhering to the basic principle of making a yearbook.
Managing editors Sheila de Guzman and Ginger
Gibson oversaw the writing and composition of the
book.
Writers Kayla Falgoust, Glynna Tortorich and Rachel
Evenson attended events, conducted interviews and
composed the words that appeared on each page.
Photographers Kyle Baker, Adam Rogers, Wesley
Taylor and Cristina Fletes lugged heavy cameras across
campus and around town trying to catch a freeze
frame of the moving action over the course of a year.
Designers Rachel Podorsky, Rachael Wong and Ashley
Nobles took the words and the photos and brought
them together in a cohesive image, laying out each
page, writing captions and perfecting a coherent
message.

The Gumbo staff hard at work.

The 2007-2008 Advertising staff.

his school year, the advertising and
marketing team achieved many goals and
won several prestigious awards for their
efforts. The advertising sales team as a group
beat several sales records, including overall sales,
to bring their total revenues over the $800,000
mark. The design team, working together with
the sales team, created award-winning advertising
campaigns for clients. Additionally, they worked
in conjunction with the marketing team to create
in-house promotional advertisements. The
marketing team hosted their first “Guitar Hero”
and “Wii” Gamer Challenge, deemed a success
by participants and attendants alike. The annual
Living Expo held in the spring boasted the
largest student attendance since its inception.
2007-2008 Advertising Staff:
Kodi Wilson, Advertising & Marketing Director
Donna Weber, Print Sales Manager
Kristen Morrison, Assistant Print Sales Manager
Emily Fagan, Senior Account Representative
Katie Norman, Senior Account Representative
Stella O ’Rourke, Account Representative
DJ Phillips, Account Representative
Lauren Roberts, Account Representative
Dominique Turrentine, Account Representative
Jill Whitley, Account Representative
Kenzie Dennis, Organizational Sales
Jason Bossier, Broadcast Sales
Andrew Hebert, Broadcast Sales
Katie Thomas, Broadcast Sales
Jami Smith, Marketing Manager
Trey Bartsch, Layout and Design
Allen Carey, Designer
Beth Curry, Designer
Drew Davis, Designer
Ryan Warden, Designer
Jason Fontenot, Distribution Manager
Meghan McGeeHee, Distribution
Christina Restrepo, Distribution
Pauline Tran, Distribution
Blake Trombatore, Distribution

I'm in ur contest, winnin' ur plackz.

Awards this staff earned:
2 0 0 7 Louisiana Press Association (state)

Black & White Advertisement Half-Page or Under:
Daniel Davis, third place
Black & White Advertisement Over Half-Page:
Trey Pentecost, first place
Color Advertisement Half-Page or Under:
Daniel Davis, first place
Daniel Davis, third place
Color Advertisement Over Half-Page:
Daniel Davis, first place
Allen Carey, second place
Daniel Davis, third place
Advertising Idea of Promotion:
Advertising Sales Staff, first place
Advertising Sales Staff, second place
Marketing Staff, third place
Marketing and Sales Staff,
honorable mention
2 0 0 7 College Newspaper Business & Advertising
Manager awards (national)

Best Newspaper Marketing Promotion Plan, best of
category
Best Sales Promotion Materials, second place

elta Delta Delta Sorority,
commonly referred to as Tri
Delta, was founded in 1888 on
Thanksgiving eve at Boston University in
Boston, Massachusetts. The LSU chapter
was established to broaden the moral and
intellectual life of its members and to
create an everlasting bond of friendship
among sisters nationwide.
Tri Delta is proud to support two
philanthropic organizations. We support
a local organization, Cancer Services of
Baton Rouge, and a national organization,
St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital. Each
year we hold two annual events, Delta
Desserts and Tri Delta Triple Play to help
raise money for both philanthropies. This
year we added Sincerely Yours, which is a
letter writing party that helps raise money
for St. Jude. Each year our members take
an annual trip to visit St. Jude Children
Research hospital in Memphis, Tennessee.

Our 200+ members are very active in
Greek as well as the LSU community. Our
members participate in other fraternity
and sorority philanthropies, Greek Week,
Homecoming and Song Fest. Tri Delta
also has members that serve on Student
Government, LSU Tiger Girls and many
other organizations on campus. Tri Delta
has members in honor and scholarships
societies such as Rho Lambda, Order of
Omega, and Omicron Delta Kappa.

he Pre-Veterinary Club at LSU works to
promote and stimulate interest in the field
of veterinary medicine and provide the
pre-veterinary student with a source of information
regarding their chosen field of study as well as
assistance with their application to veterinary
school. Pre-Veterinary Club members are building
leadership, communication, and professional skills.

President: Stephanie Harmon
Vice President: Matthew McCieachy
Secretary: Nicholas Cross
Treasurer: Caitlin Contreary
Historian: Bethany Brewer

ASA Representative: Alex David
ASA Representative: Heather Stelly
Public Relations: Anther Beard
Service Coordinator: Jennie Elliott
Social Coordinator: Brandon Muro

The Pre-Veterinary Club members are committed
to excellence and achievement, both on and off
campus. Club members volunteer throughout the
community and participate in various fundraisers.
The proceeds help the club take annual trips to
tour different veterinary colleges throughout the
country.
The Pre-Veterinary Club advisors, Dr. Christine
Navarre and Dr. Dennis French, are very dedicated
to the club and provide encouragement, guidance,
and support to all club members. For more
information please contact us at
www.prevetclub.lsu.edu.

The Club Officers at a meeting at the LSU Veterinary School.

This year's annual bus trip to North Carolina State
College of Veterinary Medicine.

hrist the King is home to more than 10,000
Catholic students from all the states of the
union and from all continents. In addition to
the students, the parish also ministers to the faculty
and staff of Louisiana State University. There are many
opportunities to worship, pray, and participate in the

church community and community at large. A large
number of students from all corners of the world
makes this a truly universal parish.
Christ the King continues to be a safe and welcoming
space for LSU students of all faiths to study, recreate,
and enjoy free lunch on Thursdays. In addition, it
continues to nurture many young men and women
discerning the priesthood or religious life and those
future lay Catholic leaders throughout the world.
From Shared Praise of God meetings to Bible Study
to Social Planning Committee activities; from
tutoring English language to an active Faith Peace
and Justice Committee and mission trips; from Adult
Confirmation to an ongoing RCIA process, Catholic
students are living their faith everyday at Christ the
King, home of the Catholic Tigers, and one of the 72
parishes that make up the Diocese of Baton Rouge.
Christ the King is located on the corner of Highland
Road and Dalrymple Drive.
www.ctk-lsu.org

Inside of the daily mass chapel at Christ the King.

ounded in 1870, Kappa is one of the
oldest women’s fraternities. Kappa
has a total membership of more
than 200,000 women, with 132 collegiate
chapters in the United States and Canada
and more than 300 alumnae associations
worldwide.

proudest accomplishments is to our own
philanthropy, the Kappa Klassic golf
tournament, which rose over $50,000 to
support our local philanthropy St. Jude
Childrens Research Hospital as well as to
benefit our national philanthropy Reading
is Fundamental (RIF).

The Delta Iota chapter was established at
LSU, holding high the ideals of friendship,
scholarship and ethical standards. Kappa
promotes a broad college experience and
encourages members to seek opportunities
for self-growth in a variety of interests
in the chapter, campus, and in the
community. Kappa Kappa Gamma stresses
social responsibility and philanthropy
as integral to citizenship. One of our

The members of Kappa Kappa Gamma
continue to uphold the values of our society
as we strive to seek the beautiful and the
good in all that we do both now and in the
future. Kappa at its core is about an arc
of qualities: leadership, scholarship, and
friendship.

Juniors Lydia Tompkins, Grayson Gremillion,
and Caroline Bolte hanging out at the Bid
Day after party.

Ladies dressed in white for Kappa Formal.

Kappas dressed up as Crayons for the
"Back to School" exchange.

hi Sigma Pi is a national coed honor
fraternity founded upon a tripod
with three ideals that its members
strive to uphold. They include Scholarship,
Fellowship, and Leadership. Phi Sigma Pi
is active not only on campus but in the
community dedicated to both local and
national philanthropies: Teach for America
and Earl K. Long Hospital as well as various
other community service projects. Brothers
also get involved in LSU life through
membership in Ambassadors, STRIPES
leaders, Color Guard, Lady Tigers practice
team, AED, Resident Assistants, etc. Phi
Sigma Pi has earned numerous awards
throughout the years including consecutive
best overall Chapter Awards.
Executive Board Officers:
Danielle Mariche: President
Alex Reinboth: Vice President
Amanda Veade: Secretary
Jessica Brinson: Parliamentarian
Greg Stuart: Treasurer
Katie Mills: Historian
Katie Fenerty: Initiate Advisor
Shelly O ’Dowd: Recruitment Advisor

illel at LSU is a student organization
that helps to create a community for
Jewish students on campus, promotes
Jewish culture, and creates programs that foster
cross-cultural understanding. Since 2002, Hillel
at LSU has established itself as a participant in
the Baton Rouge community and a partner with
other campus student organizations including
ECO, GBLSU, Wesley Association, and One
Community Baton Rouge.
David Shulman: President
Jacob Valentine: President of H.U.G.S.
Moshe Cohen & Aharon Varady: Program
Coordinators
Daniel Novak: Faculty Advisor

hi Mu celebrates its 156th
anniversary this year and is proud
to be the nation’s second oldest
sorority, established in Macon, Georgia in
1852. Since then over 200 chapters have
been chartered across the country and more
than 150,000 women have been initiated.
The Alpha Eta chapter at Louisiana State
University was established in 1934 and
is one of the largest Phi Mu chapters in
the nation. Phi Mu’s at LSU participate
in several service events such as “Senior
Prom” “Sorori-Tea” and “Man of the
Year” donating over $70,000 dollars to
the Children Miracle Network. Phi Mu is
proud to be involved in many Greek events
including homecoming, Songfest, Greek
Week, and other sorority and fraternity
philanthropies. Phi Mu admires its bond
in sisterhood and looks forward to its
continuous growth.

appa Alpha Theta is the first Greek
letter fraternity for women and
was founded in 1870 at DePauw
University. The Delta Kappa Chapter was
established on the campus of Louisiana
State University in 1963 and is currently
one of Kappa Alpha Theta’s largest chapters.
The sisters of Kappa Alpha Theta
participate in activities all over the LSU
campus such as: Student Government,
Order of Omega, Omicron Delta Kappa,
Mortar Board, Scotch Guard, Silver Wings,
Rotaract, Tiger Girls, Color Guard, Tiger
Band and The Daily Reveille.

artists. All proceeds from the event were
donated to Capital Area CASA.
To round out Kappa Alpha Theta’s list of
accomplishments, the Delta Kappa chapter
received the Outstanding Website and
Outstanding Chapter awards at the 2007
Order of Omega Greek Awards ceremony.

Kappa Alpha Theta stays very busy
while raising money and awareness for
their outstanding national philanthropy,
Court Appointed Special Advocates.
In the spring, Theta held its signature
philanthropy event, Crawfish on the Clover.
Crawfish on the Clover provided not only
food to those who attended, but also the
opportunity to hear live music by local
Thetas at ESPN Gameday.

Theta Ladies tailgating before an LSU
Football Game.

Kappa Alpha Theta's Flag Football Team.

elta Gamma was created with the
ideals of friendship, loyalty, and
sisterhood in 1873 at the Lewis
School for Women in Oxford, Mississippi.
The Gamma Zeta chapter of LSU was
established in 1948 with those same high
ideals.
Delta Gamma consists of incredible
women. Among our members are Greek
Board of Directors, LSU Ambassadors and
Panhellenic and Empower directors. Many
Delta Gammas are also members in honor
and scholarship societies such as Order
of Omega, Rho Lambda, Omicron Delta
Kappa and Beta Alpha Psi.
This year has been a great year for the
Gamma Zeta chapter. In the fall we held
our annual flag football tournament,
Anchor Bowl. We raised a record amount
for Service for Sight and the Louisiana
School for the Visually Impaired. In the
spring we held a Panhellenic social entitled
“Warm up with Delta Gamma.” We also
had our annual Jambalaya dinner and
“Delta Glamour,” a night of beauty. The
proceeds also benefited Service for Sight.

Delta Gamma members participate in other
campus activities such as Homecoming,
Greek Week, and Songfest. Delta
Gamma also promotes the numerous
men’s philanthropy events such as the Sig
Ep Softball tournament, Lambda Chi
Watermelon Bust, Sammy Dodge Ball, Pike
Volleyball Tournament and many more.
Two Delta Gamma Members also
participated in the annual Miss LSU-USA
pageant. Sophomore Lauren Edwards
was crowned the 2008 Miss LSU-USA.
Freshman Kristen Helmer won Most
Photogenic and Best Swimsuit.
This has been an outstanding year for Delta
Gamma, receiving numerous awards in and
around the Greek community. The chapters
spirits and bonds continue to grow as we
participate in our social events such as fall
and spring Grub, Golden Anchor Ball, and
Big Sis/ Lil Sis Revealing. Delta Gammas
strive for excellence and meet the high
ideals that were set by our founders. There
is an everlasting friendship that will forever
stay in our hearts.

1. No Bells
2. Common Misconception
3. The Letter J
4. Goh Fuhkursilf
5. Lady Shady
6. Mr. Sweaty Spaghetti
7. Professor Longstrokes
8. Senator Beholding The Frozen
Ruins O f The Alamo
9. Merriwether
10. Anonna Moose
11. Quail Woah-man
12. Sassy Sally
13. Sir Kon De Bud the 3rd

appa Delta was founded in 1897
in Farmville, VA on the principles
of honor, truth and duty. In
1909, Epsilon chapter of Kappa Delta was
chartered, making it the first sorority on the
LSU campus. Since then, Kappa Delta has
grown into a unique and diverse group of
women.

LSU Golden Girls, LSU Tiger Girls,
Ambassadors, LSU Bat Girls, Mortar
Board, Omicron Delta Kappa, Rho
Lambda, and many more.

Annually, Kappa Delta sells jambalaya
at the St. Patrick’s Day Parade to benefit
Prevent Child Abuse America and Prevent
Child Abuse Louisiana. Members visit Our
Lady of the Lake Hospital and Ollie Steele
Nursing Home. KD also hosts events at
the house for the Girl Scouts of America,
such as Safety First, Looking Your Best, and
Good Manners.
KD encourages its sisters to excel not only
in Kappa Delta, but also as students and
leaders throughout their participation
in other organizations on campus.
Members are active participants in
Student Government, LSU cheerleaders,

Kappa Deltas celebrate LSU's
National Championship victory.
Pictured L to R: Carra Jane Williams, Claire Reuter,
Ann E. Savage, and Adrienne Kean (back row)
Melissa Hart, Molly Bordelon, Ande Pinac, Anna
Broussard, and
Lise Murrell

Kappa Deltas were represented on LSU
Student Government's Mardi Gras Mambo
court where Kristen Oaks was crowned
queen.
Pictured L to R: Melissa Hart, Sydney
Young, Kristen Oaks, Ann E. Savage, and
Blair Haynes, bottom: Anna Wheeler,
Brooksie Bonvillian, Lee Jolly, Megan Balhoff, and Kaitlen Sicard

i Beta Phi is proud to be the
nation’s first fraternity of women.
It was founded April 28, 1867 at
Monmouth College in Monmouth, Illinois.
The Louisiana Beta chapter was established
on LSU’s campus in 1936. It has grown to
134 chapters across the U.S. and Canada.
Pi Beta Phi’s colors are wine and silver
blue. The flower is the carnation, and the
symbols are the arrow and angel.
Pi Beta Phi is proud of its 200+ members
and the impact that have made on both
the campus and the community. They
also participate in other LSU teams and
organizations including equestrian club,
tennis team and Student Government. In
addition, Pi Phi’s are noticeable in Omega,
Mortar Board, Omicron Delta Kappa, and
Rho Lambda.

Pi Phi hosts an annual basketball
tournament called Double Shot in the
spring. They raise money nationally for the
Arrowmont School of Arts and Crafts in
Gatlinburg, TN and for the local Battered
Women’s Shelter. Pi Phi is also proud of
their commitment to the Our Lady of the
Lake Children’s Hospital where they read
to children every other week. They also
participate in the Champions Are Readers
(CAR) program, which entails weekly visits
to the local inner-city elementary schools to
help stress the importance of reading.
The mission of Pi Beta Phi still remains
strong today, as their founders intended,
to promote friendship, develop women of
intellect and integrity, cultivate leadership
potential, and enrich the lives of members
and their communities.

elta Zeta has been lighting the
paths to friendships for over
100 years. This sigma chapter
was founded on the ideals of everlasting
friendship and superiority in scholarship
and service. Delta Zeta was founded at
Miami University in Oxford, Ohio in 1902.
This year the Sigma Chapter of Delta Zeta
boasts many accomplishments. Delta Zeta
boasts many accomplishments. Delta Zeta
holds the record for meeting both campus
and national quota for over 50 consecutive
years. Sigma chapter also received the
award for best chapter in the nation. Delta
Zeta sisters Tatum Everett, Katie Cicardo,

and Kaela Rodehorst received awards from
Rho Lambda among many other sorority
women.
2008 has been an amazing year for Delta
Zeta. Delta Zeta raised over twenty-five
thousand dollars to sponsor the Miss
LSU-USA Pageant, which benefited their
national philanthropy, the Speech and
Hearing Impaired. Participating in campus
events, community services, and Delta
Zeta, the sisters of the Sigma Chapter
have an everlasting bond of friendship,
leadership, scholarship, and sisterhood.

DZ sisters on Bid Day.

Jenna Hagendorfer, Lindsay Walton, Natasha Chitszan,
and Lindsay Petro.

2 0 0 7 -0 8 E x e cu tive S ta ff:
S tu d e n t-B o d y P re sid e n t: C assie Alsfeld
S tu d e n t-B o d y Vice P re sid e n t: Josh K ing
E x e cu tiv e A d v ise r: M icah D avies
E x e cu tiv e C h ie f o f S ta ff: Em LeBlanc
E x e cu tiv e C h ie f o f S t a f f - O p eratio n s:
C lark Lanius
E x e cu tiv e A ss ista n t: S tu art W atkins
E x e cu tiv e S e c re ta ry : A ly Neel
D ire c to r o f A cad em ics: Bradley Tolar
A s s is ta n t D ire c to r o f A cad em ics: Liz D unn
D ire c to r o f A th le tics:
D ixon W allace M cM akin
D ire c to r o f C am p u s D evelop m ent:
Jeffrey N oel
A s s is ta n t D ire c to r o f C am p us
D evelo p m en t: Thomas C ook
D ire c to r o f C o m m u n icatio n s:
Parker W ishik
A s s is ta n t D ire c to r o f C o m m u n icatio n s:
C on nie Boudreaux
A s s is ta n t D ire c to r o f C o m m u n icatio n s:
Stephen M artin ez
C om m issioner o f E lectio n s: Jacob G ower
D ire c to r o f E x te r n a l A ffa ir s : Adam Parker
A s s is ta n t D ire c to r o f E x te r n a l A ffa ir s :
Bryce A ddison

A s s is ta n t D ire cto r o f E x te r n a l A ffa ir s :
Kyle H om an
D ire c to r o f F in a n c e : Sabina Tungaraza
D ire c to r o f P ro gra m m in g :
P hillip Singleton
A s s is ta n t D ire c to r o f P ro g ra m m in g
(F resh m an L ead ersh ip C o u n cil):
M adeline Peters
A s s is ta n t D ire c to r o f P ro g ra m m in g
(S tu d e n ts on T arget): M icaela de G ruy
D ire c to r o f S tu d e n t R ig h ts a n d W elfare:
JacQ u etta C aldw ell
A s s is ta n t D ire c to r o f S tu d e n t R ig h ts a n d
W elfare: Tanesha C raig
D ire c to r o f T ran sp o rtatio n : C orey Weber
A s s is ta n t D ire cto r o f T ran sp o rtatio n :
A dam Vegas
A d v iso r: Dr. D arrell R ay
C h ie f J u s tic e : M ark H ill
A sso ciate Ju stic e s:
D errick Petit
C u rtis W hite
G abrielle M artin ez
A rm an Sheybani
Josh Sievers
Jo h n C asey
Trey Perry
T ria l C o u rt: Rob D ow ie, Trial C o u rt Ju dge
J u d i c ia l S ta ff: Sean H orridge, C lerk o f
C ou rt; Jessica Engler, Public Defender;
Yunan Yuan, So licito r General
J u d i c ia l A id es: G riffin Sm ith; Patricia
Ledw ig; Lindsey Puderer; Sean H orridge
S tu d e n t S e n a te (N am e, C ollege)
S p eak er: C olorado Robertson
S p eak er P ro - Tempore: Ben C lark
J.P. Abon, A rts & Sciences: Bryce A ddison,
U CFY; K rista Allen U CFY; Travis
A ndrew s U C A C ; C ole A very U CFY;
M egan Blanco A rts & Sciences; Brooksie
B onvillain U CFY; W h itn ey Breaux M ass
C om m u n icatio n

Cassie Alsfeld and Josh King were inducted
into the offices of Student Body President
and Vice President on April 15,2007.

The 2007-08 Executive Staff.
Ashley Bryant U CA C; Michael Canseco UCFY; Kyle Chandler UCFY; Chandler Cortina Basic Sciences; Drew Davis UCFY; Melanie
Doescher Education; Kelli Eason Mass Communication; Ashlea Edwards Arts & Sciences; Todd Elliot Business Administration;
Ryan Foley Music & Dramatic Arts; Amanda Gammon Arts & Sciences; Matthew Greene Agriculture; Richard Guidry Graduate
School; Meghan Hanna UCAC; Phoebe Hathorn UCFY; Kyle Homan Agriculture; Brett Jackson Arts & Sciences; Sanjay Juneja Basic
Sciences; Taylor LeMay UCFY; Treva Lincoln UCFY; Kori Lopreore Arts & Sciences; Matt McEntire Graduate School; Mark Mclnnis
UCFY; Brett McMann Engineering; Claire Murray Engineering; Kristen Oaks Agriculture; Ryan O ’Malley Business Administration;
Andy Palermo UCAC; Drew Prestridge Arts & Sciences; Andrew Remson Arts & Sciences; Devin Ricci Basic Sciences; Meagan Rogers
UCFY; Chris Sellers UCFY; Courtney Smith U C A C ; Meghan Spell UCFY;
Allison Stuart Art & Design; Cici Tecce Arts & Sciences

Student Government, in partnership with several other departments
on campus, spearheaded the first Public Safety Week for LSU's
campus. In response to growing safety concerns, the week-long event
included police demonstrations, defense classes and registrations for
the emergency text message system. Student Body President Cassie
Alsfeld, pictured here with Maj. Lawrence Rabalais of LSUPD and
Director of Public Safety Gary Durham, speaks at the Intercollegiate
Safety Forum.

eta Tau Alpha was founded on
October 15, 1898, in Farmville,
VA at present day Longwood
University. Today, the fraternity has
nearly 150 collegiate chapters nationwide.
The Delta Kappa chapter at LSU was
established in 1959.
DK members are active leaders on campus
and are represented in organizations such
as Homecoming Court, LSU Ambassadors,
LSU Track and Field, LSU Bat Girls,
Student Government, Order of Omega,
Omicron Delta Kappa, and College
Councils. For the past two years, LSU’s
Homecoming Queens have been Zetas.
ZTA’s national philanthropy is breast cancer
education and awareness. Our efforts
have earned ZTA a seat on the Susan G.
Komen “Million Dollar Council,” joining
the ranks of BMW, Hallmark, and Yoplait.
Locally, Zeta sisters at LSU sponsor a

pancake breakfast in the spring and Zeta
300 Bowling Tournament in the fall to raise
money for their philanthropy. In addition,
they remind students to “Think Pink” and
raise breast cancer awareness among both
men and women. This past year, ZTA
hosted a yogurt eating contest at its first
annual Pinktoberfest for the Yoplait Save
Lids to Save Lives Campaign. Zetas also
have a close relationship with the LSU
Gymnastics team and help support the
team’s annual Pink Out Meet.
The purpose of ZTA is the intensifying
of friendship, the fostering of a spirit of
love, the creating of such sentiments, the
performing of such deeds, and the molding
of such opinions as will be conducive to
the building up of a purer and nobler
womanhood. The Delta Kappa women at
LSU strive to embody the standards set by
their founders over 100 years ago.

Recruitment 2007- From left: Carole Moser,
Danielle Millet, ErinTruax, Meredith Richard,
Elizabeth Walcavich, Lindsey Devereux

ZTA Fall Grub "Zeta, Love, and Rock and Roll"
From left: Rachel Kelt, Charmaine Burg,
Megan Pelletteri, Emily Dolese

Rotaract Club of LSU
2007- 2008 Executive Board

President
Kimberly Storm
Vice-President
Mozzy Saboori
Secretary
Robert Ingram
Treasurer
Kendyl Tipton
Community Service Director
Josh Garland
Club Service Director
Arman Sheybani
Professional Development Director
Kortney Raeuchle
International Development Director
Anna Heumann Lanzagorta
Public Relations Director
Taylor Finchum
Kiss the Pig Director
Greg Joubert

Left to right (top row): Lidia M. Byrd, Crista Dellinger, Nicole
Stripling, Sonia Brumen, Meghan Bemis, Jacqueline Plummer, Ryan
Waldrop (bottom row): Marie Berry, Wesly Guzzetta -Secretary,
Brandon Ringe -Treasurer, Jared Lewis -Cultural Liason, Maria
Waight -Vice President, Katelyn Duplantis -President, Meghan
Ashley -Historian, Amanda Briseno -Public Relations (not pictured:
Christina Phillips, Elli Reese, Coralie Brumen, Elizabeth Ecker,
Catharine Walsh, Caitlin Harwood, Orlando Gunn).

he Spanish Club’s main goal is to
promote student interest in the
language, culture, and history
of Spanish speaking countries. Our
organization has a very diverse membership
from native Spanish speakers of several
different countries, to students with simply
an interest to learn Spanish as a second
language. Our members take part in festive
Latin dance nights and volunteer with local
high school Spanish clubs. In coordination
with the Spanish faculty, the Spanish club
promotes Spanish language film series,
presentations, and lectures. Overall, our
club is made up of people who all share an
immense passion for the Spanish language
and everything that goes along with it.

' hat are we? We are a
campus ministry at LSU
that hopes to point others
to Jesus Christ. We meet regularly
on Tuesday nights in Coates Hall and
other events during the school year.
Our vision is to build a multicultural
community that can help others
understand the grace of Jesus Christ.
What do we do? We have a praise
band, small groups, campus
evangelism, and various outings
during the year.

We have met every week on Tuesday in Coates Hall room
155 at 7:30 pm this year.

n 1962, Colonel Dale Swindler, The
Professor of Military Science, founded
the Army Scotch Guard at LSU to
be an auxiliary organization to provide
service and support lor the LSU Army
ROTC. Membership would consist of
undergraduate females who demonstrate
outstanding leadership, a general love for
LSU, and one who is willing to serve the
surrounding community and the Army
ROTC. These standards are still used today
when choosing new members.

opportunities, the Guard is also participates
in many bonding activities to strengthen
the bonds of sisterhood. The Army Scotch
Guard at LSU is truly a “Sisterhood of
Service.”

Scotch Guard “Lassies” can be found
all around serving the LSU campus, the
community and the ROTC in various
forms of service. A few of the favorite
community services that they take part in
annually include BREC activities, Ollie
Steele Nursing Home, as well as the annual
Relay for Life. Campus activities include
volunteering at the Wellness Fair and
Disabilities Awareness Week. Lassies also
provide support for the Army RO 1C in
variety of ways, including monthly cadet
PT tests, LSU Salutes, and Chancellor’s
Day. In addition to all these volunteer

Officers:
Commander: Laura Weems
Colonizing Commander: Lacey Deshotel
Vice Commander: Michelle Engelhorn
Cadet Commander: Stephanie Launey
Army Executive Officer: Tiffany Sullivan
Service Executive Officer: Catherine Sticklen
Guard Relations Officer: Kate Allemond
Public Relations Officer: Ashley Statham
Operations Officer: Katelyn Wannage
Adjutant Recorder: lleen Lepine
Comptroller: Mary Middendorf

Officers:
Heidi Huckabee: President
Lauren Colvin: Vice President
Lauren Orillion: Secretary
Amy Normand: Historian
Gloria Ackers: Treasurer

Monica Mouch: Graduate Liaison
Autumn Rourk: Senior Liaison
Jennifer Hallner: Junior Liaison
Michelle Smith: Au.D./
CCC-A-LSU Advisor

lock and Bridle is a community
service organization that strives to
increase awareness for agriculture
throughout the community. As part of our
community service, the club donates ten
percent of proceeds from our annual rodeo
fundraiser to a non-profit organization
around the area. Also, the club puts on
petting zoos at area caring centers and
festivals to give the community a chance to
“experience” agriculture. Cl ub members
boost leadership and career development as
they participate in many events involving
agriculturalists from around the Nation,
such as Block and Bridle Convention,
which is held at different locations yearly.
Although members are dedicated to
achievement and hard work, we also have
fun events, such as the Block and Bridle
annual rodeo held at Barker Coliseum and
the Little International Livestock Show

SU’s chapter of NSSHLA
(National Student SpeechLanguage-Hearing Association)
is an organization composed of
undergraduate and gradate students
interested in the study of communication
disorders. Its purpose is to encourage
professional interest among students
in the study of normal and disordered
human communications, to assist
university departments and local
organizations interested in speechlanguage-hearing behaviors and disorders,
to provide professional information about
graduate schools, doctoral programs
and career plans, to provide a vehicle
for student representation in matters
of professional concern, and to develop
leadership skills for students.

where students get to exhibit animals from
the LSU farm.
Block and Bridle started off as being an
animal science organization for the college
and has continually evolved gaining
members from many different colleges and
majors. We are open for anyone to join,
and if interested we can be contacted at
www.blockandbridIe@lsu.edu.

he purpose of the International
Student Association and the
International Cultural Center is
to promote the well being of international
students, and to facilitate better friendship,
interaction, and understanding among
international students and between
international students and other groups
at LSU and the wider Baton Rouge
community.

Sam
anthaThabrew, Pavica Sheldon, Susanna Dann,
Ana Elena Buleu

International Cultural Center Governing Board Members
L to R: Back Row: Virginia P Grenier (community representative), Karl Roider (faculty advisor), Yves Damoiseau
(President), Mazen S Jaber (VP of Finance), and Yana G Kuzmina (Chair of Public Relations) Front Row: Richard P.
Vlosky (faculty advisor), Maureen G Hewitt (Manager), Margaret Jo Borland (English Language Orientation Program
Representative), Natalie M Rigby (Director of LSU International Services Office), Susanna Dann (VP of Programs), and
Yun-Chen T Morgan (VP of Administration)

he American Society of Civil
Engineers (ASCE) is a professional
organization with a membership
of about 150,000 worldwide. The
society has several chapters in Louisiana
including a student chapter at LSU. We
strive to familiarize the students with the
profession and job opportunities by inviting
professors, professional engineers, and
organizations to speak at our bi-weekly
meetings.
We provide social activities and field trips
for our members to participate in. This
year we took a field trip to New Orleans to
get a close-up view of the progress on the
Huey P. Long Bridge Widening Project and
hosted two banquets. Chapter members
encouraged community development
by participating in the Virginia Tech
Tribute, where we along with other student
organizations hosted eight students and
one professor the weekend of the LSUVT football game to honor their fallen
colleagues.
We also strive to increase enjoyment of civil
engineering through competition. In April
we were proud to host the annual Deep
South Regional Conference. We entered the
concrete canoe, steel bridge, surveying and
concrete frisbee competitions.
The concrete canoe, steel bridge and
concrete frisbee were designed and
constructed solely by ASCE members. The
canoe team placed 4th overall, the bridge
team placed 2nd overall, the surveying
team placed 2nd overall and the concrete
frisbee placed 3rd overall. The bridge team
was extended an invitation to travel to the
University of Florida in Gainesville, Florida
to compete in the National ASCE Steel
Bridge Competition in May.

ilver Wings (SW) is a national,
co-ed, professional organization
dedicated to creating proactive,
knowledgeable, and effective civic leaders
through community service and education
about national defense. The Frank S.
Hagan Chapter at LSU participated in
many different events this year, from
service to professional to social! Some
of the service events that Silver Wings
members did were Habitat for Humanity,
Junior Achievement’s bowl-a-thon,
Toys for Tots, Special Olympics, and
Relay for Life. Members showed their
professional side by attending LSU Salutes
in professional business suits and attend
the regional conclave, VOODOOCON,
and the national conclave, CHICON. Ihe
Hagan chapter also supports AFRO'I C
Detachment 310 here at LSU and its
brother organization, the Arnold Air
Society.

Silver Wings and Arnold Air Members work together to
help build a house. Front: Brian Dendy. Second Row: John
Hale, Cal Toerner, Ben Shearer, Brandon Suarez, Randall
Weber, Christopher Mallett, Katie Breaux, Katie Preston,
Janna Campbell. Back Row: Kristalynn Kindshuh, Future
Home Owner, Caroline Holland, Shaun Skorlich

Members dress in business attire for LSU Salutes, a salute to LSU's military veterans and rich military history.

Volunteer LSU would like to thank
all students, faculty & staff for
another successful year!

olunteer LSU is the university’s
center for community service and
involvement. Our mission is to
promote and coordinate volunteer opportunities,
build partnerships within the community, and
instill a lifelong commitment to service.”
Congratulations to the 2008-2009 Volunteer
LSU Leaders!
Director. Michael Rhea
Associate Director o f External Affairs:
Hajer Salem
Associate Director o f Internal Affairs:
Paige Nichols
Special Events Coordinator: Micaela deGruy
Communications Chair: Brian Goh
Secretary: Millena Williams
Advisory Council:
Lauren Bessette
Chynsia Jenkins
Katherine Coco
Focus Area Chairs:
Health & Wellness Outreach: Melissa Stallings
Youth Programs: Stella Orourke
Baton Rouge Restoration & Beautification:
Dominique Turrentine
Civic & Social Awareness: Anna Normand
Emergency Preparedness & Disaster Relief:
Amanda Morlas

List of 2007-2008 Projects and Contributions:
Special thanks to all who participated and
contributed this year to Community Bound,
The Big Easy Fix-Up Fall Project, The Giving
Tree Food, Toy & Clothing Drive, The BCS
Championship Project with LSU & Ohio
State, The Fix-Up! MidCity Spring Project
and all Volunteer LSU Focus Area Projects!
Volunteer LSU contributed approximately
7,000 hours of community service at a
minimum wage value of approximately $40,
812.53!
Students, Faculty & Staff: Sign up for free
membership at volunteer.lsu.edu and learn how
YOU can be a part of VOLUNTEER LSU!

he LSU Ambassadors are a student
organization committed to
Recruiting new students, Orienting
them when they being their college career,
and Advising students to ensure that
collegiate life at LSU easier for all students
on campus.
This year the LSU Ambassadors
accomplished a number of great things
and had several amazing opportunities on
campus...
During the summer over 5000 freshmen
were welcomed to LSU by the Ambassadors
during Freshmen Orientation, Advising and
Pre-Registration (FOAP).
At the beginning of the fall semester 61 new
members were selected and trained. Their
membership brought the organization’s
total members to approximately 130
students!

their Laureate Society Gala, giving the
organization’s members a chance to express
their love for the university to some of
LSU’s largest donors.
35 Ambassadors were presenters and
participants in the Southern Regional
Orientation Workshop (SROW) that is
designed to educate orientation leaders
from universities across the south. The
SROW committee brought 5 educational
presentations to SROW and one of their
presentations was named the best of the
whole conference!
In April, The Ambassadors introduced 1500
prospective students to life at LSU during
the Spring Invitational Program.
Among many service projects and special
programs staffed by the organization, this
year’s Ambassadors raised over to $4,500
for the LSU Relay for Life!

The LSU Foundation invited the LSU
Ambassadors to work (and enjoy)

The Ambassadors' 2008 SROW Committee.

2007- 2008 Executive Council: Top row, L to R. Krista
Allen, At-Large Chair; Mary Hutson, Historian Chair;
Brett Meador, Funding/Financial (Fun/Fin) Chair;
Meghan Pittman, Performance and Talent (PERTA)
Chair; Will Kurtz, Membership & Overall Chair;
Kelsey White, Special Programs Chair; Amanda
Gulino, At-Large Chair; Mary Ellen Bourgeois,
Southern Regional Orientation Workshop (SROW)
Chair. Bottom row L to R: Andree Hode, Training
Chair; Samantha Simmons, Publicity Chair; Kenzie
Dennis, Cohesion Chair; Ashley Ney, Orientation
Chair; Chandler Cortina, Recruiting Chair

The entire Ambassador membership posing for a group shot at Spring Invitational.

elta Sigma Theta Sorority was
founded on the campus of
Howard University on January
13, 1913 by twenty-two collegiate women.
They founded the sorority with the goal
of promoting academic excellence and
providing service to those in need. Delta
Sigma Theta was incorporated in 1930.
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Incorporated
is a non-profit, private organization and
is a sisterhood of more than 250,000
predominately African-American college
educated women. The sorority has over
900 chapters located in the United States,
England, Japan, Germany, the Virgin
Islands, the Bahamas, and the Republic of
Korea. The major programs of the sorority
are based upon the organization’s five
point thrust of: Economic Development,
Educational Development, International
Awareness and Involvement, Physical and
Mental Health and Political Awareness.
The Iota Theta Chapter of Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority, Incorporated was founded
on the campus of Louisiana State University
on May 17, 1972 by nine women. The Iota
Theta Chapter was the first predominantly
African-American sorority on the campus.
The chapter serves the community through
its various programs and projects every
year. Some of these events include: Mr.
Delta Gent Scholarship Pageant, Iota lheta
AIDS Walk, Iota lheta Scholarship Tea
and an annual Date Auction benefiting
the American Cancer Society. Ihe Iota
Theta Chapter has also received numerous
awards within Delta Sigma lheta Sorority
and from I.SU. A few of these awards
include: Collegiate Chapter of the Year for
the Southwest Region in 2005 and 2006,
Outstanding Sisterhood for 2007 and
Outstanding Chapter for 2006 and 2007.

The chapter members are preparing for the table sit to
raise money to build water wells in Africa during their
May Week Celebration.

The members are planting trees as a community
service activity.

igma Alpha Sorority was founded at The
O hio State University in Columbus,
Ohio, on Jan. 26, 1978. The L.SU Zeta
Chapter was chartered in 1989, starting a
tradition of sisterhood on LSU’s campus.
The sisters of Sigma Alpha pride themselves in
upholding the standards established by their
founders. Sigma Alpha, unique to the College
of Agriculture, is known as both a professional
and social sorority. Created with the idea of

not only developing skills in their chosen fields
but finding friends with similar interests, it is
devoted to agriculture roots. The Zeta sisters
pride themselves in upholding the standards of
Sigma Alpha through fun activities including
B ig Sis-l.il Sis, Emerald Ball, and Chapter
Retreats.
Sigma Alpha Sorority members are leaders on
campus, and are represented in organizations
such as Order of Omega, Omicron Delta
Kappa, Pre-Vet Club, Agricultural Student
Association, Silver Wings and the LSU Army
Scotch Guard.
Sigma Alphas national philanthropy is Ag in
the Classroom. Every semester, the girls are
required to visit a school and teach a lesson
concerning any one aspect o f agriculture to a
classroom of students. The Zeta Chapter also
supports the American Diabetes Association
through Down N ’ Dirty. Fraternities compete
against one another in a series of messy relay
games, and win awards for Dirtiest Team and
Dirtiest Coach.
In 2007, Sigma Alpha won the prestigious
Order of Omega awards in Outstanding
Sisterhood and Creek Week participation.

lpha Kappa Alpha Sorority,
Incorporated was organized on the
campus of
Howard University in Washington, D.C.
on January 15, 1908, thus making it the
first predominately black Greek sorority. The
motto of AKA is “by culture and by merit.”
Alpha Kappa Alpha was later incorporated on
January 29, 1913. The sorority is committed to
“service to all m ankind,” through its outreach
partnerships, governmental agencies, and its
approach to solving the problems of AfricanAmerican women. We are proudly celebrating
our Centennial Celebration this year in 2008.
The Eta Kappa Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Inc. was chartered on the campus of
LSU on December 2, 1972. In continuing to
uphold the legacy of sisterhood and service in
the community, Eta Kappa has contributed
over 1,200 service hours to the Baton Rouge
com m unity during the 2007 fall semester
alone. Eta Kappa dedicates many hours to
the Boys and Girls Club and Habitat for
Humanity. In 2007, Eta Kappa was recognized

by Greek Affairs and N PH C for numerous
awards including: Chancellors Cup for highest
GPA among N PH C sororities, Outstanding
New Member, Overall winner for Habitat for
Humanity donations contributed, and Greek
Woman of the Year. Again, in 2008 Eta Kappa
won the award for Greek Woman of the Year
along with several other awards such as Best
Sisterhood, Most Creative Non-Alcoholic
Event, Outstanding Com m unity Service,
and N PH C President of the Year. Eta Kappa
is extremely proud of all o f these awards and
continually strives to encourage excellence in
all areas of life. Eta Kappa is the proud hosts
of annual events such as Gospel Explosion,
Mr. AKA Pageant, and a Salute to Brilliance
Gala which honors black faculty members on
campus. The chapter is dedicated to upholding
the sorority’s five platforms: The NonTraditional Entrepreneur, The Economic Keys
to Success, The Economic Growth of the Black
Family, Economic Educational Advancement
through Technology, and Health Resource
Management and Economics.

lpha Lambda Delta is a society
that honors outstanding freshman
academic
achievement. Freshmen who have attained
a g.p.a. of 3.5 or above are given lifetime
membership in the society. Freshmen
selected for membership recognize
Faculty for dedication to instruction in
their freshmen year with a certificate and
bookmark. The LSU chapter initiated 279
members for the 2007-2008 year.
Officer Listing:
P r e s i d e n t : Brandon Luse
V ic e -P r e s id e n t C o m m u n ic a tio n s :

Hingle
2007-2008 officers from left to right Lindsay Walton,
Brandon Luse, and Ashley Hingle.

he Dairy Science Club at LSU has had an amazing and eventful year so far
and it only seems to be getting better. We started out the year with one of
our biggest fundraisers, ice-cream sales. Every home game the club members
would get together and sale ice-cream at the dairy store on campus. It wasn’t all work
however, we also had a tailgating party right outside the store for everyone to enjoy.
With the money we made from the sales we were able to fund numerous activities
and trips throughout the year. One of the trips we went on was the southern regional
ADSA meeting in Kentucky. At this meeting we competed in several competitions
such as club scrapbook, essay completions and our chib's presentation board. We
were very excited to come home with many awards from this trip and plan to come
home with even more this summer after attending the National ADSA meeting in
Indianapolis. A more recent trip that some of our club members attended was the
national dairy challenge competition in Wisconsin. We are very proud of our dairy
challenge team for doing an excellent job, placing very high and representing LSU
exceptionally. Not only does our club attend many events but we also host many
events ourselves. We are very involved in reaching out to the youth of our state.
Each year we hold "A day at the farm” for some of our local boy scouts. Here they
arc able to get their hands dirty and experience all the joys of being a dairy farmer.
Similarly we hold our annual Farm Day where schools front all over Baton Rouge
and the surrounding areas come out and learn about different farm animals and the
agriculture Industry of Louisiana. At both of these events our (istulated cow Hildy is
always a big hit among the kids and their leaders. For the older youth of the state we
have the FFA judging contest. This statewide competition is held on the LSU campus
every year and the dairy science club is always eager to help out in any way. At this
FFA competition we arc able to interact with soon to be college freshmen, answering
any questions they may have and letting them know just how amazing the dairv
science department at LSU really is.
Within the college of agriculture itself the dairy science club is able to compete
against other clubs at LSU. One of these competitions is Ag Olympics. Ag Olympics
is a fun and exciting event where different clubs in the college of Ag get together and
compete against one another in various events such as relays, tug of war, and potato

Ashley

Lindsay Walton
Elva Bourgeois

V ic e -P r e s id e n t A c tiv itie s :
F a c u lty A d v is o r :

sack races. This year the dairy science club came out on top, finishing first in several
events and placing third overall! None of these things would be possible without our
eager and energetic club members. Each year new members are welcomed into the
dairy science club. Their membership is celebrated with our initiation party. This
party is all about the new members. They arc officially welcomed by the .other club
members with food, games and tun times. The initiation party is just the beginning.
The dairy science club holds parties for its members throughout the year. There is
Halloween, Christmas and of course the farewell parties for our graduating seniors.
The dairy science club is all about having fun while learning, giving back and making
everlasting friendships and memories.

nion Program Council (UPC) is
made up of over 100 LSU student
volunteers who pick, plan, and
promote programs, lectures, concerts,
comedians, theatre productions, and much
more for the LSU community! Some
of our exciting programs this past year,
included VH l’s Best Week Ever, Harambee,
Speed Dating, Ten Tenors, International
Film Fest, Art Break, Sex in the Dark,
Sounds of the Soul, Africa International
Expo, BlackJew Dialogues, and Reduced
Shakespeare Company Goes Completely
Hollywood!
Our primary source of programming
funds is from student fees, which allow
us to offer most of our programs at little
to no cost to LSU students. Leisure
classes and ticketed events add revenue
to our programming budget. Local and
state grants sometimes supplement our
programs, and co-sponsorships with other
student organizations, campus departments
and outside businesses help to stretch our
programming dollars even further.

This past year’s Union Program Council
was made up of 6 Exciting Student Driven
Committees: Black Culture; Ideas and
Issues; International; Lively Arts; Music and
Mayhem; Pop Culture
Our Mission: UPC will provide programs
and leadership opportunities that create the
memories outside of the classroom that will
forever be remembered.

Students take an "Art” break from class to tie
dye t-shirts in Free Speech Alley.

UPC Executive Officers and Chairs 07-08
(L to R) Stephan Taylor Pop Culture Chair, Ryann Denham- President, Lindsay Eagan- Vice President,
Tanesha Craig- Music and Mayhem Chair, Kristian Havard-Lively Arts Chair, and Raquel Henry-Black
Culture Chair. Not pictured: Cherie Teamer-ldeas and Issues Chair and Mansi Vaishnav-lntemational Chair

he Lousisana State University
Panhellenic Council is comprimised of
two representative delegates from each
sorority on campus. Serving as the governing
body of all sororities at LSU, the Panhellenic
Council makes decisions on various issues
regarding the chapters.

Bottom: Sarah Prudhomme, Brittney Brettin, Meredith Soniat,
Annie Kaufman, Mallory Bueche, Michele Hotze, Jeanne St. Romain.
2nd row: Khaki Jardine, Courtney Harper, Beverly Chauffe, Lauren
Musso, Sara Callais, Emily Evans, Sarah Emmich, Ann E. Savage. 3rd
row: Kristin Petry, Beverly Suffern, Madeleine Kauders, Lesley Anne
Francingues, Amanda Mayeux, Emily Reimsnyder, Lesley Bergeron
, Melanie Jones, Samantha Quintana. Top row: Camille Landry,
Amanda Judice, Anne Marie Martin, Katelyn Murphy, Autumn Breaux
Armentor, Kelli Huff, Ashley Hingle

2007-08 Officers
Dane Mackey
Stephanie Henkel
Libby Lastrapes
Federico Depuy
Chris Arauz

Cristina Shelton
Courtney Wedgeworth
Daniel Carpenter
Oscar Shoenfelt

President: Courtney Harper
VP Adm inistration: Brittney Brettin
VP Recruitment: Khaki Jardine
VP Judical Affairs: Annie Kaufman
VP Recruitment Personnel: Beverly Chauffe
Treasurer: Merdith Soniat
Secretary: Michele Hotze
Director o f Recruitment Counselors: Mallory
Bueche Director o f Recruitment Publications:
Emily Blanchard
Director o f Recruitment Registration: Sarah
Prudhomme
Director o f Operations: Catherine Hodgins

he LSU Equestrian Club competes in the IHSA in
Zone 7, Region 2.
For the 2007 Season, the club earned honors as the
Regional Champions and Zone Reserve Champions.
For the 2008 season, the club again won honors as Regional
Champions and will compete in Zone finals with the hopes
of making it to Nationals in California.
The team practices at Ravenwood Stables in Prairieville and
is coached by Leaf Boswell.

he 2008 Living Expo was Student Media’s
fifth annual event, held on April 16,
2008 in the Union Ballroom. This year’s
“monopoly-themed” event showcased over 27
vendor tables featuring housing communities,
restaurants, entertainment venues, blood and
plasma donation, financial services and more.
Over 1,000 students came to the event for the
free jambalaya, to win prizes given away by event
sponsors, and to get information from vendors in
one convenient location.
Here is what student’s had to say about this year’s
event:
“Everything is accessible in one place, and I love
the free stuff!”
“I had a blast!”
“I found the Living Expo very convenient; I usually
don’t have time to research all my housing options.”
“1 really appreciate you guys doing this for us.”

his year the Student Media Advertising
departments marketing staff hosted a
Gamer Challenge, featuring tournament
competition for Guitar Hero and Wii Sports.
Nearly one hundred spectators were on hand
to cheer on gamers and win door prizes from
sponsors.
The Wii Sports tournament had 12 gamers vying
for top honors, playing through several Wii games
to earn top places were Jonathon and Patrick.
Guitar Hero featured 20 competitors, including
two females. The finalist competitors got to test
their prowess on the big screen in the main bar
area at host location Deano’ pizza. The last duel at
expert level to “Free Bird” was enough to earn John
Schnake first place honors and prizes.

The 2007 College Newspaper Business & Advertising Manager (CNBAM), a national association for
college newspapers, had its annual competition for
awards. The contest fielded 679 entries from 68
participating universities. Most categories had two
divisions, and an overall “best of” winner for all
categories. The Daily Reveille staff won a “best of
category” and placed second in another category.
Best Newspaper Marketing Promotion Plan: Best of
Category, The Daily Reveille
Best Sales Promotion Materials: Second Place, The
Daily Reveille
The 2007 Louisiana Press Association (LPA) Stu
dent Newspaper competition fielded 4,481 entries
from 84 Louisiana newspapers, publications, and
student publications.
The Daily Reveille won 14 of 19 awards in the stu
dent newspaper advertising & design competition.

Awards this staff earned:
200 7 Louisiana Press Association (state)

Black & White Advertisement Half-Page or Under:
Daniel Davis, third place
Black & White Advertisement Over Half-Page:
Trey Pentecost, first place
Color Advertisement Half-Page or Under:
Daniel Davis, first place
Daniel Davis, third place
Color Advertisement Over Half-Page:
Daniel Davis, first place
Allen Carey, second place
Daniel Davis, third place
Advertising Idea of Promotion:
Advertising Sales Staff, first place
Advertising Sales Staff, second place
Marketing Staff, third place
Marketing and Sales Staff,
honorable mention

Armbruster, Jeannine
Army Scotch Guard,
Arnold, Ashley
Ashley, Darrell
Atwood, Derek
Auzenne, Chris
Average Freshman,
Avery, Jared
Awarun, Olufemi
Aysenne, Tommie

269
334
279
271
279
277
97
271
284
269

271
277
271
125
271

277
236
279
284
271
277
268
280
293

Adams, Ryan
Adedipe, Adetoyebi
Advertising,
Aguilar, Andreina
Aguilar, Andres
Aidoo, Akua
Akers, Heather
AlBassam, Fawaz
Albert, Quanza
Alexis, Vaughn
Alpha Kappa Alpha
Alpha Lambda Delta
Al-Rubaian, Adeeb
Alvarez, David
Ambassadors
American Society of
Civil Engineers

284
284
302
268
271
287
279
284
271
286
344
345
284
8
340
337

Bailey, Audrei
Bailey, Courtney
Baily, Natalie
Baldwin, Chase
Ball, Curtis

Amescua, Natalie
Amrhein, Ursula
Anderson, Christian
Andrus, Whitney
Antis, Audrey
Anzalone, Cristi-Jo
Arbour, Daniel
Arkley, Allison
Armand, Marigny

279
277
260
268
287
282
168
286
271

Barber, Brittany
Bardwell, Justin
Barit, Alex
Barleycorn, Colin
Barnes, Rachael
Barnett, Robbyn
Barreca, John
Barrios, Scott
Barron, Lauren

Barth, Angela
271
Beach, Jennifer
239
Bechtel, Brian
271
280
Beck, Joseph
Becnel, Jason
271
284
Becnel, Andrew
240
Benezech, Rusty
Bennett, Adrian Jermaine
271
284
Benoit, Jennifer
280
Bercegeay, Amy
Bernard, Dominique
271
Bessard, Brooke
277
Bickham, Utibe
277
Billings, Jacqueline
271
Binder, Jefferey
271
286
Bingol, Yilmaz
269
Binnings, Kelli
282
Bishop, Tracy
Blanco, Megan
271
Blaum, Kristen
287
Block and Bridle
335
Blount, Carandal
277
Blount, Nakesla
277
280
Blue, Anitra
Boggs, Maggie
239
Bogle, Jessica
271
268
Bolotte, Jessica
Bonano, Donald
271
Bookman, Rachel
271
Bordelon, Natalie
271
Bordelon, Geralyn
271
Botts, Laura
277
8
Boudreaux, Leila
Boudreaux, Jason
277
284
Bouquet, Michael
268
Bourgeois, Courtney
282
Bourgeois, Anne
Bourliea, Megan
271
Brady, Phil
145
280
Braud, John
Breaux, Celeste
269
280
Breaux, Matthew
268
Brewer, Bethany
Bridges II, Walter
287
284
Bridier, Alan
Bright, Stacey
277
Broadnax, Ashley
271
284
Broadway, Darcie
Broussard, Aaron
271
Brown, Derek
240,284
218
Brown, Jordan

Brown, Paige
Brown, Sidney
Browne, Eric
Brumen, Coralie
Buckalew, Katherine
Bufford, Marcus
Burnett, Lauren
Burt, T ’Andrea
Bush, Nikki
Byers, Emily
Byrne, Callie

207
130
128
271
277
280
282
269
203
271
271

Caglar, Firat
280
Caire, Elizabeth
268
Caliva Jr, Kevin
271
Callais, Ryckman
284
Calloway, Colton
245
Camel, Lauren
280
Campbell II, James
280
Cannizaro, Amy
280
Cao, Nam
236
Caolo, Heisha
284
Caperton, Laura
280
Carlin, Brett
277
Carlsson, Sebastian
209
Carsten, Paul
269
Cart, Kori
280
Carter, Nika B.
271
Casey, Megan
269
Castania, Jennifer
282
Castelluccio, Sara
280
Catchings, Aretha
272
Chacon, Tylor
280
Chambers, Roy
206
Champagne, Jared
272
Chandler, Sarah
254
Chaney, Quianna
199
Chauvin, Jessica
272
Cheatham, Dawn
268
Cheerleaders
228,229
Chi Omega
320
Chiao, Leroy
73
Chiro, Kieth
272
Christ the King
Catholic Church
307
Chuang, Szu-Fang
268

Chustz, Lindsay
Clare-Kearney, Ashleigh
Clark, Ben
Clark, Sara
Clark, Matt
Clark, Maya

283
213
268
283
217
284

Clayton, Donnesha
Clayton, Joshua
Clement, Steven
Coleman, Clayton
Collins, Quineshea
Collins, Judith

277
280
269
277
272
286

Color Guard
160, 226, 227
Comeaux, Rebecca
272
272
Comeaux, Benjamin
Conner, KaShonna
287
268
Cook, Lisa
214, 215
Cooper, Brittnee
200
Cooper, Erlexis
272
Cooper, Joseph
288
Coplen, Katherine
Cote, Emily
277
284
Courtney, Jonathan
Couvillon, Dillon
287
272
Covington, Jeff

Craft, Chase
Craik, Kristen
Cranford, Branden
Crausc, Kati
Cresap, Jeanne
Cristina, Jeff
Critton, Krystal
Cronan, Paul
Crose, Jeremy
Crossett, Autumn
Culotta, Paige
Curtis, Sarah

272
122

283
242
269
238
272
253
280
272
277
277

Daigle, Laura
Daily Reveille, The
Dairy Science Club
Dalman, Niko
Dang, Ngoc
Danzy, Michaela
Daret, Leah
Darville, Tiffany
Dauqui, Ivy
Dauzat, Thomas
David, Colt
David, Megan
Davis, Scott
Davis, Emily
Day, Wendy
Dean, Blake
Dearmon, Anna
DeClouette, Marliska
DeCuir, Marissa
DeGeorge, Dana
DeHart, Amber
Del Barto, Brittany
Delapasse, Kasy
Delery, Haley
Delhomme, Brady
Delpit, Lisa
Delta Delta Delta
Delta Gamma
Delta Sigma
Delta Zeta
Demogio, Danielle
Dennis, Kenzie
Dent, Patrice
Derup, Christian
DeSalvo, Lisa
Deshotel, Kirsha
Desko, Tara
DiBenedetto, Chris
Dicharry, Sarah
Dickens, David
Dietz, Maribel
Dietzel II, Stephen
Dill, James
Dimarco, Rachel
Dominguez, Josh
Doucet, Early

268
298
345
207
269
277
283
272
278
284
189
268
270
278
103
218
287
272
85
272
272
272
272
270
236
67
304
316
342
326
293
280
287
254
268
272
272
244
206,207
288
37
287
238
272
210
193

Downing, Jessica
Drexler, Ashly
Dubois, Molly
Dubois, Cynthia
Dufrene, Jonathan
Dugas, Allison
Dumesnil, Drew
Dunn, Elizabeth
Duplaisir, Brian
Dupuis, Desiree
Dupuy, Adam
Durand, Candace
Durrett, Christopher
DuVernay, Walter
Dworaozyk, Josh
Dysart, Daniel

268
278
272
79
272
43,270
236
280
280
268
284
272
284
280
255
280

Eck, Lindsey
Edwards, Lauren
Ehrhart, Jennifer
Eiermann, Kelleigh
Elam, Jason
Elliott, Cody
Ellis, Ashley
Elvis
Equestrian Club
Esposito, Kristi
Estaves, Christina
Estes, Justin
Ethridge, Beth
Every, Ziesha

280
272
280
263
272
272
272
161
347
213
268
272
287
272

Falcon, Megan
Falle, Casey
Farrell, Erin
Fauchaux, Randy
Fazely, Michael
Ferniz, Melissa
Fields, Wylesha
Flynn, Matt
Fontenot, Adam
Fontenot, Amber
Fontenot, Margot
Fontenot, Dustin
Foreman, Nicholas
Foster, Erin

208
221

240
292
285
278
280
190,192
293
278
283
283
280
270

Fountain, Jeff
Fowles, Sylvia
Franceschelli, Sabrina
Frederick, Lauren
French, Rebecca
French, Matthew
Fresina, Brandi
Frosty the Snowman
Fuchs, Nikki
Fuller, David
Fullerton, Jennipher
Furlow, Kaley
Furman, Michael

127
198, 200
213
273
273
285
273
257
176
262,263
273
268
273

Gaboury, Jessica
288
Gadamsetty, Raghuvansh
280
Gallant, Paul
283
Galvin, Alexandra
273
348
Gamer Challenge
Garland, Josh
273
Garner, Martin
240,273
Garrett, Sheldon
283
Gastinel, Rebekah
239
Gautreaux, Ryan
238
Gautreaux, Andrew
285
Gebbia, Jennifer
273
280
Gendron, Lacy
George, Vyran
285
Giles, Brandon
241
Gilliam, Kathleen
273
Giovingo, Amanda
286
Giuffria, Peter
237
Glasscock, Cicily
287
Gloeckner, Steven
268
Goble Jr, Paul J.
273
278
Goita, Mfamara
Goldberger, Bryan
263
Golden Girls
230
260
Gomez, Evan
Goodman, Leah
273
Goodman, April
283
Gorbett, Tim
293
Gorillas
237
Gothreaux, Colby
273
270
Graham, William
Gray, Kacie
251

Green, Dejeune
Gremillion, Amber
Gremillion, Druit
Grisham, Alicia
Grisoli, Jay
Guilbeau, Leighann
Guillory, Heidi
Gumbo
Gyorgy, Miklos

273
273
273
273
239
273
268
300
280

Hackney, Krystal
Hailey, Debra
Hall, Kerney
Hall, Stephen
Hanover, Cameron
Harlan, Barbara
Harley, Camille
Harmon, Joey
Harmon, Gabriela

268
286
273
280
273
278
258
242
281

Haro, Drew
273
244
Harper, Brandon
281
Harris, Brian
Harris, Sarah
281
130
Hartwig, Hunter
Harvest Campus Ministry
333
Harvey, Meaghan
243
Hausey, Bob
237
Hawkins, Amber
273
Hayden, Justin
281
238
Haywood, Helly
126
Hebert, Courtney
Hebert, John
255
Hebert, Whitney
273
Hebert, Kimberly
273
278
Hebert, Kristen
281
Hebert, Jordan
Heck, Katherine
273
208
Hedberg, Mykala
218
Helenihi, Derek
Henderson, Dee Dee
220,222
278
Henkel, Stephanie
Hennigan, Lindsey
273
Hensgens, Michelle
215, 283

Joffrion, Brandi
Johnson, Chris
Johnson, Kellie
Johnson, Ivy
Johnson, Portia
Johnson, Keith
Johnson, Angel
Johnson III, Edward
Jombai, Tamaratina
Jones, Amanda
Jones, TifFany
Jones, Rella
Jordan, Shane
Jordan, Blane
Joseph, Marie
Juneau, Amanda
Juneau, Peyton

Heroman, Jacqueline
Herzog, Jennifer
Hester, Jacob
Hickey, John
Higgins, Donald
Hightower, Allison
Hill, Mark
Hill, Peggy
Hillel
Hitt, Kyle
Hodnett, Aimee
Hoffer, Dani
Holden, Blaire
Holliday, Trendon
Hollier, Cade
Honea, Christy
Hood, Becky
Hooker, Jerry
Hopkins, Erin
Hubbs, Robert
Huckabee, Heidi
Hudson, Rikki
Humphries, Stacie
Hunter, Tiffanie
Husbands, Erin
Hutchinson, Claire
Hyslop, Cecilia

273
283
188
273
278
199, 200
273
278
311
193
260

Ilieva, Iliana
Impastato III, Joseph
Ingram, Kat
Int, Joy
International Culture Center

281
278
261
243
336

222

240
193
283
283
262
270
285
176
273
268
278
239
278
268
274

Jackson, JacQua
Jackson, Jazz
Jackson, Susan
Jake Smith Band,
Jean-Francois, Ricky
Jenkins, LaDonya
Jenkins, Monica
Jenkins, Rasheedah
Jenks, Michael
Jennings, John
Jett, Talton

118
222
212
139
192
274
285
286
254, 257
278
274

Kappa Alpha Theta
Kappa Delta
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Karki, Amar
Kean, Aaron
Keegan, Jennifer
Keeley, Lon-Michael
Kelly, Britt
Kern, Travis
Key, David
Kilburn, Annie
King, Stephanie
King, William
King of the Fairies
Kirchner, Lisa
Kirkwood, Amanda
Kleinberger, Niki
Kline, Jolon
Ko, Alex
Koffskey, Jessica
Konzelman, Mark
Krogsgard, Heather
Kuhn, Rebecca

274
191
274
274
274
281
281
278
268
274
274
278
274
281
278
274
274

314
322
308
286
281
274
267, 274
274
274
281
268
274
286
171
287
281
249
281
255
283
268
274
204

Lafell, Brandon
Lagarde, Jesse
Lamont, Brian
Lampert, Stephanie
Landry, Neil
Landry, Jamie
Landry, Leon
Landry, Nicole
Larche, Ashley
Laurent, Kristen
Laurent, Stephanie
Lawal, Rashidat
Lazar, Rachel
Lazard, Leslie
LeBauve, Lindy
LeBlanc, Nick
LeBlanc, RaShonta
LeBlanc, Courtney
Ledgister, Brandon
Legacy
Leger, Benjamin
Leger, Chris
LeMahieu, DJ
Lemoine, Beau
Leslie, Christina
Lessing, Jake
Lewis, Krista

190
274
285
268
274
281
216
285
274
274
274
281
288
281
204
239
201

274
287
296
126
126
216
274
274
248
268

Li, Johnny
Lilly, Jonathan
Lin, Fei
Littell, LuAnn
Liu, Chaoxuan
Liuzza, Elizabeth
Lively, Ashley
Living Expo 2008
Lockwood, Sarah
Lofton, Elise
Lombardi, John
Londot, Reneau
Lorio, Alicia
Lossett, James
Lovelace, Lacie

Mack, Danielle
Mahler, Kayce
Major, Brad
Maldonado, Sebastian
Mananayaka, Asanka
Manning, Benita
Mariche, Danielle
Marmillion, Frannie
Martin, Terry
Martin, Anna
Martin, Andrew

249
285
281
268
286
287
283
348
249
278
24
270
254
278
270

268
285
274
270
285
283
274
176
195
274
274

Martinez, F>ica
275
Martinez, Johanna
275
61
Mashriqui, Hassan
191
Mason, Dameon
278
Matherne, Megan
281
Matthews, Calvin
275
May, Natasha
270
Mayers, Jonathan
Mayeux, Stephen
275
237
Mayfield, Wendy
May hall, Sunny
287
270
Mayoral, Josh
275
Mays, Ashley
285
McBee, Stevie
McCall, Gambrielle
283
275
McCann, Amanda
286
Mccollister II, William
275
McCoy, Kellie
278
McCullough, Stephen
281
McDaniel, Andrew
275
McFall, Matthew
254,257
McCovern, Zach
275
Mclnerney, Kelly
286
McKinney, George
254
McLellan, Taylor
281
McNab, Justin
281
Meek, Kimberly
285
Meke, Daniel
269
Mertz, Christina
275
Meyers, Derrick
281
Michaud, Armand
278
MidkifF, Jr, Donald
228, 250, 257
Mike the Eiger
189
Miles, Les

Miller, Ryan
Miller, Remington
Mills, Evan
Mitchell, Renae
Mitchell, Jared
Mitchell, Jessica
Mollon, Darcel
Moore, Keviennie
Moran, Allen
Morrison, Elizabeth
Mouton, Andrea
Mrs. Penguin
Mu, Ge
Murphy, Richard
Myers, Melissa

Naquin, Shawn
Nelson, Andrew
Ngamo, Joan
Ngunjiri, Johnpeter
Nguyen, Nga
Nguyen, Khoa
Nguyen, Lida
Nguyen, Tracy
Noel, Gelena
Northgate Merchants

125
269
285
275
216
275
203
251
140
269
286
257
275
192
285

270
293
285
286
278
278
278
281
286
351

O’Keefe, Sean
Olinde, Josh
Omanakuttan, Karthik
Onyenekwu, Ike
Orange guy
Order of the Lampshade
Ortego, Louis
Ortego III, Ronald
Owens, Heather

22
275
285
278
257
318
278
285
285

Palisi, Kelly
Palmer, Lauren
Panhellenic Council
Paridon, Kristian
Park, Yoo Jeung
Partlan, Lauren
Pastorick, Stephen
Patterson, Jacob
Payne, Evan
Pearch, Jen
Peatross, Jeffrey

281
281
347
283
261
283
278
275
288
293
278

Peck, James
Pegues, Daniel
Pellegrin, Darren
Pennington, Jason
Pentecost, Trey
Pentek, Caroline
Perriloux, Ryan
Perron, Kristin
Perry, Lauren
Persac, Nicholas
Peterson, Megan
Phi Mu
Phi Sigma Pi
Phillippi, Travis
Phillips, Shawn
Phillips, Jessica
Phillips, Isa
Pi Beta Phi
Picone, Jason
Pierce, Amanda
Pirtle, Claude
Pittman, Debra
Plauce, Winn
Plauche, Christopher
Podorsky, Rachel
Polar Bear
Politz, Rosanna
Porch, Aurolaude
Poret, Elizabeth
Porterfield, Margaret
Prescia, Lindsey

270
279
285
281
275
281
189
275
237
244
275
312
310
283
245
269
275
324
275
281
279
286
244
286
170
51
275
275
270
269
270

Prescott, Jr., James Philip
Pre-Veterinary Club
Price, Jernice
Primm, Ian
Purpera, Amanda
Purpera, Jena

Rabalais, Adam
Radgowski, Chad
Rahman, Sarnia
Randolph, Anthony
Randolph, Tamia
Raschke, Paige
Ratcliff, Brittany
Rather, Alexis
Reads, Jared
Reed, Donald
Reed, Tambry

275
306
281
279
269
283

270
211

285
190,191,195
8
275
281
204
244
32
286

Reed, Jr., John Paul
Reeves, Ana
Remo, Marketa
Rice, Cory
Richardson, Kawanda
Richter, Jerrett
Ripple, Michael
Ritter, Courtney
Roberts, D’Shay
Roberts, Jordan
Robertson, Kimberly
Robertson, Chelsea
Robertson, Colorado
Robinson, Bradley
Robinson, Eric
Rodriguez, Jessica
Rogers, Adam
Rogers, Corrin
Rollins, Erin
Ropas, Amber
Rosche, Margot
Rose, Rickeita
Ross, Austin

91
275
275
238
269
282
279
283
275
279
275
282
31
188
285
275
270
285
140
275
279
276
219

Ross, Yolanda
Rotaract
Rougeou, Leigh Grace
Rouyer, Randy
Roy, Mary Helen
Runion, Garrett
Russo, Rachael
Rutledge, Malorie
Ryan, Colin

276
332
276
288
283
276
269

Safstrom, Briana
Sauve, Sean
Scarle, Ann
Schaefer, Bradley
Schafer, Adam
Schimpf, Ryan
Schiro, Ryan
Schreiber, Nathan

276
282
269
49
236

202

241

216

279
207

Schroeder, Kendal
Scott, Keidra
Scott, Hannah
Scott, Dominique
Scott, Caitlyn
Screen, Timothy
Self, Jessica
Sellers, Lois
Sen, Shurjo
Senevirathne, Reshani
Senevirathne, Indrajith
Senouvor, Deborah
Serpas, Brittany
Shaw, Katie
Shearman, Christopher
Silva, Savio
Silver Wings
Simmons, Samantha
Simon, Lindsay
Slade, Jessica
Sloan, Samuel
Smith, Garret
Smith, Justin
Smith 111, Charles
Soileau, Sonya
Soileau, Jessica
Solino, Adam
Sonnier, Kellan
Spanish Club
Spano, Ryan
Spera, Kenneth
Spider-Man
Spring, Courtney
Spurlock, Kelli
St. Pierre, Amanda
Stein, Shannon
Stephenson, Emmett
Stephenson, Tony
Stevens, Brittany
Strain, Erik
Stuart, Lauren
Student Christian
Medical Association
Student Government
Sulik, Stacie
Sumrall, Sophie
Superman,
Sutton, Megan

288
276
279
282
288
270
286
279
286
287
287
282
276
276
276
285
338
288
276
276
276
125
285
285
283
283
238
282
333
283
282
121

276
276
288
223
55
55
141
270
276
347
238
283
249
117
269

Tabbal, Alexandre
Tadie, James
Tai, Michelle
Talbot, Claire
Talley, Mark
Tandon, Anshul
Tauzin, Krystle
Taylor, Curtis
Taylor, Meredith
Taylor, Brian
Taylor, Monique
Tecce, Christina
Temple, Garrett
The Greg Talmage Band
Thibodaux, Heather
Thibodeaux, Kristina
Thiels, Timothy

287
270
279
283
293
285
279
191
270
285
287
276
195
168
276
279
276

Thierry, Rebekah
Thomas, Ashley
Thomas, Tressa
Thomas, Broque
Thomas, Nauman
Thomeson, Louise
Thompson, Pamela
Thompson, Kala
Thorton, Marcus
Tiger Band
Tiger TV
Tillman, Brittany
Tiwari, Sital
Tolar, Bradley
Tolar, Kay
Toups, Kathryn
Trahan, Angela
Trana, Alexandra
Tresch, Andrew
Trifone, Nathan
Tsai, Tzu-Wei
Tucker, Tiffany

276
200

276
283
285
241
276
276
191,195
161
294
269
286
279
282
269
282
276
276
282
140
208

Tumblin, Dana
Tuminello, Courtney
Tumlin, Jay
Turner, Brittany

288
250
286
286

Udeke, Judith
Udoh, Uduak
Union Program Council

286
279
346

Vanderpool, Caroline
Vaught, Christina
Vega, Michael
Velarde, Willie
Velasquez, Natalia
Venus, Michael
Vicknair, Kasha
Videon, Jennifer
Vidrine, Rebecca
Vidrine, Brittany
Viswanathan, Arvind
Vitrano, Carey
Voelkel, Lauren
Volunteer LSU
Voter Registration Card

203
282
270
261
279
209
276
282
279
283
279
276
283
339
135

Walker, Matthew
Wallace, Eric
Walsh, Ryan
Wang, Weiwei
Ward, Ayana
Ward, Brittany
Warden, Ryan
Warren, Tanishia
Washington, Kyna
Wassom, Kyle

279
284
266,276
282
279
284
270
287
215
125

Webre, Amanda
Welford, Joshua
Wellendorff, Lindsey
West, Meagan
White, Erica
White, Denise
White, Kiley
White, Alexis
White, Lindsey
Wickes, Frank
Wickliffe, Stephen
Wilks, Jeremy
Williams, Mesha
Williams, Lauren
Williams, Aaron
Williams, Lineisha
Willis, Jeremy
Wimberly, Traci
Winchester, Veronica
Windsor, Sarah
Wingerter, Kelly
Winstead, Lauryn

276
282
284
282
199, 201
269
269
276
276
160
282
284
200
269
288
288
277
277
287
279
279
277

Wood, Morgan
Wooley, Justin
Worthen, Mary
Wowor, Eva
Wrenn, Margaret
Wright, Brittney
Wu, Hongyi
Wuestefeld, Hillary

287
277
202
282
277
277
287
284

Ybarzabal, Lauren
Young, Amber
Young, Brandi

254
282
288

Zelezny, Jan
Zeng, Yao
Zeta Tau Alpha
Zhang, Yingqin
Zimmerman, LaTasha
Zrinski, Dana

209
287
330
282
269
237

Trey Pentecost
want to take this opportunity to
thank my staff for their hard work
and dedication throughout this ninemonth project. This book wouldn’t have
been completed without you guys and your
valuable contributions. Please don’t hesitate
to get in touch with me in the future if you
ever need anything or just want to go out
for drinks or something.

This year’s staff was:
Ginger Gibson, beer bottles
Sheila de Guzman, rainbow penis pops
Rachel Podorsky, sugary sweet cuteness
Rachael Wong, bad bitch attitude
Ashley Nobles, late nights and sound reasoning
Kyle Baker, definitely not smoking anything
Adam Rogers, injuries, arrests and booze
Cristina Fletes, bandanas
Wesley Taylor, polo shirts
Kayla Falgoust, no bullshit attitude
Glynna Tortorich, incessant complaining
Rachel Evenson, sloths in a box
And a special thanks to Kim Foster, who shot
several lovely portraits of me for this page, only
to have me use this goofy self portrait.

